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Social. media. has. changed. not. only. people’s. lives. but. also. business’s. life.. The.
internet.has. transformed. the.way.companies.do. their.business..Most.companies.
create.an.entire.business.function.commonly.referred.to.e-business,.which.is.the.
use.of.internet.and.information.technology.in.a.company’s.operations..Social.media.
is.not.only.a.communication.tool.for.entertainment..It.is.also.an.important.part.of.
marketing.strategies.in.firm’s.business.life..Therefore,.firms.can.use.social.media.as.
a.strategic.marketing.tool.to.help.firms.gain.a.competitive.advantage,.so.social.media.
and.social.media.marketing.are.gaining.importance.all.over.the.world,.especially.
from.marketers.and.researchers.in.order.to.understand.how.social.media.works.and.
to.understand.its.techniques.
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Digital.Marketing.and.Service.Industry:.Digital.Marketing.in.the.Banking.
Industry.................................................................................................................20
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The.aim.of.this.chapter.is.to.investigate.the.impact.of.the.implementation.of.digital.
sales.channels.on.improving.the.bank’s.business.performance.(i.e.,.improving.the.
market.position.of.the.bank)..The.authors.look.at.different.types.of.sales.channels.
and. their. contribution. to. increasing. the. number. of. clients. in. the. bank,. and. in.
particular,. they.focus.on.the.advantages.of. the.Viber.Platform.in.reaching.more.
clients..A.survey.on.digitalization.of.the.banking.sector.was.conducted,.that.is,.on.
the.integration.of.digital.communications.and.sales.channels,.that.bringins.with.it.
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new.elements.and.possibilities.for.expanding.the.portfolio.of.bank.services,.and.
thus.new.opportunities.for.increasing.profits..Based.on.the.results.of.the.survey,.it.
was.concluded.that.banks.use.digital.communications.to.improve.and.make.more.
effective. and. effictient. communication. with. clients,. while. trying. to. bring. them.
closer.to.the.offer..With.this.approach,.banks.will.achieve.greater.satisfaction.and.
consequently.a.greater.loyalty.of.their.clients.
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Digital.Business.Model.........................................................................................41
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In.the.digital.age,.consumers.have.changed.their.roles.from.passive.receivers.of.
marketing.messages.to.active.information.suppliers.about.products.through.various.
digital. media.. The. communication. between. consumers. which. occurs. online. is.
termed. electronic. word. of. mouth. (eWOM). communication.. Electronic. word. of.
mouth. communication. is. an. integral. part. of. e-commerce.. With. the. exponential.
growth.of.internet.users.and.their.adoption.of.eWOM.for.product.information,.it.has.
become.important.to.study.the.factors.responsible.for.the.effectiveness.of.eWOM..
This.chapter.investigates.the.traditional.WOM.and.eWOM.literature.to.explore.its.
status..A.summary.of.eWOM.communication.has.been.presented. to.summarize.
prior.studies.of.eWOM.which.is.aligned.with.basic.communication.processes..The.
research.papers.(literature).have.been.segregated.into.eight.categories:.WOM,.eWOM,.
eWOM.impact,.source.credibility,.message.characteristics,.receiver.characteristics,.
eWOM.platform,.and.response.after.eWOM.adoption..Finally,.several.strategies.are.
discussed.for.theoretical.and.empirical.exploration.

Chapter 4
E-WOM.as.a.New.Paradigm.in.the.Consumer.Decision-Making.Process...........64

Esra Güven, Celal Bayar University, Turkey
Volkan Yakin, Abant Izzet Baysal University, Turkey

Consumer-to-consumer. communications. in. online. environments. are. of. a. vital.
importance.to.the.consumer.decision-making.process..This.process.consists.of.five.
phases,.each.affected.by.eWOM.communications.deeply.from.the.stimulation.to.the.
post-purchase.behavior..Among.all.other.factors.having.an.impact.on.this.process,.
the.impact.of.eWOM.has.a.distinguished.role..As.the.technology.grows.and.the.
consumers.use.internet.and.the.reviews.via.internet,.they.become.more.and.more.
attached.to.these.reviews.to.make.a.purchase.decision..In.this.chapter,.the.authors.
make.a.comprehensive.explanation.about.the.consumer.decision-making.process.and.
explain.the.relationship.of.the.decision-making.phases.with.eWOM.communications.
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Preface

The Internet represents a tremendous opportunity. For customers, it gives a much 
wider choice of products, services and prices from different suppliers and the 
means to select and purchase items more readily. For organisations marketing these 
products and services it gives the opportunity to expand into new markets, offer 
new services and compete on a more equal footing with larger businesses. For those 
working within these organisations it gives the opportunity to develop new skills and 
to use the Internet to improve the competitiveness of the company. This proposed 
volume will present a variety of practical application tools, skills, practices, models, 
approaches, and strategies that are proving themselves in practice, demonstrating 
effectiveness with managing diversity and innovation. This volume will also present 
a several visionary proposals for transforming societies, citizens, and professions so 
all concerned are better prepared to embrace diversity and do their part in creating 
valuable and necessary innovation that positively impacts the global community. 
The overall objectives and mission of this proposed volume are to share a different 
pattern of research work that will provide a platform for new avenues in overall 
digital infrastructure, digital modern business infrastructure, business automation, 
and financial aspects of modern businesses. Industry executives, marketing managers, 
and consumers have expressed concerns about the ability of today’s students to create 
value within our increasingly global, diverse, and sophisticated marketplace. Industry 
executives, marketing managers, and consumers have articulated concerns about the 
ability of today’s students to create value within our increasingly global, diverse, 
and complicated marketplace. Targeted in its scope and broad in its sources, the 
book will become a key reference for digital marketing/business educators looking 
for quality text about how to promote brilliance among students in the 21st Century.

This volume has focused to present a variety of practical applications, tools, 
skills, practices, models, approaches, and strategies that are proving themselves 
in practice demonstrating effectiveness with managing diversity and innovation.

Chapter 1 focused on Social Media become very important for marketing 
decision-making process; it seems to have “taken over the world”. So this is the 
reason behind why social media attracting this much more attention. When we are 

xiii
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Preface

talking about social media, we are talking about one of priority strategic tools, so 
we should know how to make this strategic tool more useful for firms because it 
would be very beneficial for firm’s competitive growth. Social Media term covers 
the usage of online tools and web sites that allow users to interact between each 
others in order to share information, opinions and interests.

Chapter 2 discussed on the financial services market has undergone significant 
changes in recent years. Information technology, including models of modern 
information architecture, databases and data warehouses, data protection, data 
management, computer communication, modern statistical software and other IT 
tools, contributed to an enormous increase in the speed of data processing, the 
introduction of ATMs, the functioning and processing of various types of credit 
and payment cards and a like. This technology advancement enabled financial 
organizations to offer a wide range of quality products and services to the market. 
In addition, due to the exponential growth of digital communication channels, and 
in particular social networks, the role of digital marketing takes on an increasingly 
important item in determining the overall marketing budgets.

Chapter 3 discussed on the rapid growth of digital technology is changing the way 
businesses worked so far. The field of marketing is exploring new profitable models 
of business in computer mediated environment. The Internet based marketing models 
are highly customized, relevant and powerful where consumer create, exchange & 
choose the information they want (Fernando & Whitelock, 2007). The internet and 
digital technology have changed the balance of power between buyers and sellers 
in favour of buyers (Kucuka & Krishnamurthy, 2007). One of the most important 
capabilities of the Internet, in comparison with previous mass communication 
technologies, is its bi-directionality (Dellarocas, 2003). It has been observed that 
the early development of Web is controlled and static. Earlier business institutions 
on web used to control the content on internet but due to popularity of Social media, 
blogs, bulletin boards, chat rooms, review sites, e-tailersites, and virtual discussion 
rooms, the information given by markets have lost this effect (Goldsmith, 2006).

Chapter 4 focused on consumers today need to make numerous decisions and 
therefore deal with information loads increasing day by day. To be able to cope with 
this mental load, they develop some short cuts or certain habits. The introduction 
of online and internet platforms into our lives is causing the markets having been 
controlled by the marketers for long years to pass on consumer hands. The consumers 
being able to reach all the information through online environments have started 
to dominate in the markets, and this has caused the marketers to go through their 
strategies they have used persistently. Especially the social media platforms by 
means of web 2.0 following web 1.0 can be said to have a great impact on this 
shift. Consumer generated online environments, one of the biggest advantage of 
emerging social media platforms, not only provide the consumers with reaching 
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the information in a rapid and efficient way but also offer a flexibility in time and 
evaluation opportunities.

Chapter 5 discussed the internet and the web has attracted considerable attention 
and research from both academics and practitioners. Numerous studies anticipated 
a “marketing revolution” (Hoffman & Novak, 1997; Keeny & Marshall, 2000) 
as businesses changed their modes of operation and customers adapted to novel 
and different ways of purchasing goods and services. With the advent of digital 
technology and smart devices, a large amount of digital data is being generated 
every day. Individuals are putting more and more publicly available data on the web. 
Thus, not only the quantity of digitally stored data is much larger, but the type of 
data is also tremendously diversified, due to various new technologies (Sedkaoui 
& Monino, 2016).

Chapter 6 focused on business activities are a part of the social fabric of society. 
Therefore, the survival and development of business activity are depended on the 
environment in which it operates. The business environment includes the ecological 
environment. Thus, it is our duty to protect the ecological environment so that 
economic activities are carried on without harming the environment. Economic well- 
being is not the only reason for preserving the environment, but it can also impact 
the existence of mankind. Thus, protecting the ecology is the societal obligations 
of both the individual and business. Marketing discipline being an important cog in 
business activities plays an important role in linking ecology with economic activities.

Chapter 7 focuses on a specific form of social commerce: the virtual stores of 
Facebook. This social network, with more than 2 trillion active users in September 
2017, was the first social network to incorporate the concept of store social commerce 
(Statista, 2017b). As a first step, we analyze the evolution and different perspectives 
of social commerce as, for example, communities, social selling, social cashback, 
presence of virtual stores on social networks, and also how to incorporate in the 
company’s strategy. We intend also to look for the main motivations that may be at 
the origin of the decision by companies in joining the social commerce. Then, we 
make a short presentation of the Facebook’s role in marketing and we examine the 
contribution that f-commerce can provide to improve sales and customer relationships, 
especially in terms of customer retention strategies, the creation of value and the 
construction of brand loyalty.

In Chapter 8, crowdsourcing is a problem-solving model that takes advantage 
of the Internet (Brabham, 2013). Jeff Howe, who first coined the concept in 2006, 
describes it as the act of taking a job, traditionally performed by a designated agent 
(usually an employee), and outsourcing it to an undefined, generally large group 
of people in the form of an open call (Howe, 2006). Crowdsourcing is typically 
characterized by a proactive crowd, an outsourced task and an empowering online 
environment (Djelassi and Decoopman, 2013). Among the most popular and most 
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promising types of crowdsourcing is creative crowdsourcing, often organized in 
the form of creative contests (e.g., idea or design competitions) (Terwiesch and 
Xu, 2008). Contests are used for both, problem-solving and decision-making tasks, 
in a variety of industries. They help reducing market failure rates of new products 
and services, accelerating the innovation process, reducing traditional outsourcing 
costs, and strengthening the relationship between brands and customers (Brabham, 
2013, Hanine and Steils, 2018). Even though the principle of outsourcing a task to 
a group of people is not fundamentally new, the digital environment lifts the usage 
and usefulness of crowdsourcing to a whole new level.

In Chapter 9, the impact of identity on brand loyalty has taken precedence as an 
area of focus in recent marketing research. This has taken place in an era defined 
by technological revolution, which has created market disruptions and there are 
implications for customer–brand relationships. Nonetheless, existing research has 
failed to acknowledge the impact of socio-psychological attributes and functional 
utility maximisation. Knowledge that illuminates how firms can reposition 
themselves to sustain brand loyalty when disruptions occur in today’s complex and 
globalised business environment is also required. This study will present an empirical 
investigation into the phenomenon of brand switching behaviour among consumers 
in a specific competitive market, the Smartphone industry. It explores how resistance 
could be built from an identity theory perspective, as emphasis has historically been 
placed on the functional utility of products at the expense of social meanings. This 
study provides consideration for market disruptions in the Smartphone industry 
and confirms that the literature does not capture other non-utilitarian factors such 
as socio-psychological benefits, hence there are underlying factors that motivate 
consumers to continue buying brands they buy.

Last but not the least, this volume is focused to present a variety of practical 
application tools, skills, practices, models, approaches, and strategies that are proving 
themselves in practice—demonstrating effectiveness while managing diversity and 
innovation. The overall objective and mission of this volume is to share a different 
pattern of research work that will provide a platform for new avenues in overall 
infrastructure, socioeconomic conditions, and modern tourism business infrastructure.
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ABSTRACT

Social media has changed not only people’s lives but also business’s life. The internet 
has transformed the way companies do their business. Most companies create an 
entire business function commonly referred to e-business, which is the use of internet 
and information technology in a company’s operations. Social media is not only 
a communication tool for entertainment. It is also an important part of marketing 
strategies in firm’s business life. Therefore, firms can use social media as a strategic 
marketing tool to help firms gain a competitive advantage, so social media and 
social media marketing are gaining importance all over the world, especially from 
marketers and researchers in order to understand how social media works and to 
understand its techniques.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, Social Media become very important for marketing decision-making 
process; it seems to have “taken over the world”. So this is the reason behind why 
social media attracting this much more attention. When we are talking about social 
media, we are talking about one of priority strategic tools, so we should know how to 
make this strategic tool more useful for firms because it would be very beneficial for 
firm’s competitive growth. Social Media term covers the usage of online tools and web 
sites that allow users to interact between each other’s in order to share information, 
opinions and interests. According to “The State of Small Business Report, 2010” 
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sponsored by Network Solutions, LLC and the University of Maryland’s Robert 
H. Smith School of Business, the study results show that almost 1 out of 5 small 
business owners actively uses social media as part of his or her marketing strategy 
(University of Maryland, n.d.). The study also shows that 75% of small businesses 
have a company page on a social networking site.

BACKGROUND

We have witnesses a rapid and accelerated growth in social media in the last few 
years. Social media and social media marketing are gaining importance and popularity 
all over the world especially from marketers and researchers in order to understand 
how social media works and also understand its techniques, which is increasingly 
common and fast growing. According to “The State of Small Business Report, 
2010”, the study show that different industries are adopting social media marketing 
at different rates (University of Maryland, n.d.). There are many firms depending on 
social media marketing and direct mail such as Firms in the education, health, and 
social services sector. Many organizations, including small, medium-sized, and large 
organizations used social media now in regular operations. So in order to the rapid 
changes which happening in the social media and technology, Firms should know 
how to adapt to these changes in order to have and maintain a competitive advantage.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Differences Between Social Media and Social Networks

There are several differences between social media and social networks (Hartshorn, 
2010, Cited in Edosomwan et al., 2011); the differences include semantics, features, 
functions and the way to use these websites. We can summarize the differences 
between them as shown in Table 1.

A History of Social Media

When we are talking about social media as we know today, we should know its 
origin and how does it appear, in order of that we can illustrate the history of social 
Media as shown in Table 2.
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Table 1. Differences between social media and social networks

Social Media Social Networks

Definition:
A media which is primarily used to 
transmit or share information with a 
broad audience.

An act of engagement as people with 
common interests associates together 
and builds relationships through 
community.

Communication style: It is simply a system, a 
communication channel.

It is a two-way communication, 
where conversations are at the core.

The return on investment 
(ROI): Difficult to be determined precisely. ROI is a bit obvious.

(Data Source: Edosomwan et al., 2011)

Table 2. The history of social media

Stage Year Description

1. The Birth of Social Media 
“The Early Years”

1997

The first recognizable social network site launched in 
1997 was SixDegrees.com which allowed users to create 
profiles, and list their friends; It help people connect 
and send messages to others.

From 1997 to 2001

A number of community tools began supporting various 
combinations of profiles and publicly articulated 
Friends. Such as: AsianAvenue, BlackPlanet, Ryze, 
and MiGente which allowed users to create personal, 
professional profiles.

2002
Launched a Friendster as a social complement to 
Ryze. It was designed to compete with Match.com, a 
profitable online dating site.

2. The First Social Media Surge 
“SNSs Hit the Mainstream” 2003

Many new SNSs were launched; some are professional 
sites such as: LinkedIn, Visible Path, and Xing which 
focus on business people. 
The social media and user-generated content 
phenomena grew; websites focused on media sharing 
began implementing SNS features and becoming SNSs 
themselves, such as: Flickr (photo sharing), Last.FM 
(music listening habits), and YouTube (video sharing).

3. Facebook and Twitter

2005
Facebook began in early 2004 as a Harvard-only SNS 
for students. While in September 2005, Facebook 
expanded to include everyone.

2006
Twitter a service that had the unique distinction of 
allowing users to send “tweets” of 140 characters or 
less.

4. The Rest of the Pack Around 2010

There were dozens of other websites providing 
social media services of some kind such as: Tumblr, 
Foursquare, Pinterest, Instagram, Google Buzz, Loopt, 
Blippy, WordPress and Groupon.

5. Social Media Today

Social media today consists of thousands of social 
media platforms, all serving the same – but slightly 
different purpose. Of course, some social media 
platforms are more popular than others,

(Data Source: Boyd & Ellison, 2008; History Cooperative, n.d.)
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MAIN FOCUS OF THE CHAPTER

This chapter focuses on firm’s growth in social media age; as one of the most 
important industries in the world, and how to make social media more beneficial 
for firms. Beside the important role of social media in promote businesses, increase 
firm’s sales, and making money. Social media are gaining popularity and now are 
used in regular operations of many organizations, including small, medium-sized, 
and large organizations. In order to the rapid changes which happening in the social 
media and technology, Firms should know how to adapt to these changes in order to 
have and maintain a competitive advantage. So the overall objective of this chapter 
is to have an overview about social media as a competitive advantage for firms, 
highlighting this issues and challenges being faced in this chapter as follows.

According to Harvard Business Review Report (2010): “The exponential growth 
of social media, from blogs, Facebook and Twitter to LinkedIn and YouTube, offers 
organizations the chance to join a conversation with millions of customers around 
the globe every day.”

What Does Social Media Marketing (SMM) Mean?

• Social Media Meaning: Social media is a unique phenomenon because 
it’s transform the communication and interaction of individuals and also 
companies throughout the world (Edosomwan et al., 2011).

• Social Media Marketing Meaning: SMM means techniques that aim to 
promote products or spread brand awareness through social networks and 
its applications, it can also defined as a form of internet marketing that 
implements various social media networks in order to achieve marketing 
communication and branding goals (techopedia.com).

After knowing what does Social Media and SMM mean; we also should know what 
does Social Networking Services (SNS) mean? A SNS is defined as a Web-based 
software application that helps users connect and socialize with friends, family 
members, business partners, or other individuals (Gnyawali et al., 2010).

Social Media Platforms

There are many platforms for social media people use such as:

• Facebook: A social networking website launched in February 2004. Users 
of Facebook can create a personal profile; add other users as friends, and 
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exchange messages, including automatic notifications, photos and comments 
when they update their profile.

• Twitter: A social networking website allows users to publish short messages 
known as “Tweets” that are visible to other users. Twitter was founded in 
2006.

• YouTube: The world’s most popular online video community, where millions 
of people can discover, watch and share originally-created videos.

• LinkedIn: A social networking site designed specifically for the business 
community. So LinkedIn goal is to allow registered members to establish and 
document networks of people they know and trust professionally.

• Pinterest: A social media website that allows users to organize, share images 
and videos from around the Web.

• Instagram: An online photo sharing service. It allows users to apply different 
types of photo filters to their pictures with a single click.

• Google+: An interest-based social network that is owned and operated by 
Google Inc.

• MySpace: A social networking website that allows its users to create blogs, 
upload videos and photos, and design profiles to showcase their interests and 
talents in their webpage’s to interact with other users. It became the most 
popular social networking website in the United States in 2006.

• Flickr: A website that allows  users to share photographs and videos.
• Wikipedia: Wikipedia is a free, open content online encyclopedia created 

through the collaborative effort of a community of users. The site’s name 
comes from wiki, a server program that enables anyone to edit Website 
content through their Web browser.

• And many others

As we illustrated above that there are many platforms for social media, so when 
any firm want to choose the best social network which it suitable for her it should 
take into her consideration some things:

• Time
• Resources
• Potential customers

Social Media Characteristics

After clarifying what social media (SM) and social media marketing (SMM) means, 
we should know the characteristics of social media as follows (Bradley, 2013):
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• Participation: Social media allows users to collaborate with each others, 
and participate in social media. There is a lack of clarity between media and 
audience.

• Collective: Social media helps participants to collect and distribute 
information, for example people collect videos to share or distribute them on 
YouTube.

• Transparency: Social media provides transparency in the way that 
participants made their participation. They can see, critique, validate, and 
rate each other’s contributions on social media.

• Independence: Every participant has the opportunity to be independent 
in his/her contribution from any other participant; participants also can 
collaborate with each other’s no matter where they are or whoever they are.

• Persistence: The fruits of participant contributions are captured in a persistent 
state for others to view, share and augment; it differentiates social media 
from synchronous conversational interactions where much of the information 
exchanged is either lost or captured.

• Emergence: There is no possibility to predict, model, design and control 
all human collaborative interactions and optimize them as a fixed business 
process.

Business Development Via Social Media

When we are going to talk about social media marketing, we should never forget 
that social media marketing has a lot of benefits. We can mention some of these 
benefits as:

• Free and easy marketing
• Help in brand building
• Relationship building with customers
• Wide audience reception
• Offer a special way for firms to position themselves

While talking about social media marketing benefits, there are also many 
challenges facing social media marketing such as follows:

• Managing social media marketing take time
• Social media marketing results are hard to track
• If you don’t have a smart strategy, you will be in trouble
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So in this part we want to answer an important question which is: Does Social 
Media Marketing work for business?

To answer this important question you should know about Social Media Marketing 
Benefits. According to Stelzner (2015) marketers found that there are really many 
benefits from social media marketing. 90% of marketers found that social media 
Increased Exposure, and 70% found that social media activities Increased Traffic 
to their websites. Also 69% of marketers found that social media Building a Loyal 
Fan Base and 68% of them see that social media provided Market Place Insights that 
they didn’t previously have. Beside all the benefits mentioned earlier there are also 
more benefits as: improved sales, gain partnerships, reduced marketing expenses.

Finding Business Purpose in “Social Media”

Social media can use as a marketing strategy to reduce the marketing cost in firms. 
There are three ways to use social media to get the results you want for your business as:

1.  Sell Products or Services: The instant nature of social media is ideal for sales, 
so this is the reason why social media became important marketing channel.

2.  Become a Leading Industry Resource: Content marketing professionals 
recognize social media channels as conduits and use them to pass information 
to fans, followers and customers.

3.  Provide Quality Customer Service: All companies want to give their customers 
the best experience possible, and right now that means providing customer 
service on social media.

Business capabilities are influenced by using Web 2.0 tools, and basically affect 
business performance in firms, these factors can be represented in (Andriole, 2010).

How to Develop a Successful Social Media MKT Strategy

Social media marketing is like other form of marketing, it requires strategy, planning, 
resources, measuring etc. But in social media marketing Planning, business objectives 
and strategy are the most important keys. So to develop a successful social media 
marketing strategy there are several keys including:

1.  Business Goals Development: The first task of the firm will be to define the 
business goals it want to serve with social media marketing, Such as: Improving 
customer loyalty, brand awareness and reputation, increasing sales, promote 
businesses, and getting new prospects.
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2.  Objectives Definition: Firms should make objectives “SMART”, which 
means to make them Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Timed. 
In order to achieve these objectives firms should know; what does it expect 
from a Social Network Strategy? What is the result that firm wants to achieve 
by using social technologies?

3.  Deliberate Process of Execution (Messages Formulation and Platforms 
Identification): Firms should determine results wanted from messages and 
communication to? Does it have to build its own Social Networking system 
or use an available platform (e.g. Facebook, etc.).

4.  Metrics Selection: “You cannot manage what you do not measure.” Internet-
based platforms provide plenty of information and metrics allowing firm to 
obtain immediate feedback and to make adjustments early. So defining the 
right key performance indicators and choosing the proper tools to measure 
are very important.

5.  Manage Processes, Plan, Resources, and Budgets: Social Network Strategy 
has an effect on firm’s governance structure and business plan, it affecting 
human and financial resources allocation in the organization. These changes 
can be very useful to the firm, because these changes can help firm to be more 
innovative, open and interactive.

6.  Analysis and Measure Results: Analytics are a pivotal element to help in 
achieving social media goals. In the Internet age, strategy review and adjustment 
is an essential issue to stay up to date and adjust strategic actions.

Employees and Social Media Use

Employees are very important assets in any firms because of the important role of 
manager and employee which affects the firm’s survival and its success.

Employees’ social media use in the Social Media age is very important and 
essential for any firm. The reason behind that could be that employees play an 
important role in the social media area; they also know their company’s business so 
they can represent their brands as “brand ambassadors”. Employees can positively 
influence target customers, building strong and valuable relationships with target 
audiences. In order to what mentioned, we can conclude that Employees’ social 
media use can benefit firms in many ways.

On the other hand there are three main problems that make social media difficult 
for organizations (Smith et al., 2010):

• Using social media requires control from firms, while the use of social media 
cannot be fully regulated or controlled.
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• Social media is everywhere; therefore social media risks can have wide-
reaching effects on the reputation of a firm, because things said on social 
media may last forever and everyone can reach it.

• Social media is highly emotional and functional.

In order to the previously mentioned problems these risks can cause reputational 
damage, destroy careers, and lead to productivity losses.

Hence, every firm should have social media team to provide their employees and 
executives with guidance and support, to be responsible for establish guidelines and 
policies, and to provide best practice examples and training for employees (Dreher, 
2014).

Firm’s Competitive Growth

Competitive advantage can be defined as an organizational capability to perform in 
one or many ways that competitors find difficult to reproduce now and, in the future, 
(Kotler, 2000). So, firms must compete to keep or gain market share in addition to 
attract people or customers in order to search for the growth opportunities.

When we are talking about competitive advantage, we should mention that there 
are many factors influencing it as:

• Human skills
• Technological skills
• Factors related to firm as:

 ◦ Firm size
 ◦ Firm capacity

• Competitive industry
• Social media utilization

Therefore, most companies are searching for the best practices and metrics in 
order to understand where to target their social media activities and build their own 
competitive advantage by creating their own strategies.

The successful use of information technology (IT) can give the firm a competitive 
advantage to be able to compete with competitors. So communication technology 
system (ICTS) can be a significant source of competitive advantage to firms.

According to “Harvard Business Review Report” (2010) there are many benefits 
of use social media are:

• Increased awareness of your firm, products, and services among target 
customers.
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• Increased traffic to website.
• The ability to know what is being said about your firm.
• Better understanding of customer perceptions of your brand.
• Improved insights about your target market.

So Firms can collaborate with social media agents in order to help firm to create 
and strengthen its competitive advantages, especially for micro, small, and medium 
enterprises (Al-Mommani et al., 2015). Marketing in micro, small, and medium 
firms differs from marketing in larger firms (Carson et al, 1995), because marketing 
in micro, small, and medium firms is considered to be easier and more efficient. So 
by using internet network and social media these firms can reduce cost, enter new 
markets, and build strong relationships with customers.

The organizational knowledge can also be a base of the competitive advantage 
in the field of strategic management.

Social Media Marketing After Economic Recession

The global recession raises challenging questions for the vitality of the business 
climate and how it influences marketing budgets and aims (Kirtiş & Karahan, 2011). 
Global financial crisis has appeared in the last quarter of 2008 with the collapse of 
various large United States financial firms and spread promptly leading to a global 
economic turmoil (Ellaboudy, 2010).

When firms face an economic crisis, they try to decrease costs by reducing 
marketing budgets, this is because firms are also affected through different ways 
by economic crises. Some firms may need to close down and many others may 
reduce their production capacity. In order to that, marketing decision makers should 
increase their online budgets; however lower the budget for the traditional marketing 
tools. For this reason, firms try to find out how to use social media to develop their 
CRM (Customer Relationship Management) as well as ongoing relationships and 
creating loyalty (www.ameinfo.com). Social media is very important for both small 
and large businesses when using the internet to get success. The crisis can also be 
an opportunity to develop new policies, vision and strategies. It might be the time 
to firms to shift from traditional media to social media; this is because Firms are 
looking for more innovative, new and cost reduction ways to market their products 
or services.

Digitization and Globalization Age

Nowadays firms have been affected by the digitization and globalization, Social 
Media affect the interaction way and communication between firms and customers. 
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So firms have to develop successful strategies and looked for new tactics for this 
global challenge. Knowledge has become an increasingly essential factor of growth 
and competitiveness for firms, its market value has increased. New technologies, 
Globalization, and the Internet affect firms in an enormous way. The growth of 
social media gives firms the chance to join conversations with millions of customers 
around the world every day.

According to “2015 State of Small Business Report” about marketing tools using 
by companies, they found that Social Media take the lead of marketing tools used 
by companies by (61%), which shows the importance of social media in marketing 
(Wasp Barcode Technologies, 2015). There are also many other important marketing 
tools used by companies mentioned in the report such as (ranked according to the 
percentage of use each of them by companies): E-mail marketing (46%), Print 
advertisements (37%), Press releases (36%), Direct mail (32), Trade shows (30%), 
Search engine optimization (30%), TV and/or radio (20%), Blogging (19%), other 
(18%), Online Ads (12%), Product or customers’ videos (12%), Outsourced public 
relations firm (9%), Telemarketing services (5%).

Also Harvard Business Review Analytic Services survey (2010) said that nearly 
two-thirds of the 2,100 companies participated in survey are either currently using 
social media channels or have social media plans in the works.

In order to the previous reports and surveys; online competitive intelligence 
service (Compete.com) found that the top three social networks are: Facebook, 
Twitter, and LinkedIn.

SOLUTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Social Media can add value to the firm’s competitive growth, if proper marketing 
plan and strategy can be built and implemented, so firms should give social media 
marketing more attention. Furthermore social media has a significant impact on 
firm’s business promotion, increasing firm’s sales, reaching customers, and gain 
better market position. So by using internet network and social media firms can 
reduce cost, enter new markets, and build strong relationships with customers. The 
organizational knowledge can also be a base of the competitive advantage in the 
field of strategic management.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

The author indicates some directions for future research. This study is highlighting 
the firm’s competitive growth in the social media age. Future research may work 
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on examining the growth of the social media industry impact on firms depending 
on global environment changes. Furthermore focus on the impact of social media 
on firms can be an important ingredient of economic development.

CONCLUSION

Social Media Marketing has been found to be an effective marketing strategy for 
all types of firms in just about every industry - in both Business-to-Consumer and 
Business-to-Business environments. Social media also offers huge opportunities for 
firms to increase their marketing share; it is also destined to play an even greater 
role in the coming years. Finally, we can say that social media has become a popular 
marketing tool using by companies.

This chapter has shown the importance of social media, there is no doubt that 
social media marketing has a significant impact on firm’s growth. It opened new 
domains and new opportunities for these firms to attract new customers and promoting 
to their products and services. So we advise firm’s managers and marketers to 
give both social media and social media marketing more attention because of their 
tremendous importance.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Competitive Advantage: An organizational capability to perform in one or many 
ways that competitors find difficult to reproduce now and in the future.

Facebook: A social networking website launched in February 2004. Users of 
Facebook can create a personal profile, add other users as friends, and exchange 
messages, including automatic notifications, photos, and comments when they 
update their profile.

Social Media: Refers to the wide range of internet-based and mobile service 
that allow users to participate in online exchanges, contribute user-created content, 
or join online communities.

Social Media Marketing (SMM): Means techniques that aim to promote 
products or spread brand awareness through social networks and its applications; 
it can also defined as a form of internet marketing that implements various social 
media networks in order to achieve marketing communication and branding goals.

Social Networking Services (SNS): A web-based software application that 
helps users connect and socialize with friends, family members, business partners, 
or other individuals.

Social Networking Sites: Facilitate individuals build social relationships and 
interests among friends and acquaintances (e.g., Facebook, LinkedIn, Google Plus+).

Tweet: A short, 140-character message delivered on the micro-blogging platform 
Twitter by those who have set up a free account on the site.

Twitter: The most famous micro-blogging site on the internet, where people can 
tweet about the things that interest them, as well as retweet—or tweet again—the 
tweets of others. Twitter was founded in 2006.

Web 2.0: A second generation in the development of the world wide web; 
imagined as a combination of concepts, trends, and technologies that focus on user 
collaboration, sharing of user-generated content, and social networking. It is including 
blogs, wikis, video sharing services, and social media websites such as Facebook, 
Twitter, LinkedIn, MySpace, and Google+. The term Web 2.0 was introduced by 
the O’Reilly Media Web 2.0 conference in 2004.

YouTube: The world’s most popular online video community, where millions 
of people can discover, watch, and share originally created videos. YouTube was 
founded in 2005.
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ABSTRACT

The aim of this chapter is to investigate the impact of the implementation of digital 
sales channels on improving the bank’s business performance (i.e., improving the 
market position of the bank). The authors look at different types of sales channels 
and their contribution to increasing the number of clients in the bank, and in 
particular, they focus on the advantages of the Viber Platform in reaching more 
clients. A survey on digitalization of the banking sector was conducted, that is, on 
the integration of digital communications and sales channels, that bringins with it 
new elements and possibilities for expanding the portfolio of bank services, and thus 
new opportunities for increasing profits. Based on the results of the survey, it was 
concluded that banks use digital communications to improve and make more effective 
and effictient communication with clients, while trying to bring them closer to the 
offer. With this approach, banks will achieve greater satisfaction and consequently 
a greater loyalty of their clients.
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INTRODUCTION

The financial services market has undergone significant changes in recent years. 
Information technology, including models of modern information architecture, 
databases and data warehouses, data protection, data management, computer 
communication, modern statistical software and other IT tools, contributed to an 
enormous increase in the speed of data processing, the introduction of ATMs, the 
functioning and processing of various types of credit and payment cards and a like. 
This technology advancement enabled financial organizations to offer a wide range 
of quality products and services to the market. In addition, due to the exponential 
growth of digital communication channels, and in particular social networks, the 
role of digital marketing takes on an increasingly important item in determining 
the overall marketing budgets.

In order to be competitive, the financial organization must focus on fostering 
customer loyalty, integrating various communication channels, lowering operating 
costs and good risk management. Financial organizations (banks, insurance companies, 
leasing companies, investment and pension funds, etc.) strongly influence the flows 
of activities in the real economy. Such impact has been particularly noticeable in the 
last five years in Serbia, but also in the whole world. High degree of competitiveness 
of the financial services market is, among other things, conditioned by the fact 
that “production” and the provision of some financial services also involve certain 
non-financial organizations. Direct and “lateral” competition compel financial 
organizations to compete for the marketplace by developing innovative activities 
and offering a richer and more quality product and service range in comparison to 
the competition. Therefore, the primary activity of financial organizations must 
be the research of needs, preferences, habits, wishes and demands of present and 
potential clients and ways of their profitable satisfaction.

In order to identify, anticipate and profitably satisfy the requirements of its clients, 
and accordingly ensure continuous growth and development, it is necessary that the 
entire financial organization and the activity of all its employees (especially those 
who are in constant contact with clients), rely on the modern settings of financial 
services marketing (with special emphasis on digital marketing).

Some of the postulates of financial organizations’ modern marketing are:

• Assets of the organization / company are worth little without its clients;
• The task of managing the marketing of a financial organization is not only to 

attract new ones but also to retain existing clients;
• New customers can only be acquired by delivering superior value / offer;
• Only satisfied customers can be loyal to the given organization;
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• The role of marketing is to create a superior offer and to achieve customer 
satisfaction, but also to anticipate the future needs of its clients.

All marketing activities use the Internet (web and email) as a channel of 
communication. The Internet has many advantages comparing to other media and 
provides much greater opportunities for banks, not just as a channel of communication, 
but also as a distribution channel. In addition to text and graphics, the Internet also 
transfers audio and video content to clients. Banks frequently communicate with 
their clients via e-mails. They are working on an analysis of the target group of 
clients after which they send out e-mails that need to be concise and clear. After 
sending the message, they evaluate the results achieved and apply the experience 
in order to redefine marketing communications. Mobile marketing is increasingly 
present in the offer of banking services. It includes mobile banking, which is often 
provided as a part of the clients’ current account package. In addition, mobile 
marketing allows banks to reach customers through a mobile device with some type 
of marketing message.

Banks devote great attention to credibility in the creation of their web sites, which 
also represents one of the digital channels for the provision (and sales) of banking 
services. The website has to be designed in sucha a manner that the information 
that is necessary for the clients is easily accessible through it. Some banks place the 
web-chat option on their web site, where clients communicate online with a robot 
that, through a set of certain Q&A scenarios, directs them to the realization of sales 
of banking products/services. Websites are constantly upgraded and updated with 
current marketing campaigns and special offers.

Banks use social media and social networks to realize sales plans, as they strive 
for greater market share. Social networks represent a type of communication similar 
to a personal contact that represents the most powerful way of market representation. 
Customers opt for the products and services that a bank has in its offer based on the 
recommendations of their friends through Facebook or Twitter or based on personal 
recommendations.

After receiving the recommendation, clients visit the bank’s branches, where 
they get direct impressions through contact with the employees and verify the 
truthfulness of the propaganda messages of the financial institution. Their relationship 
in communication with potential clients is often decisive in gaining loyalty and 
increasing the portfolio. Sales channels, as a way of providing services to clients, 
must be adapted to the characteristics of the services themselves.

Special emphasis will be given to the proposed model for the integration of 
communication and sales channels, which will enable the increase of sales volume 
and, at the same time, satisfy the needs of customers. Banking institutions analyze 
the benefits of products for proactive communication with their clients and create 
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the methodologhy and directives for the sales staff to use in sales talks. Cross-selling 
guidelines should enable the customer-facing employees to recognize the sales 
potential at the moment when the client performs the transaction. Sales arguments are 
the basis for a proactive approach to the client. The purpose of the sales arguments 
is to enable employees in the bank to assure the client of the advantages that he 
could gain from a particular bank offer/product. For personal sales, sales tools are 
used to enable the retailer to support communication with the client, to keep the 
client’s attention and to provide advice.

Digital distribution channels in banks reduce operating costs and, for this reason, 
banks are increasingly applying (CRM) campaigns in order to meet diversified 
customer needs and achieve better business results. CRM is an important segment 
of strategic planning and is viewed in the context of marketing and promotional 
mix. Its goal is to increase the profitability of the company and meet the needs of 
its customers. The CRM concept ensures a more efficient segmentation of target 
groups, analytical forecasting of market trends, analysis of the profitability of 
individual customers, improvement of service quality, ability to sell, shorter sales 
cycle, intense development of competitive advantage and the reputation of the 
company as a strong business partner.

BACKGROUND RESEARCH AND LITERATURE REVIEW

Financial services were the subject of interest and research by many authors, 
including: Ennew and Waite, 2007; Cheverton, et. al. 2008; Ehrlich and Fanelli 2004; 
Kangis 2000; Lovelock and Wirtz 2004; Klasens 2007; Mittal 2002; Gronroos 1998; 
Grove, Carlson and Dorsch 2002; Mortimer 2002; Ljubojević 1998, Veljković 2009; 
Kancir 2006 etc.. It is generally accepted that the basic dimensions of service quality 
are: (in) tangibility, reliability, accountability, security and empathy (Marinković, 
Stanković, 2012, p. 258-259).

Ljubojević (1998) deals with the analysis of financial organizations and the 
definition of their goals, such as increasing market share, expanding existing markets, 
developing new banking services in the existing and new markets, increasing 
profitability, etc. Gronroos (1998) considers that the management of basic marketing 
mix instruments, towards the application of marketing in the field of services, need 
certain adjustments in relation to the classic 4P concept, which is often applied in 
the production sector and physically tangible products. The nature of the service and 
the high level of interactivity of the servicing process has influenced the extension 
of the traditional concept of marketing mix by adding elements / instuments that 
relate directly to people. This particularly applies to employees in the first line of 
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communication with clients and the way they communicate; the physical environment 
in which they operate, and the processes applied by financial organizations during 
the provision of services.

Authors Tellis, Chandy and Thaivanich (2000) developed and demonstrated a 
model that measures the effects of economic propaganda through television. The 
proposed model provides a comprehensive method to evaluate the effect of TV 
advertising on consumers by simultaneously separating the effects of the ad itself 
from that of the time, placement (channel), creative cues, repetition, age of the ad, 
and age of the market. Based on the analysis conducted, conclusions were drawn 
about the type of ads that immediately receive a direct response, but their effects 
disappeared for a short time. Depending on the advertisement model, its repetition at 
the daily level and the TV station (channel) which broadcast it, varies its profitability.

Bhat, Bevans and Sengupta (2002) presented methods that offer the ability to 
measure the effects of online (Internet) advertising. They consider that the choice of 
methods depends on the objectives of the research, the budget and the technique at 
the disposal of the company and the time during which the research should be carried 
out. They emphasize that for the measurement of advertising one should take into 
account the following: the popularity of the website to attract and retain consumer 
attention, highlighting the benefits for users who visit the site and the efficiency 
of targeting users. For each of these goals, the authors list specific methods, and 
some of them are page views, page popularity, number of page visitors, number of 
advertisement views, duration of page review during first visit, the number of page 
returns, the time that passes until the user returns to the page again, profiling of 
visitors. Authors emphasize that there is no best way of measuring online advertising, 
but that the measurement should be based on the research in respect to achieving 
set goals and on combining multiple research methods.

Jevremović, Štavljanin, Kostić-Stanković (2016) analyzed the impact of interactive 
characteristics of web sites as the company’s main communication tool on the 
Internet. Namely, each interactive feature of the website affects the user in a different 
way and in a different degree. Depending on the goals that the company wants to 
achieve through the website, it should use a different mix of interactive features. 
This result of the authors’ research suggests that companies can create interactive 
websites in order to raise awareness about a particular brand of the company. With 
interactive websites, great potentials for increasing brand awareness have more 
and more popular video games, provided that the characteristics of the promoted 
brand are compatible and can fit into the context of the video game, because then 
the indirect effects of advertising within video games can be expected (Štavljanin, 
Kostić-Stanković & Cvijović, 2016).
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Authors Ehrlich and Fanelli (2004) explore the competition in financial 
institutions, and the process of decisioning whether to position the offer directly 
with a competitor, or to focus on the free market. After selecting the target market, a 
financial organization develops an appropriate marketing strategy for each selected 
segment that, depending on the characteristics of the target market segment, represents 
a combination of different marketing mix elements

Wyman (2010) claims there are three key levers that can boost the potential 
of multi-channel distribution and provide an appropriate integrated and efficient 
distribution model, while simultaneously maximizing economic profit. Those are: 1) 
optimizing the potentials of each distribution channel individually, while overcoming 
obstacles and detecting hidden values; 2) increasing the integration of those channels 
that customers prefer with the goal of fully accepting this channel and 3) aligning the 
organization and processes with the goal of further development of multi-channel 
distribution. The process and the way in which it performs services is very important 
in gaining a general image about the financial organization and its professionalism. 
A financial organization that provides quick, accurate and efficient services, has 
a precisely determined sequence of activities in the services provisioning proces, 
and that is ready to listen to the client at any moment, will create a very favorable 
impression and create a path for further successful cooperation (Domazet, Zubović 
& Jeločnik, 2010)

From passive information consumers, created by professional editors, users of 
banking services have become active creators and users of word-of-mouth information. 
They consume information from online communities, user reviews, blogs and, of 
course, critically compare them with the official information of financial institutions 
present in the form of promotional videos, e-mails, official webcasts, brochures, 
etc. (Sakal, Pantelić & Matković, 2011).

Salai and Grubor (2011) put their accent on economic propaganda, which 
represents a form of inelastic communication about the company and its products. 
It is transmitted through the media in order to inform their clients. It also represents 
education on the product in order to create positive predispositions and thereby 
encourage purchasing. Authors (Dibb, Simkin & Pride, 2011) emphasize that thanks 
to economic propaganda, consumers compare messages from various competitors 
because they hear promotional messages repeatedly. In addition, these authors point 
out that economic propaganda affects the increase in product value and that this 
positively influences consumer awareness of the particular product. Tavan (2011) 
states that 60% of retail banks in the world do not use much of the social media to 
deepen relations with their clients, while recent research (Deloitte, 2013), however, 
reports that 90% of the world’s largest banks are present on Facebook, and 88% on 
Twitter. The study included five social networks, most commonly used by analyzed 
banks: Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram and Linkedin. As seen from the 
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table, have 23 banks Facebook, 12 banks are present on Twitter, 22 have opened 
the YouTube channel, 12 banks have the Instagram profile, while 24 banks have the 
Linkedin account (out of which 9 have no registered activity). The analysis shows 
that the surveyed banks have the liveliest social activities on Facebook and Youtube, 
with the noteworthy fact that banks dominantly use YouTube channel for uploading 
video material used in television propaganda activities

Meyer (2011) states that banks should particularly use the potential of Internet 
banking. Forecasts say that by 2020, 60% of Europeans will use Internet banking. 
Authors (Kohali & Sheleg, 2011) analyze the first virtual office on Facebook, 
opened in New Zealand in 2010, which offers banking consultancy services to its 
clients, but without the possibility of realizing transactions. Regardless of the fact 
that this channel is still limited, this represents the first phase to exploit the huge 
potential of social networks.

Tinnila (2012) and McKinsey (2012) dealt with the analysis of trends that affect 
changes in banking distribution channels. To investigate the impact of economic 
propaganda on brand choice, the Relevance-Accessibility Model (RAM model) can 
be used (Baker, Lutz, 2000). By applying this model, the authors made changes in 
the observation pariod, so instead of the moment of broadcasting the promotional 
message, the moment of brand choice was taken into consideration. In this sense, they 
differ advertising message involvement (AMI) – namely the motivational construct 
that influences the motivation of consumers to process the information at the moment 
of exposure to a promotional message; and brand response involvement (BRI) – 
namely the motivational construct that influences the motivation of consumers to 
process the information at the moment of brand choice. There are opinions (Alhaji 
and Rosmaini, 2012) that the application of new technology affects the greatest 
potential and the development of retail banking. Regardless of all the benefits offered 
by the new technology, it can be a limitation or even a threat, if the system itself is 
not sufficiently protected.

The results of empirical research (Domazet, 2012) show that financial organizations 
in Serbia use all forms of promotion and market communication in their marketing 
campaigns. The proportion is as follows: 57% of financial organizations use 
advertising, 6% use sales promotion, 10% use public relations, 5% use personal 
sales, 7% use direct marketing, 11% use sponsorship, and 4% use other forms (fairs, 
cinemas, theaters, sports organizations and donations).

Certain authors (Slavić & Sakal, 2012; Sakal, Slavić, & Szretykó, 2013) call 
young potential users Net-generation because they use Web 2.0 and represent 
exceptional potential in the field of marketing of the entire financial sector. There 
are also opinions (Bradić-Martinović, 2013) who believe that the implementation 
of technology in the banking industry should be focused on the automation of 
processes and their monitoring. Due to business applications, information in the 
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bank is processed through devices such as ATMs, POS terminals at points of sale, 
as well as through applications such as electronic and mobile banking

Accenture (2013) estimates that, if they do not innovate their current business 
model, universal banks in the North American market will lose 35% of its share by 
2020 from financial institutions that use Internet and mobile technology. O’Connor, 
(2014), thinks that a major contribution to the development of payment applications 
can be assigned to the boost in IT sector that has enabled the creation of databases 
and their continuous monitoring. At the same time, it was possible for banks to 
consider risk exposure and its measurement using modern statistical and mathematical 
models. This gave banks the ability to manage their portfolio.

Digital distribution channels in banks reduce operational costs and increases 
the productivity of bank employees due to automated processes and migration of 
transactional activities towards digitalization (Olenrewaju et al, 2014). Sandader 
(2014) points out that the countries of North America, Europe and Australia have 
the most developed mobile banking, and the US JPMorgan Chase Bank stands 
out as the market leader among them. This bank has developed the most advanced 
mobile banking applications used on smartphones while relying on resources such 
as the web site and two-way short message services. Samar Rahi and Mazuri Abd 
Ghani (2016), Internet Banking, Customer Perceived Value and Loyalty: The Role of 
Switching Costs, University of Sultan Zainal Abdin, Malaysi, Journal Account Mark 
2016, 5:4. Study findings evoked from structured questionnaires indicate that while 
struggling for customer loyalty, the banks will focus on internet banking services 
and customers percieved value. Besides, switching costs moderate the relationship 
between internet banking, customer perceived value, and customer loyalty. Internet 
banking is the key service for customer loyalty. Moreover, if the managers want their 
clients to be loyal to the bank, they shpuld focus on the customer perceived value.

MAIN FOCUS OF THE CHAPTER

Digital Marketing and Banking Industry

Digital distribution channels in banks reduce operating costs and therefore banks 
are increasingly applying (CRM) campaigns in order to meet diversified customer 
needs and achieve better business results. CRM is an important segment of strategic 
planning and is observed in the context of marketing and promotional mix. Its goal 
is to increase the profitability of the company while meeting the needs of its clients. 
The CRM concept ensures a more efficient segmentation of target groups, analytical 
forecasting of market trends, analysis of the profitability of individual customers, 
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improvement of service quality, ability to sell, shorter sales cycle, intense development 
of competitive advantage and the company reputation as a strong business partner

In modern banking, digital channels are being increasingly used as the primary 
communication channel, with the aim to establish better relationships with clients. 
The use of digital channels is to provide clients with an adequate service at any 
time and any place. Digital communication channels enable banks a proactive and 
personalized approach in servicing the financial needs of their clients. The use of 
social networks, web chat and Viber is a new form of communication with clients. 
Via the live web-chat (that sometimes includes video chat for better connection), 
banks directly communicate with their clients, offer online banking services or assist 
their clients to locate the nearest branch or ATM.

Viber is popular, widespread, free and very attractive. It offers voice and video 
messages sharing between Viber contacts, and Viber stickers for new way of 
communication. Viber does not require user account, allows users of their services 
to send messages of all types and make phone calls to other Viber users free. Viber 
is synchronized with the contacts directory, so users do not need to add contacts 
separately. In addition to text messaging, users can share stickers, images, audio 
and video media. Viber users often use stickers while communicating. This is one 
of the directions for digital channels development and brand strengthening. The 
goal of using Viber Stickers in banking is to increase brand awareness, rather then 
sales, and to encourage users engage with the brand. Viber stickers can also be used 
in Public Chat, which is a free and attractive tool through which brands develop a 
loyal and dedicated community. Through Viber Stickers, the bank follows modern 
trends in communication with younger generations, while at the same time helps 
in developing good savings habits from an early age. Digital banking on the Viber 
Platform represents a guideline for financial organizations on how to improve their 
digital business.

Service users, especially the new generation, will accept the benefits of digital 
communication tools if they can use them. The first bank in the Serbian market, 
which bases its digital communication on the use of Viber Platform, is Addiko Bank. 
Large number of users of the Viber application enables personalized communication 
by organizing prize games and other forms of rewarding customer loyalty, based 
primarily on digital tools and measurable indicators of the cost-effectiveness of a 
promotional campaign. On the other hand, two-way communication allows clients to 
express their creativity, but also to present the desired way of meeting their financial 
needs in a digital environment in a timely manner.

Digital communication channels enable banks a proactive and personalized 
approach in servicing the financial needs of teir clients. The use of social networks, 
web chat and Viber is a new form of communication with clients. Viber is popular, 
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widespread, free, very attractive application that offers sending of voice and video 
messages.

The development of digital communication points to the importance of 
implementing new, modern approaches and the necessity of change in the current 
business practices, in order to maximize the benefits for the business system with 
minimal investment. Digital media is available without limitations – we can access 
them at any time, whenever it suits us, in order to find the information, we need or 
to communicate. Different channels of communication (mobile phones, the Internet, 
etc.) are at the same time channels for the distribution of banking products, but on 
the other hand, precisely because of such development, client expect improvement 
of the quality of service and more efficient operation. This fact is at the same time a 
great opportunity, but also a great danger in the sale of banking products and services.

Those banks that move more towards digitalization and transform their physical 
distribution network, can achieve a significant increase in their efficiency ratio. On 
the other hand, those banks that do not do that, can become an obstacle to developing 
new banking models globally and lose their clients. It is obvious that the development 
of alternative channels for the distribution of banking products and services is of 
great importance for the survival of banks, and greater attention will be given to the 
Internet and mobile banking as the bearers of innovations in the banking industry.

Mobile phones have largely entered the everyday use of the modern man. According 
to a survey conducted in 2014, 87% of US adults have a mobile phone, and 78% of 
the total number of handsets are considered as “smart phones”. Mobile phones and 
the massive use of smartphones are changing the way consumers pay for products 
and services. This is supported by the fact that, according to the survey, in 2013, 
22% of mobile phone users made payments via their handsets, with the share of 
smartphone users in this number of 28%. In addition, one of the benefits of “smart 
phones” is that they provide an opportunity for the user to compare prices in order 
to find the product at the best price, as well as the ability to find detailed information 
about a product through product bar codes (Board of Governors of Federal Reserve 
System, 2015, p. 1-2). Electronic and mobile banking provides 24/7 access to the 
bank – regardless of working hours, lower costs – because fewer clients go to the 
bank counter, time saving and online connection that can be established anywhere.

In order to redirect and redesign business practices, the banking sector uses 
technological innovations that allow access to less available and more demanding 
prospects. In order to gain new and retain existing clients, financial institutions 
use social media that represent online resources and platforms that people use to 
share experiences and perspectives. The basic feature of social networks is the 
possibility of far greater interaction and individualization than with other direct 
communication channels. Today, companies can place individualized content through 
social networks. In addition, companies can interact and dialogue with far broader 
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populations than in the past (Kotler, 2006). Banks that recognize the importance of 
participation in social networks have already based their marketing strategy on this 
form of distribution of their products and services. Financial institutions consider 
that if they have their account on social networks, they emphasize their brand, put 
accent on direct communication and improvement of customer relationship, and 
reduce the costs brought by conventional forms of promotion.

Social networks are often referred to as Linkedin, Twitter, Google, Facebook, 
etc. Linkedin is the largest professional social network. Business people exchange 
different content on it. The significance of LinkedIn is in staff recruitment. Users 
want to be noticed on that network and actively comment on other blogs and profiles. 
The opportunity offered on LinkedIn is paid ads and the company’s presentation 
through their profiles. According to the results of the Performics survey on a 
sample of 2,997 social network users, 60 percent of respondents said their LinkedIn 
account was more important than any other social network account (Crowe, 2011). 
In March 2012 LinkedIn reached 100 million users. Although the development of 
this professional network is only in the beginning in Serbia, professionals in the 
USA find LinkedIn ast the most important Network by far.

Search engine optimization (SEO) is defined as a series of actions that are run on 
web sites, all in order to gain a better positioning of the page on Google. The first 
step is to choose the key word that attracts visitors to the site. In order to optimize 
the website, financial organizations check how often a keyword related to a product 
or service is searched by search engines Banks regularly optimize the site because 
there is a danger that the site loses its relevance. Website optimization is a very slow 
process, so it needs to be done carefully and patiently.

Facebook is one of the leading social networks today. It is used to share TV 
commercials, company blogs, and social actions. Many businesses adapt to modern 
trends and take advantage of social networks to offer their commercial services to 
as many potential users as possible. When this social network is used for business 
purposes, one of the main advantages is continuous two-way communication with 
fans. Companies use Facebook to improve brand reputation and brand recognition. 
It is also used as a successful marketing channel for publishing content in the form 
of new and interesting actions, for following the brand, getting feedback from 
customers and a like. Reading news in the form of a status or publication reveals 
various information that remains somewhere in the subconscious.

Twitter is a free social networking and micro-blogging tool that allows its users to 
read others’ and send their own micro-textual entries, so-called tweets. Communication 
and information provided through Facebook pages are mainly information regarding 
services provided by banks, or activities that they organize and support, so it can 
really be useful to be a fan of your bank on Facebook. Twitter is often described 
as ‘Internet SMS’ because the site provides users with the opportunity to send 
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and receive new entries using various tools, so it is often not necessary to use the 
original site itself. This flexibility has enabled the site to gain more popularity than 
it would have been if users were forced to visit the original site in order to use this 
service. Banks use Twitter to share information with those who are interested in their 
products and services quickly and easily, bringing together existing and potential 
customers. In this way, they try to animate clients and encourage them to come to 
the branch office or to open an account through online application.

YouTube is the most popular Internet service for exchanging video contents, where 
users can upload, review and evaluate video clips. In order to upload the content, 
it is necessary to register, while this is not required for reviewing. The members of 
this site can create personal profiles and upload favorit video recordings through 
them. YouTube’s functiuonality allows users to easily copy and upload content to 
blogs, Twitter or Facebook profiles. There are thousands of short videos on this 
service, which people have recorded with their cameras, phones, and webcams. 
In addition, many inserts from films, TV shows and various other video materials 
have been stored. A company or individual can take advantage of this service by 
promoting shows and movies, music and advertising spots. Every day, over 2 billion 
videos are viewed on YouTube, and 35 hours of content is uploaded every minute.

In addition to social networks, which have dramatically changed communication 
and sales channels in recent years, CRM (Customer Relationship Marketing) is one of 
the most important factors in improving communications, enabling banks to acquire 
potential customers and ensure their loyalty over a longer period, thus enhancing their 
market share. By combining traditional distribution channels, using CRM, opening 
accounts via mobile phones and paying via Viber, a high degree of digitization of 
communications has been achieved, which leads to an increase in profits of financial 
institutions. By improving various types of communication with clients, banks tend 
to draw their offer closer to them and establish quality and long-term relationships. 
Numerous factors influence the decision of the client when choosing a bank. These 
are, above all, the price and quality of service, speed and simplicity, as well as the 
kindness of the staff. The quality of service is conditioned by the expertise and 
interest of the financial organization to assist its clients. Therefore, personal sales, 
as a form of communication in a financial organization, has a special significance. 
Through contact with employees, clients get direct impressions based on which they 
verify the truthfulness of the economic messages of the financial organization. Their 
relationship with potential clients is often decisive in gaining loyalty.

Empirical research conducted for the needs of this paper refers to the collected data 
by interviewing more than 100 clients of one bank in Serbia, with the questionnaire 
model using one question in the field of electronic communications. The question 
was: “What type of information about the banks’ services do you use to meet your 
needs?”
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Based on the conducted research, a combination of communication channels, which 
will be used in the promotion of banks’ products and services, can be determined. 
In order to achieve the planned effects of promotion through the implementation of 
various marketing mix instruments in the financial services industry (and especially in 
the banking sector), it is necessary to know the basic characteristics and possibilities 
of individual media. It is very important to evaluate the performance of the media, 
their number and availability, quality, content, accessibillity, range, costs and their 
impact on sales, product image and, most important - their impact on brand awareness

Domazet, Đokić and Milovanov (2017) indicate that the economic propaganda 
media influence brand awareness to a considerable extent, since the average 
assessments of the respondents in respect to the influence of the media on their 
brand awareness are high. Their research shows that the respondents ranked five 
media by the influence and the average rating of the impact of all media (television, 
billboards, radio, newspapers and the Internet) is above grade 3, except radio rated 
with an average score of 2.91, which is the smallest average grade, but closer to grade 
3 than 2. Detailed results of the survay reveal that television is the medium that has 
the greatest influence on the brand awareness of the respondents, followed by the 
Internet, billboards, newspapers and radio. These results point to the conclusion that 
television is one of the most powerful media and its impact on consumers is high, 
especially in the female segment, as the results showed that women gave a greater 
appreciation of the impact of television on their product awareness than men.

Same authors (Domazet, Djokić & Milovanov, 2017) point out that the Internet 
is the second medium by the strength of its influence on the respondents’ brand 
awareness. The Internet as a modern medium of economic propaganda highlights its 
interactivity and targeted consumer orientation. When it comes to gender, the results 
showd that there is a statistically significant difference between men and women, 
where men are giving higher average assessment on the impact of this medium on 

Table 1. Information about the services of the bank

Information About the Services of the Bank %

By going to Branch of the bank 12

Advertising on TV 30

Internet and web site 23

Recommendation to friends 14

CRM 5

ATM 4

Leaflets 12

Source: Author’s survey conducted on a sample of 100 clients of Addiko bank a.d. Belgrade, Serbia
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their product awareness than women. Comparing the influence of television and the 
Internet on the brand awareness of men and women, one can conclude that television 
would be a better medium for promoting cosmetics, healthy food or footwear and 
clothing, while the Internet would be a better medium for promoting computers, cars, 
mobile phones or the like. What is still striking in the results related to the impact 
of the Internet on the respondents’ brand awareness is the statistically significant 
correlation that exists with regard to age of respondents. The results show that, the 
younger the respondents are the higher ratings they have given to the influence of 
the internet on their brand awareness, and vice versa. Based on that result, it can be 
concluded that an Internet media would be appropriate for the promotion of products 
or services or events intended for younger people such as places to go out, trendy 
products, and the like.

Outdoor advertising media used as auxiliary media for the transmission of short 
and concise messages are billboards. The results of the survey show that they are 
third in terms of brand awareness and there is no statistically significant difference 
when it comes to their impact on the brand awareness in respect to gender, education 
and income. However, there is a statistically significant correlation between the years 
of the respondents and the impact of billboards on their brand awareness. Younger 
respondents give higher ratings to this medium and vice versa, suggesting that this 
medium could be used for products intended for the younger population, as is the 
case with the Internet.

Traditional media that is most used to provide factual information are newspapers, 
and the results of the survey show the existence of the largest number of statistically 
significant correlations among respondents precisely when it comes to newspapers. 
Namely, older respondents, better educated and respondents with higher incomes, 
gave the highest ratings to the impact of the newspaper on their brand awareness, 
regardless of whether they are men or women. These results point to the conclusion 
that the newspapers would be a good medium for products for which additional 
information is important to consumers

Radio hoilds the last place as the media with the least influence on the brand 
awareness. The only statistically significant correlation in the case of radio is among 
the respondents in respect to theirage, as elderly respondents gave higher grades to 
the influence of radio on their brand awareness compared to younger respondents.

In generall, women are more susceptible to television, and men to the influence 
of the Internet. Older consumers are more susceptible to the influence of radio 
and newspapers, and the younger to the influence of billboards and the Internet. 
Consumers who are more educated and have a higher monthly income are more 
susceptible to the influence of newspapers.
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Banks need to focus their business on constant innovations and following global 
trends when communication and sales channels are in question. That is the only 
way to get new clients, and innovation in the digital marketing sphere will help 
in retaining them. Changes in the way of doing business are conditioned by the 
digitization, which became a part of the integrated marketing communications of 
modern business systems.

The survey was aimed at determining the representation of the use of various 
digital communication tools used by banks, where social media and mobile services 
are in focus. Based on the results of the research it is concluded that the quality of 
digital communications contributes to more efficient and more economical marketing 
in financial institutions. The more the digital technologies are used, the greater are 
the opportunities for the process of managing the service distribution channels. 
The research also proves that the impact of the implementation and integration of 
digital communications and sales channels influences the improvement of the bank’s 
business performance, that is, on improving the bank’s market position

Based on a sample of 100 clients, the results are analyzed and concrete conclusions 
are made. Data-related constraints stem from the missing or incorrect responses of the 
respondents to the survey questions, but the sample size and the assumed randomness 
of error in responses significantly compensate for the adverse consequences of this 
type of constraint on the assessment. This empirical research needs to be expanded 
through future research that will encompass the standpoints of managers of the same 
bank on the influence of digital communications and their impact on changing the 
performance of the bank.

CONCLUSION

The concept of personal sales in branch offices represents the traditional distribution 
channel, and a personal interaction between a bank and a client. It is also considered 
safer to use comparing to other channels. However, this channel of sales also represents 
the cost of buying or renting business premises as well as engaging more employees. 
Departing to bank and waiting in line at the counter represents a significant waste 
of time for the client. In this paper, we pointed out that many studies show that the 
use of alternative channels of selling financial services is the future of banking 
operations. This is supported by the fact that the application of new technologies in 
financial institutions, as well as the use of smartphones, especially when speaking 
about younger clients, reduces costs for the bank. M-banking, E-banking and 
application of Viber, which are at the initial stage of implementation with banks in 
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Serbia, make business operations with the bank easier and faster. This represents 
the future of banking business

For more complex banking transactions, traditional channels of sales such as 
personal contact will remain irreplaceable, although the application of video chat, 
co-browsing and desktop sharing, together with PCI compliant tools are bringing 
the change. Many of the studies and surveys we have mentioned in our work have 
proven that clients who frequently use Mobile or Interent banking services often 
establish personal contact with the bank. Customers expect banks to continue to 
work on improving and modernisation of traditional distribution channels. Banks 
are working on educating employees, applying simple and straitforward banking. 
The results of the research indicate that it is necessary to invest in the education and 
training of employees in the field of digital communications and internet marketing. 
In addition, banks must follow social media trends and engage in activities on social 
networks. It is necessary that digital communications is integrated into the marketing 
activities system, in order to achieve the competitive advantage and market success 
of financial institutions.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Banking: Business operations in the field of banking services (loans, savings, etc.).
CRM: Customer relationship management.
Digital Communication: Communication through digital media (social networks, 

the internet, etc.).
Financial Services: Specific services related to banking, insurance, and various 

types of financial operations.
Internet Marketing: Marketing activities carried out on the internet.
Personal Sales: A sales channel that uses direct approach when selling a particular 

product to the client.
Social Media: Internet media that are organized as user groups with similar 

interests.
Social Networks: Networks on the Internet that have developed due to the 

similarity in the needs of certain segments of users.
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ABSTRACT

In the digital age, consumers have changed their roles from passive receivers 
of marketing messages to active information suppliers about products through 
various digital media. The communication between consumers which occurs online 
is termed electronic word of mouth (eWOM) communication. Electronic word of 
mouth communication is an integral part of e-commerce. With the exponential 
growth of internet users and their adoption of eWOM for product information, it has 
become important to study the factors responsible for the effectiveness of eWOM. 
This chapter investigates the traditional WOM and eWOM literature to explore 
its status. A summary of eWOM communication has been presented to summarize 
prior studies of eWOM which is aligned with basic communication processes. The 
research papers (literature) have been segregated into eight categories: WOM, eWOM, 
eWOM impact, source credibility, message characteristics, receiver characteristics, 
eWOM platform, and response after eWOM adoption. Finally, several strategies 
are discussed for theoretical and empirical exploration.
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INTRODUCTION

The rapid growth of digital technology is changing the way businesses worked so far. 
The field of marketing is exploring new profitable models of business in computer 
mediated environment. The Internet based marketing models are highly customized, 
relevant and powerful where consumer create, exchange & choose the information 
they want (Fernando & Whitelock, 2007). The internet and digital technology 
have changed the balance of power between buyers and sellers in favour of buyers 
(Kucuka & Krishnamurthy, 2007). One of the most important capabilities of the 
Internet, in comparison with previous mass communication technologies, is its bi-
directionality (Dellarocas, 2003). It has been observed that the early development 
of Web is controlled and static. Earlier business institutions on web used to control 
the content on internet but due to popularity of social media, blogs, bulletin boards, 
chat rooms, review sites, e-tailersites, and virtual discussion rooms, the information 
given by markets have lost this effect (Goldsmith, 2006). Consumers produce their 
own content and control the effective communication on Internet by sharing their 
ideas, preferences, opinions, experiences and knowledge on relevant consumption 
matters across globe. One the one side, availability of multi-channel enhances the 
opportunities for firms to grow multi-dimensionally and on other side, it increases 
the competition. Consumers often have ample choices to decide from and this forces 
them to look after information for reducing perceived risk of purchase . Scholars 
have commonly come to the conclusion that personal advice, recommendation and 
suggestions from friends, family and fellow consumers know as “word of mouth 
communication” have high impact on consumer behaviour (e.g. Engel, Blackwell, 
& Kegerreis 1969; Katz & Lazarsfeld 1955).

The rapid growth of Internet has gradually replaced interpersonal oral 
communication between consumers about products, by electronic word of mouth 
communication (eWOM) in the form of online product reviews & ratings in online 
websites, communities and social media (Chevalier & D., 2006). As consumption 
increasingly taking place in social domain, individuals either actively or passively 
engage in eWOM communication (Hennig‐Thurau, 2004). For example, eWOM in 
form of online reviews provides relevant insights about products to make comparison, 
fulfil shortage of desired information and enable them to exchange ideas and questions 
in minimum time and efforts. According to Neilson (2015), 92% of consumer around 
the world say they trust recommendations from other consumer above all forms of 
advertising. Thus, eWOM is one of the determining forces in influencing attitude 
towards product, stimulate purchase intention and finally encourage purchase of 
product (Cheung & Thadani, 2012).

Besides, The World Economic Forum (2014), estimates that there is a growth 
of 1.2% in per capita GDP with every addition of 10% rise at internet penetration 
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in emerging economics (Shenglin, 2017). Therefore, the impact of eWOM remains 
significantly wide for emerging economies with growing internet penetration. Even 
in the theory of the ‘Long Tail Business Model” coined by Chris Anderson, (2004), 
the researcher supports that the electronic word of mouth in the form of online 
reviews are a significant attribute to shift demand from niche to hit. The eWOM 
feedback systems allows consumer to exchange their evaluation and experiences on 
Internet and amplify digital process (Duan & Whinston, 2008). eWOM has greater 
influence on consumer behaviour which makes eWOM important for marketers, 
consumers and business organization to provide attention in understanding the 
complete communication.

The offline as well as online purchase decisions are based on eWOM message as 
consumers tend to rely on the opinions of other consumer when making decisions 
(Dellarocas, 2003). The research field has given attention to eWOM since last two 
decades (Breazeale, 2009), and there is a need for comprehensive look at existing 
body of Literature. Though the published studies on eWOM are considerable in 
volume, little effort has been made to integrate this fragmented area of study. This 
chapter aims to understand the creation motives for WOM and factors responsible 
for effectiveness of eWOM. For this, the communication process framework has 
been used to analyse, classify and summarize the prior studies on eWOM to provide 
a conceptual model. To make a constructive contribution, several research papers 
have been segregated in seven categories, which are: WOM, eWOM, eWOM impact, 
source credibility, message characteristics, receiver characteristics, eWOM platform 
and response after eWOM adoption. The research methodology used is explanatory 
research to connect ideas available in literature as on date.

The other objective is to also include the best practices in managing the eWOM 
system and how the businesses can take the necessary advantage by including eWOM 
strategies integrated with business model. The case research methodology has been 
used to connect the real life context with available evident.

BACKGROUND OF ELECTRONIC WORD OF MOUTH

Word of mouth (WOM) is considered to be most influential source of information 
for purchase of product since time immemorial. WOM is unbiased and therefore 
highly effective in shaping consumer attitudes, behavioural intentions and purchase 
(Wu & Wang, 2011). eWOM is defined as web-based interpersonal communication 
between virtual persons to deliver the information about product & organization 
without commercial purpose (Litvin, 2008, Cheng & Zhou, 2010). Breazeale (2009) 
has analyzed several research works to understand the nature of eWOM. Based upon 
the content analysis, the researchers have identified several elements that characterize 
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this online phenomenon. eWOM is information sharing between consumers about 
product experiences where opinion leaders play chief role in content sharing. The 
communication is network-based, via internet and directed to multiple people. 
eWOM can spread without time and location constraint. Most of eWOM come from 
anonymous sources and therefore their credibility can be debatable, still, eWOM 
has seen to be increasingly affecting consumer decisions.

Motivation and Consequences of eWOM

This part of literature looks into the aspect of what motivates customer to talk about 
product. There can be different motivations for different people to engage in eWOM 
communication. More interestingly, researchers have found that motivation to 
provide eWOM can also lead to positive or negative eWOM valance. The motivation 
to give eWOM is also strongly correlated with frequency to visit online platform 
((Hennig‐Thurau, 2004)).The primary motive of giving WOM and eWOM are product 
satisfaction, commitment, loyalty, trust, involvement and incentives (Neumann, 
2015). On other hand, literature focuses on outcome of eWOM communication. The 
positive outcome of eWOM persuasiveness is change in consumer attitude, purchase 
intention and further, sales of brand and product. The negative consequences of 
WOM have been discussed in existing literature as high expectation and product 
judgement . Given the complexity of research, the emphasis has been to create the 
model which provides the comprehensive details of eWOM communication.

Difference Between Word of Mouth and 
Electronic Word of Mouth

eWOM is also defined as ‘any positive or negative statement made by potential, 
actual, or former customers about a product or company, which is made available 
to a multitude of people and institutions via the Internet (Hennig‐Thurau, 2004). 
There are certain fundamental difference between traditional WOM and eWOM. 
Traditionally, oral, face to face communication used to happen between consumers, 
whereas, today most of the eWOM communication over Internet is written (Hoffmann 
& Novak, 1996). This allows resupinate access eWOM communication easily since 
it remains available for them for longer period of time to read. The reach of such 
communication is also very high. For example, a consumer from Country X wants 
to buy a product through online channel in Country Y. In this case, multiple online 
reviews through various platforms written from different geographical location 
can influence the consumer decision. The other point of difference lies in type of 
relationship sender and receivers have. Table 1 represents the differences between 
WOM and eWOM.
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Traditional WOM often occurs where there exist strong personal ties between 
sender and receiver but eWOM mostly occurs among virtual environment where there 
is high possibility that the sender and receiver do not know each other personally. 
The common factor here could be experiential similarity which makes a relationship 
among any anonymous sender and receiver. It is a common feature of Internet that 
we can share any content with ease and this also applies to eWOM. eWOM is easy 
to transmit and very viral in nature as one can effortlessly share through social 
networking sites and other channels (Huang, 2011).Traditional WOM communication 
is linear in nature and far more synchronized. On other hand, eWOM needs low 
synchronicity and exhibit non-linear communication format.Lower Synchronicity 
even means that there is less need for spatial proximity in case of eWOM (Schütze, 
2014).

All of these competencies of eWOM make it more accessible for consumer, 
marketers and business firms. One side where it provide the opportunity to get real 
time feedback, conduct market research and know the actual & potential customer’s 
mind, on the other side, it also throws up the challenge of managing eWOM content 
skilfully. Negative eWOM messages about a product and brand can affect the 
marketing efforts of business firms and can hinder the growth and profitability 
(Zhang, Behzad, & Cihan, 2017).

Digital Technologies make it fast and easy for consumer to share information 
about any brand or product encounter (Morrison, Cheong, & and McMillan, 2013). 
Due to the crucial fact that Internet communities are growing in today’s digital 
scenario and eWOM has become powerful marketing element, and it has become 
imperative to know the factors influencing effectiveness of eWOM (McCabe& 
Curran, 2013; Godes, 2015).

Table 1. Difference between traditional WOM and eWOM

Particular Traditional WOM eWOM

Medium Talk, Personal meeting, Telephone
Social networking sites, Review 
websites, Discussion forum, blog, 
e-tailer etc.

Form of communication Oral Written

Relationship Real social ties Mostly Virtual ties

Type of Interaction Face to face Virtual

Ease of Transmission Difficult Easy

Communication format Linear Non-Linear

Synchronicity Synchronous Synchronous or Asynchronous
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FACTOR INFLUENCING EFFECTIVENESS OF eWOM

Electronic word of mouth is a popular means of providing, acquiring information and 
opinion about product and services (Litvin et. al, 2008). A comprehensive theoretical 
framework to explain the factors influencing the effectiveness of eWOM adoption 
and purchase intention needs to be discussed elaborately. These are the factors 
which help laying the foundation for understanding of eWOM communication in 
present scenario. Studying these factors would help marketers to use the framework 
to analysis the power of eWOM communication for the product & brand. Just like 
conventional communication process, eWOM communication is also having a 
source that codes the message and sends it through a medium to receiver. The case 
of TripAdvisor represent that how credibility issues can be major factor in eWOM 
effectiveness and later the discussion about factors has been presented.

Credibility Allegation on TripAdvisor: A Lesson to Learn

TripAdvisor is largest travel website which offers its visitors advices to plan and 
book for trips they look for. The main offers of TripAdvisor include, but not limited 
to, wide variety of travel choices and booking tools by comparing links to find good 
hotel deals. TripAdvisor creates the brand as largest travel community by allowing 350 
million unique monthly visitor reviews and opinion sharing about hotels, restaurants 
and destinations. TripAdvisor operates and continues growing in multiple countries 
since its inception in 2000. As reported on website of Radio-Television Slovenia, 
in 2011-12 the company was under examination against the complaint about fake 
online reviews by Advertising Standards Authority (ASA). After this grumbles from 
British hoteliers, TripAdvisor withdrew its slogan of ‘reviews you can trust’. As per 
allegation, the online reviews about hotels, restaurants and destinations were not 
organically generated by actual customer but were misguidedly generated by fake 
reviewer. Besides, the case of fictional restaurants and guesthouses with high ratings 
were also found. It was surprizing that the high graded restaurants and guesthouses 
which were supposed to be classified as best do not even exist in reality. This raises 
a question on the credibility of such virtual community and online reviews.

One of the major hotel group representatives has agreed that they generated a lot 
of positive online review for their hotels by themselves and negative reviews about 
their competitors on website. This is an ethical violence of rule in virtual business 
guidelines. For all such wrongs and suspicious reviewers and reviews, TripAdviser 
was highly criticized. They have also been penalized for publishing misleading 
information (Fill & Krizaj, 2016).
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1.  Factors Related to Source of eWOM: The author of eWOM message is 
regarded as source for eWOM communication. The credibility of author 
regulates the perception about perceived usefulness of eWOM communication 
in whole. Source credibility is cues that recipient will perceive a message to 
be trustworthy, erudite and reliable(Nahed Al-Haidari, 2014). The factors 
affecting credibility of source, represented in eWOM literature are: Source 
Knowledge, tie strength, source type & source homophily. This factors are 
discussed in detail as follow:
a.  Source Trustability: Source trustability represents the level of trust which 

receivers identify for an eWOM message from source. (Saremi, 2014). 
The trust depends upon cues of source identity disclosed with eWOM 
message. Use of ‘Real name’ in place of nick name along with a display 
of real profile picture gives more cues of trust. Additional information of 
source like geographic location, profession and gender helps in identifying 
the trust element between source and receiver of eWOM communication 
(Menkveld, 2013).

b.  Source Knowledge: The ability of author of eWOM message to 
demonstrate the prior knowledge or past experience plays significant 
role in influencing source credibility while adoption of eWOM message 
(Cheung, Luo, Sia, & Chen, 2009; Senecal et. al, 2004). The effects 
of eWOM are stronger when source of message have high expertise. 
Typically usages of product related technical jargons, giving examples 
and regularity in content creation are symbols to determine the expertise 
of author.

c.  Source Tie Strength: Tie strength had been one of most powerful element 
in WOM (Katz, 1956). Tie strength is defined as the level of intensity 
of social relationship between source and receiver (Cheung & Thadani, 
2012). While comparing tie strength offline and online, it has been found 
that electronic proximity is created by ‘experiential similarity’ more than 
‘structural similarity’ (Yan Jin, 2002). The strong social tie between 
eWOM author and receiver positively influences the effectiveness of 
eWOM by increasing its credibility (Neumann, 2015).

d.  Source Homophily: Homophily is demonstrated as significant variable 
in effectiveness of word of mouth process. (Brown & Reingen, 1987; 
Bruyn & Lilien, 2004; Dellande, Gilly & Graham, 2004; Hawlins, 2008; 
Steffers, 2009). Homophily has been linked to source persuasion in WOM 
and eWOM literature as effective elements in relationship formation and 
persuasion. Studies suggest that people prefer those who are similar to them 
which increase their interpersonal attractiveness and persuasion abilities 
(McLaughlin, 2012). Source homophily can be defined as the degree to 
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which individuals are similar in age, gender, education and social status 
(Chaung & Thadani, 2012). The expressions of similar attitude lead to 
perceived similarity and trust (Meijinders et al, 2009). Source homophily 
affects receiver’s likeability, persuasion and credibility of eWOM.

2.  Factor Related to eWOM Message: The eWOM communication is traditionally 
different from WOM communication as the messages are written, beyond 
geographical boundaries, viral and timeless. Various studies have examined the 
message characteristics and message text analysis to understand its impact on 
eWOM adoption (Yayli & Bayram, 2012). The eWOM message characteristics 
which influence its effectiveness are: valence, volume, presence, consistency, 
emotion & ratings. The dimension of credibility in eWOM message depends on 
valence, volume, consistency, emotions, quality and rating (Saremi, 2014). The 
assessment of eWOM message elements, presentation and argument supports 
the credibility and encourage the eWOM adoption (Menkveld, 2013)

Figure 1. A Framework of factor influencing effectiveness of eWOM
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a.  Message Valence: The eWOM message valence plays a key role in 
determining the effect of eWOM in general (Dellarocas & Narayan, 2006; 
Dematos & Vargas, 2008; Lee, 2008; Park & Lee, 2009). The valence 
of aneWOM recommendation shows whether message is positive or 
negative. There is mixed evidence that negative eWOM message influence 
consumer behavior more than positively framed eWOM. However, there 
is a likelihood of perceived bias, in case if, a message content is one-
sided. Basically, One-sided eWOM presents either the message contain 
positive or negative information, whereas, two-sided message includes 
both positive and negative information in the same message. Two-sided 
eWOM message enhances the completeness of information thus is adopted 
often for purchase decision (Cheung & Thadani, 2012).
i.  Positive Message: A eWOM message is said to be positive if it 

contains favorable information about product and brand. In most 
of the cases, these eWOM are effective.

ii.  Negative Message: Negative information about brand and product 
is common. Despite the controversy in eWOM research, negatively 
framed eWOM is more influential than positively framed eWOM 
(Park & Lee, 2009). Also, negative eWOM is more emotional, 
novel, valuable and attention drawing than positive eWOM (Klein 
& Ahluwalia, 2005).

Amazon.com: Valence, Volume and Consistency in eWOM

Amazon is one of the leading online retailing companies around the world. Amazon 
has designed its retail website to be consumer-friendly by providing wide range of 
product in low price to meet consumer requirement. Amazon web services offers 
technology infrastructure which host product from variety of sellers and bring 
convenience to both customer and seller in one virtual store. Research shows that 
Amazon is one of leading website where consumers come to get product information 
prior to their purchase.

Research has exposed that presence of online review for a product or seller 
establishes social presence. More the volume of eWOM, more is the acceptability 
of seller and product is. Amazon offers facility for customer or reviewer to provide 
open-ended comments and numerical star rating which affect perceived helpfulness. 
It has been found that moderate reviews are considered as more helpful than extreme 
positive or extreme negative at Amazon.com. When consumer writes a review in 
more words and details about product, it enhances the effect of eWOM message. 
Consumers often find depth of information about product or seller more useful at 
Amazon. The consistency in eWOM message increases the credibility of product 
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review and influence purchase decisions. Amazon.com can use the eWOM reviews 
as competitive advantage to formulate more strategies regarding standardization of 
comment (Mudamb & Schuff, 2010).

b.  Message Volume and Consistency: The available literature indicates 
that the volume of eWOM is significantly associated with product sales 
(Cheung & Thadani, 2012). Duan et al, 2000 argues that online eWOM 
conveys the existence and popularity of product and therefore creates 
awareness. So, eWOM volume exhibits positive relation with purchase 
intention and purchase (Duan & Whinston, 2008). Also, related to volume 
is consistency of eWOM. Information gathering can be done from various 
online channels and compared by receiver. The consistency of eWOM 
messages enhances the credibility of eWOM (Yayli & Bayram, 2012).

c.  Message Emotion: Emotion in eWOM message is expressed as extent 
or type of emotional expressions used (Saremi, 2014). Consumer often 
get more affected by more emotional expression whether positive or 
negative (Yin, Bond, & Zhang, 2014). In the eWOM literature, emotional 
expression in message is said to be influencing the effectiveness of eWOM 
communication.

d.  Message Quality: The eWOM message quality is determined by 
argument strength of message (Sia, Tan and Wei, 1999). This holds 
good for computer-mediated communication as well (Cheung, Luo, Sia 
& Chen, 2007). Message quality determines the convincing strength of 
information (Charo & Pershant Sharma, 2015). The quality of eWOM 
message is related with credibility assessments by the reader, and therefore 
it influences the effectiveness of eWOM (Menkveld, 2013).

3.  Factor Related to Medium of eWOM: There is a need for a channel or 
a medium for a communication process to take place. Although there are 
numerous platforms which offer eWOM, they can be broadly classified into 
two categories- Provider-generated and Third-party generated (Saremi, 2014). 
Scholars have discussed different platform of eWOM represented in Table 2.

All of these platforms contain eWOM message which are given by other consumers 
and so perceived to be truthful. However, the eWOM on shopping sites are ready 
available under every product create a fundamental influence on consumer behavior.

4.  Factor Related to Receiver of eWOM: The receiver is the individual 
consumer who responds to eWOM communication. The effectiveness of eWOM 
information received varies from individual to individual based on the way 
they perceive a received message. There are certain receiver’s characteristics 
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which influences the eWOM communication (Cheung & Thadani, 2012). The 
receiver’s characteristics which can determine the effectiveness of eWOM 
communication are consumer’s prior knowledge, consumer’s need for cognition, 
consumer skepticism, personal trigger and demographical characteristics.
a.  Receiver’s Prior Knowledge: Receiver’s prior knowledge is receiver’s 

pertinent experience about product which affects the effectiveness of 
eWOM communication (Cheung &Thadani, 2012; Martin & Lueg, 
2013). When consumer is having shortage of information they seek useful 
information about brand or product through eWOM. The consumers with 
limited product knowledge evaluate the brand less favorably and so they 
take help of eWOM for decision making. Also, evaluations are more 
positive about product when eWOM fits along with prior knowledge of 
receiver (Hong & Sternthal, 2010). Low prior knowledge of receivers 
about product allows them to form new attitude with a cognition of 
empowerment (Cheung & Thadani, 2012).

b.  Receiver’s Need for Cognition: Individual may differ in the way they 
process information in general. Need for cognition is receiver’s innate 
desire to think about and process information which they receive. The 
‘need of cognition’ is already a well-researched topic in psychology 
literature (Cacioppo, 1996). Research findings show that consumer’s 
level of need for cognition determines their motivation to evaluate eWOM 
(Srivastava & Sharma, 2012; Saremi, 2014). Therefore, receiver having 
low need of cognition is more likely to accept information of eWOM 
without evaluating it in much depth.

c.  Personal Trigger to Receiver: Consumer’s prefer the information that 
is of their specific purpose. If the information doesn’t meet the purpose 
they generally go through it without going into details (Charo & Pershant 
Sharma, 2015). The ‘personal trigger’ is availability of the information 
in eWOM which receiver wants to look for or in other words the degree 

Table 2. eWOM Platforms

Platforms Examples

Social Networking sites Twitter.com, Facebook.com

Online brand/shopping sites Amazon.com, Snapdeal.com

Online consumer review sites Epinions.com

Online Discussion forums UKbusinessforums.co.uk

Blogs Blogger.com

(Cheung & Thadani, 2012)
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of personal relevance that the eWOM holds for the consumer. Consumer 
wants to find the information that they want quickly and with little effort, 
and therefore, personal trigger influences eWOM adoption (Duan, Gu, & 
Whinston, 2008). One of the components of Personal trigger is consumer 
involvement, which is associated with ability to determine the degree of 
effortless information processing.

d.  Receiver’s Demographic Characteristics: The Demographic attribute 
of receiver like age, gender, income, education etc influences eWOM 
effectiveness. Traditionally, each product tries to target different 
demographic profile which impact significantly in eWOM communication 
effectiveness (Saremi, 2014).

e.  Receiver’s Skepticism: Receiver’s skepticism is the tendency to disbelieve 
the information (Obermiller, 1998). This personal characteristic of receiver 
decides whether the processed information is relied or not. When a 
consumer has low level of skepticism they tend to rely more on eWOM 
information.

5.  Effect of eWOM Adoption: eWOM is a powerful mechanism to generate 
response for a product. The researchers have begun to explore the effect of 
eWOM on consumer response and market outcome in recent years (Godes & 
Mayzlin, 2004). eWOM communication stimulates the response if they produce 
information usefulness (Cheung & Thadani, 2012). The common response 
outcomes of eWOM communications are attitude (positive or negative), purchase 
intention and purchase (Cheung & Lai, 2005). Cheung (2005), attempted to 
establish and validate the relationship between attitude, purchase intentions 
and purchase. Their findings suggest that attitude significantly impact purchase 
intension (Charo & Pershant Sharma, 2015), while online purchase intention 
has positive impact on purchase. These relationships are also supported by 
theory of reasoned action (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1980). eWOM adoption is used 
for purchase of product (Cheung, Luo, Sia, & Chen, 2009). Researchers have 
brought to light that usefulness of information has positively effect on eWOM 
adoption (Cheung et. Al. 2005; Liu & Zhang. 2010).

The factors about source, message, medium and receivers of eWOM have discussed 
in detail framework to determine the effectiveness of eWOM communication. 
Business firms can takecompetitive advantage with understanding of these element 
and incorporate suitable strategy to drive desired results by conducting eWOM 
Marketing. The strategies to manage eWOM can be discussed in next segment below. 
When developing eWOM strategies, business firms must consider motivation of 
people to engage in eWOM communication. This can help companies to develop more 
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customized online offerings, in terms of website navigation, product information, 
uses of web analytics and overall branding practices (Godes & Mayzlin, 2004).

STRATEGIES TO MANAGE ELECTRONIC WORD OF MOUTH

The major part of online consumer behavior is eWOM which creates strong response 
for brand and product and drive return on investment (Chu & Kim, 2015). Keeping 
this fact in mind, business firms incorporate eWOM communication strategies to 
create new opportunities and speed up diffusion.Marketers cannot afford to ignore 
eWOM approaches in their business strategic plan. The main concern of eWOM is 
to establish credibility of recommendation. Further, companies should understand 
the response mechanism to unfavorable eWOM message. Few of them is discussed 
as below:

Increase the Volume

eWOM presence and volume is associated with affirmative consumer behaviors. 
Asking a consumer to write review helps in building long term association with 
product and their purchase as whole (Goldsmith & Horowitz, 2006). Companies 
should invest substantial efforts in encouraging their customer for positive eWOM. 
The eWOM communication can be integrated part of Marketing communication 
activities of firms.

Monitor and Respond On-Time

eWOM is one of the most popular sources of information used by consumer for 
getting relevant information about brand and product of their interest, thus it is 
important for companies to pay attention and manage eWOM effectively. The 
successful eWOM communication strategies include monitoring different online 
platforms and provide a quick response to eWOM communication for generating 
customer satisfaction. It has been observed that some companies do not provide 
opportunity to give eWOM due to fear of negative reviews (Abed et al., 2016). In 
order to decrease negative eWOM communication, the companies should allow 
customers to reach them through reviews and ratings in such a way that they can 
be responded promptly. While dealing with negative eWOM communication firms 
should answer with apologies and focus on factors that cause dissatisfaction and 
address these issues at the earliest (Wang et. al. 2013).
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Create a Standard Format to Provide 
eWOM by Genuine Reviewers

eWOM communication can effectively engage customers. Business organizations 
should ensure consumers’ ability to participate actively in eWOM activities on 
their website or other online platform by providing the opportunities for customer 
review and rating. The ‘spatial separation effect’ means inability to touch, smell or 
feel the product while online purchase creates anxiety among consumer. eWOM 
communication can help in reduction of perceived risk and anxiety (Shareef et al., 
2016). Researches have shown that there is positive relation between degree of detailed 
in review and their likeability to influence purchase decisions. Organizations can 
provide a standard format and ask for reviews related to those product aspects which 
may influence consumer behaviors. eWOM can enhance long-term profitability by 
more targeted information to customer (Mudamb & Schuff, 2010).

Establish Author Credibility by Incorporating 
Reviewer’s Rating System

Consumers like to be heard. They share their opinion and experiences about product 
with other consumer with different motives. Therefore, consumer opinions through 
eWOM should be regarded as one of the valuable assets that companies earn. eWOM 
generally comes from anonymous consumers, which gives the scope to get skeptical 
about credibility of eWOM when compare with traditional WOM. To improve 
trustworthiness in eWOM there is a need for a authors rating system. This mechanism 
can rate author of reviews based on their frequency of visit to a particular site, time 
engaged on that particular site, number of time writing reviews and rating of how 
helpful that review was for other consumer. Their expertise and knowledge about 
the product can be rated by expert reviews. As two ways communication system is 
already established theory, to talk about high influence of opinion leaders in WOM 
communication, this system tries to identify opinion leaders in online environment.

Social Media Strategies

The Social media has changed traditional B2C and C2C communication by 
empowering consumers to communicate with each other. Social media engage 
customer on Internet and that’s why brands and product incorporate social media 
strategies like viral marketing, buzz marketing and content marketing strategies 
into their e-business strategies (Bowen & Gordon, 2014). Social media monitoring 
and customer engagement on social Media will help to get more collaborative 
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communication. Virtual communities with social networking sites can also be used 
to target niche segment of customer online.

eWOM efforts are generally very cost-effective and easy to actually reach to 
customers looking for specific products. E-WOM marketing is an important feature 
on the internet as it provides many different channels for consumers to share their 
experiences and exchange information (Trusov, Bucklin, & Pauwels, 2009). Further, 
the chapter provides directions for future research. The following case deliberated 
that managing WOM is very crucial for sustainability.

Lemp Brewpub and Kitchen at Zomato.com

Most of the restaurants in Indian cities are listed on Zomato.com. Zomato has 
restaurant database and guide which allows a user to get relevant information. It is 
a common tendency of today’s consumer to give and seek eWOM and therefore, 
Zomato allows registered users to review restaurants on scale of 1 to 5. In 2013, a 
group of friends decided to go to Lemp Brewpub & Kitchen, Gurgaon, India, after 
seeing a promotion of Hawaiian Brunch. After visiting the place they found that 
the said promotional branch could not be offered by restaurant, which led a heated 
argument between staff of restaurant and these customers. The local police got 
involved which give gave a ugly shape to this entire episode. Next day, a blog post 
written by these friends about their horrible experience at Lamp’s got viral. They 
have uploaded photographs when the incident was happening and wrote in detail 
that how a Branch plan became nightmare experience for them. It is share on social 
media by multiple other consumers. It led to a dramatic drop down in user rating 
of Lemp Brewpub & Kitchen on Zomato.com. Multiple negative reviews and poor 
ratings were given which turn the average rating as low. The restaurant is struggling 
to recover from damage happened (Kapoor, 2016).

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Although there is a substantial amount of research devoted to WOM and eWOM, 
there are still considerable research gaps available. The current work attempts to 
identify what are the key elements in effective eWOM communication and how they 
are related to eWOM adoption. However, the relationship between those variables is 
not explored in existing study. Although a lot of research studies has been undertaken 
regarding credibility of eWom but none of the studies have been able to conclusively 
establish that factors responsible for trust influencing satisfaction. The relationship 
between customer trust of eWOM and product satisfaction can be further explored. 
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The quantitative analysis can further be taken to empirically validate the proposed 
propositions of eWOM communication. eWOM message has been researched many 
times by panel data analysis. The moderating effect of message characteristics can 
be evaluated in eWOM communication from receiver’s point of view.

However, the greatest research need exists in identifying the right methodology 
for studying eWOM. There are various methods which can be applied to understand 
eWOM phenomenon but a standardized research technique is yet to be established 
in eWOM research. The complexity of eWOM communication should be reduced 
by active research contribution in the area. Further, the attention might be directed 
towards ‘developing countries’ where internet is still in growth stage to strategize 
the moves of firms. Such studies will make useful recommendations to policymakers 
of all stakeholders of Internet firms and many more.

CONCLUSION

The Growth of Internet has changed the way business organizations have worked so 
far. Similarly, the growth of Internet technologies has been accountable for expansion 
of eWOM communication. eWOM is one of very important feature of consumer 
interaction. Even through eWOM communication have similarity from traditional 
offline WOM, the differences provide new possibilities of growth for consumer 
and business firms. Ignoring these differences might cost in losing customer and 
decreased brand preference. eWOM empower consumers with its high & speedy 
reachability, easy availability and sense of involvement which consumer gets. A 
favourable eWOM adoption usually results in positive attitude, increased purchase 
intention and satisfactory product consumption. This chapter has brought together 
diverse set of variables to provide complete understanding of eWOM effectiveness 
which is of high importance to all. The credibility of eWOM communication lies 
in characteristics of author and their eWOM message. One cannot underestimate 
the relation between source of eWOM message and its effectiveness on receivers. 
However, author and the message written could impact different receiver in different 
ways. To estimate the true effect of eWOM communication, each factor discussed 
in chapter needs to analyse and decided upon.The basic concept of eWOM and its 
current status of knowledge help in incorporating eWOM strategies. eWOM provide 
significant contribution in Digital economy practices. Therefore, monitoring and 
managing eWOM communication appropriately, business firms can understand 
their customer well, acquire and retain customers organically, maintain high brand 
value and possibility allocate necessary resources at right place. Consumers on the 
other hand with get benefited by using their power to voice their like and dislikes 
which will lead to empower consumerism in today’s time.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Customer Retention: A company’s planned activities in order to ensure that 
the customer comes back to repurchase from the company.

eWOM: Any positive or negative statement made by potential, actual, or former 
customers about a product or company, which is made available to a multitude of 
people and institutions via the internet.

eWOM Adoption: The effect of eWOM in purchase decision with influence 
on consumer attitude.

Message Valence: Positive or Negative information content in eWOM message.
Need for Cognition: Level of individual’s innate desire to think about and 

process information.
Source Credibility: Consumers’ perception about the trustworthiness of the 

author of eWOM recommendation.
Tie Strength: Level of intensity of a social relationship between the source of 

eWOM message and the consumer.
WOM: Consumer to consumer oral communication about brand or product 

which is non-commercial in nature.
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ABSTRACT

Consumer-to-consumer communications in online environments are of a vital 
importance to the consumer decision-making process. This process consists of five 
phases, each affected by eWOM communications deeply from the stimulation to the 
post-purchase behavior. Among all other factors having an impact on this process, 
the impact of eWOM has a distinguished role. As the technology grows and the 
consumers use internet and the reviews via internet, they become more and more 
attached to these reviews to make a purchase decision. In this chapter, the authors 
make a comprehensive explanation about the consumer decision-making process and 
explain the relationship of the decision-making phases with eWOM communications.

INTRODUCTION

Consumers today need to make numerous decisions and therefore deal with information 
loads increasing day by day. To be able to cope with this mental load, they develop 
some short cuts or certain habits. The introduction of online and internet platforms 
into our lives is causing the markets having been controlled by the marketers for 
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long years to pass on consumer hands. The consumers being able to reach all the 
information through online environments have started to dominate in the markets, 
and this has caused the marketers to go through their strategies they have used 
persistently. Especially the social media platforms by means of web 2.0 following 
web 1.0 can be said to have a great impact on this shift. Consumer generated online 
environments, one of the biggest advantage of emerging social media platforms, not 
only provide the consumers with reaching the information in a rapid and efficient 
way but also offer a flexibility in time and evaluation opportunities.

Used as shortcuts by the consumers, internet and information technologies 
provide the potential buyers with all information and data about the products or 
services. These technologies are the most basic supporters of the consumers trying 
to make a good decision about the product or services. Blogs, forums, consumer 
review websites and other social media platforms offer every kind of information 
required by the consumers. At that point, what the consumers should do is to be 
able to give the best purchase decision by means of all these comments and reviews 
on the websites.

Today, the eWOM messages written by experienced consumers on the websites 
and social media platforms influence the consumers searching for information 
about the products or services they want to purchase. The consumers in search 
of information are greatly interested in these online environments hosting a huge 
number of unbiased and experienced customers as well as opinions leaders and 
market mavens.

While defining the consumer decision process, Engel (1991) mentions the 
activities directly related with buying, consuming and putting them out of use, and 
the process before and after all these activities. This purchase process makes up of 
several phases generally known as ‘determining the needs, search for information, 
evaluating the alternatives, purchase decision and post purchase behaviour (Hutter 
et al., 2013:343).

Bonebau (2009) mentions collective intelligence and says that this kind of 
intelligence helps consumers to make a better decision. The eWOM activities in online 
environments are the very reason of trying to make use of collective intelligence 
during the consumer decision-making process. eWOM messages are directly related 
with this whole process and they are of vital importance for the consumers in need 
of collective intelligence while trying to make the best decision.

This chapter aims at describing consumer-decision making process through an 
eWOM point of view. The chapter gives a full explanation of the phases in consumer 
decision-making process and emphasizes the impact of eWOM communications 
on each of these phases.
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BACKGROUND

It can easily be said that consuming behaviour is a decision-making behaviour. So 
consumers are the people who always walk on this decision road, and deciding about 
something has mostly been a challenging cognitive work. To be able to share this 
cognitive load, consumers have applied to different sources for help. The friends 
and the people around have always been an important support for decision-making 
process so far. But the consumers of today have a faster and a more effective power 
in their hands: internet and social media platforms.

One of the best aspects of social media is that it is a part of a feedback cycle and 
supports this cycle. By using this feedback cycle, how and where the communication 
about services or products are made in this system can be learnt. Some well-known 
and promising companies do research about this role of social media. Acquiring the 
data is just a small part of the equation. The bigger part is to focus on how these 
data can be used to make the brand reach its goals in consumer-brand interaction. 
Simply, a social feedback cycle feeds on the consumption experiences of the some 
consumers ready to share information for other potential ones. This feedback is of 
vital importance for the marketers, and when it is neglected, an entropy process will 
be likely to start in the near future.

Thanks to the new internet and information technology, consumers today can 
easily have an access to the data and information about new products and services. 
What is important at that point is to be able make the right purchase-decision among 
all these rich varieties and diversities of products and services (Bechina & Husta, 
2011:83). Both forums, blogs, consumer review websites and brands’ own websites 
can offer any kind of information about the market required by the consumers. The 
only thing to do now is to be able give the best decision in the light of all these online 
information sources. A research by Guven (2014) found out that eWOM messages 
are the supporters of the advertisements and emphasized the need to create a synergy 
between these two communication models.

Consumer decision making process is generally regarded as a cognitive process. 
Consumers, typically, realize the need, the desire and the way to satisfy these needs 
and desires by means of the advertisement messages of a new brand, and they apply 
to their minds to evaluate the claims in these mesages. When they couldn’t find the 
sufficient data in their minds to evaluate these messages, they start searching for 
more information from outside such as people around or some other people having 
information about the products (Baker & Hart, 2008:119). In such cases the needed 
information can be obtained sometimes from the friends or sometimes the mavens 
they trust about the products.
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Often facing with several alternatives changing fast because of the new technologies 
and competition pressure, consumers need to have a significant amount of information 
from different sources (ads, online platforms, salesmen, friends and etc..). Furthermore 
they usually can not have a certain information about how all these products will 
perform, and they often experience dilemmas about which to choose between the 
price or the safety during a car purchase (Bettman et al.,1991:50).

Nowadays, the decisions of consumers can be significanty affected by the 
internet and social media platforms along with effects of traditional sources, and the 
eWOM communications in these platforms can have a great effect on the decisions 
of consumers. The individuals searching for information about the products and 
services pay a great attention to the online environments which host the messages 
of not only ordinary consumers but a lot of mavens and opinion leaders, as well. 
This heavy interest in the messages in these platforms make these environments an 
impact factor on the decision making process of consumers. The impartiality and 
unrequited sharing of these consumer reviews can increase the persuasiveness of 
the messages.

eWOM connects plenty of individual consumer to each other, and opens WOM 
network into all internet world not just into the consumer’s own personal relationship. 
As more and more people use service and product information to make a purchase 
decision via eWOM networks, the credibility of online consumer reviews are getting 
more and more interesting. When consumers perceive the source as credible, they 
tend to rely on the reviews written. It is generally accepted as a reality that, there 
is no reason for a consumer not to adopt an online information once the source is 
thought reliable or credible (Cheung et al., 2009:9-10).

The multidimensional nature of consumer decision-making process bring several 
research questions together. How the consumers develop themselves, how they 
use decison-making process, how the background information affects the process, 
how the consumers adapto to different environments and how they categorize the 
products are all the questions being tried to answer in different marketing research 
(Bettman et al., 1991:51). One of the most interesting findings in these research 
is that consumers are affected not by a single but by a series of different factors.

Consumer centered marketing needs a more comprehensive definition of consumer 
buying behaviour. Engel (1991:4) defines this behaviour as ‘all the activities related 
with obtaining, consuming and putting out of usage of the products and services, 
and all the other actrivities before and after these activities’. So, while trying to 
understand the purchase behaviour, the pre and post purchase activities must be 
taken into account. At that point, prepurchase activities include defining the problem, 
searching for information and evaluating the alternatives while post purchase activities 
and post purchase evaluation cover any kind of attempts to reduce post purchase 
dissonance (Baker & Hart, 2008)
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Casielles and his colleagues (2013) attempted a researched to find out the 
relative effect of positive and negative eWOM on purchase intention. According 
to the study, while positive WOM messages cause a positive change in purchase 
intention, negative ones lead negative change in this intention. Again, ıt has been 
found out that positive WOM have a a bigger effect on purchase intention than 
negative WOM’s. An important point here is the articulating power of the reviewer. 
A high articulating power can have a higher effect on purchase intention about the 
brand (Casielles et al.,2013:54).

eWOM in the Decision-Making Process of Consumers

From this point of view, it can be said that consumer decision-making process consists 
of several phases. This process generally starts with defining the needs and searching 
for information before the purchase and extends to the evaluating the alternatives, 
purschase decision and finally to the post purchase period (Hutter et al., 2013:343).

The internet, one of the greatest oppurtunities of the developed technology, has 
caused a change in the longlasting habits in marketing field as in all other fields. 
Online social interaction platforms introduced into our lives by internet and especially 
web 2.0 technology are increasingly taking more and more part in marketing and 
consumption. Today it is commonly seen that the consumers in the decision-making 
process are heavily involved in the consumer communications called as eWOM in 
online platforms. One of the most significant phenomena resulted from this type of 
communication is regarded as ‘collective intellegence’. Bonebau (2009:16) states that 
collective intelligence can help the consumers make better purchase decision, and 
that purchase decision can be divided into two parts as producing potential solutions 
and evaluations of these solutions. In these both parts, collective intelligence can 
affect the process in different ways.

When it comes to consumer decision making process, Fill (2009) mentions three 
types of purchase decision: extensive problem solving, limited problem solving and 
routinized reactions.

In the first type, consumers need to make a decision about the product types with 
high costs like house or cars about which they have not got enough experience and 
familiarity. In these types of decisions, consumers exhibit a great deal of information 
search behaviour from outer world, and also spend more time to reach a solution 
to satisfy themselves. Marketing communications are known to be highly effective 
in this first process.

In the second type of decision making, limited problem solving, consumers 
provide most of the information they need from internal sources (experience, memory, 
or etc..), but, though limited, they apply to the outer sources as well to update the 
internal information they own. This type of decision making needs marketers to give 
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advertisement messages emphasizing the originality and additional characteristics 
of the products or services.

In routinized reaction behaviour, the products consumed by the consumers lots 
of times in their daily lives are the points to mention. The information search about 
these kinds of products is an internal search just in the lowest level. The reason for 
that is the massive experience they have about the products (Fill, 2009: 169).

Consumer purchase behaviour can be modelled as a cognitive process in the 
forms of thought, evaluation, and decision. These information process activities are 
believed to reflect the internal aspect of consumer choices. The basic accumulation 
of information coming from an environment such as friends and acquaintances or 
marketing messages can have an important role in the information search required 
for the inputs of this process (Baker & Hart, 2008:122). Especially the information 
sourcing from the close relationships can build a strong information background by 
means of the tie strength existing between the parts, and then the marketing efforts 
of the brand can help this information extend to a far more effective level.

To be able to understand the points to motivate the consumers can help the 
marketers design websites with a high effect power on the consumers in need of 
information in certain products or services. To be able to understand how the consumers 
evaluate the content of eWOM messages can play an important role in benefiting 
from the messages. And again, to be able to understand the strength of eWOM in 
the consumer decision-making process can be helpful to the marketers about how 
eWOM messages can be used better and more effectively. For example, marketers 
can aim at reaching the consumers with a high possibility of sharing reviews within 
online environments as this type of consumers are the ones functioning as opinion 
leaders. Besides that, marketers can apply to the effect power of eWOM messages as 
a motivator in the challenging behaviours such as losing weight and doing exercise 
(Schindler & Bickart, 2004:58). As seen here, eWOM can have an extraordinary 
role on the consumers as a motivator. Such a role can heavily be attributed to the 
perception that online review messages are impartial messages to trust more than 
other marketing messages.

When we look at the relationship between eWOM and purchase from the aspect of 
the phases in the decision-making process, the consumer to consumer communication 
in online platforms is believed to be effective in all phases of consumer decision-
making process. For example, the product awareness created through eWOM 
communications sets forth the difference between the existing situation and ideal 
one, and thus makes it easy to define the problem. eWOM also sets forth the criteria 
to apply during the evaluation of alternatives, helps the consumer with where to buy 
a product and can reduce the cognitive dissonance experienced in the post purchase 
period (Schindler and Bickart, 2004:41). Associating eWOM with only one aspect of 
decisionmaking process means neglecting its content and effect power. So, it must 
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be known that eWOM communication has important role in all phases of consumer 
decision-making process.

Consumer decision-making process is a cognitive process during which the 
individuals choose an behaviour or an activity among a series of product and service 
alternatives. While explaining the process, the prominent researchers about the 
relationship between WOM and decision-making process, Schindler and Bickart 
(2004) mentions four phases as problem recognition, consideration set, decision 
termination or alternative evaluation and postdecision processes. These authors starts 
the process with problem recognition and in this phase they attempt to explain the 
contribution of eWOM to determine the potential benefits of the purchase.

In the second phase of their process, there is a consideration set in which eWOM 
helps the consumers determine the alternatives in their mind. The consumers define 
some criteria to evaluate the alternatives in the fourth phase and these criteria are 
mostly obtained from eWOM messages in online platforms. In the final part of 
Schindler and Bickart’s decision-making process stands postdecision behaviours. In 
this last phase, eWOM helps consumers attempt to confirm what they have purchased, 
or get guidance on how to consume the service or product. Putting Schindler and 
Bickart’s point of view into the center and supporting it with a general literature 
review, we will try to make detailed explanation of this process and its relationship 
with ewom phase by phase. The purchase decision consists of;

1.  Stimulation
2.  Problem recognition and awareness
3.  Information search
4.  Evaluation of alternatives and purchase
5.  Post decision processes

The decision making process about whether to buy or not are closely related with 
the quality of the information gathered and the relationship level with the subject. 
The amount of the information consumers need depends not only on the scope and 
the need but the financial factor as well (Bechina & Husta, 2011:83).

Stimulation

Lamb (1992) adds a first phase before the four-known ones: Stimulation. We all get 
thirsty following a tiring exercise or wish to have a car following a TV commercial. 
Likewise, psychological thirst and commercials can have a stimulating effect on 
consumers. The stimulant here is any input unit into any of the sense organs. This 
stimulant can be either internal or external. The internal stimulants account for the 
usual needs like hunger. People learn to react to the internal stimulants through the 
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experiences and also to satisfy their needs. External stimulants, on the other hand, 
can be the color of a car or a car brand mentioned by a friend or a commercial on 
TV. The reaction manners of the consumers to the external stimulant can change 
depending on the content, shape, complexity and the amount of the information. 
Humans actively perceive only a small amount among the billions of stimulants 
around. The challenge for the marketers here is to be able to put their messages 
among the stimulants actively perceived by the customers (Lamb et al.,1992:103).

Some groups of consumers using socail media platforms not for searching 
information but for just having a look at what it is are sometimes affected by the 
messages they read in these platforms, in other words, they are stimulated by these 
messages. When exposed to these stimulation, a lot of consumers can be actively 
involved in the purchase process though they have had no plan to buy someting 
before. The dynamism, attractiveness, availability and richness in maven and experts 
advices of these online platforms make them more effective, and this effect can 
exhibit itself in all phases of decision-making process. So It would be wrong to limit 
the relationship of eWOM messages and purchase just with the people searching 
for information.

Because of this richness in online environments, firms need to start the new 
product campaigns through eWOM in order to create more eWOM communications 
and to take advantage of eWOM communications. While doing that, firms should 
be in contact with the bloggers, existing customers, and other consumers, and they 
should encourage these people to spread information in favor of their brand. An 
important point here is that eWOM communication should be started before the 
introduction of the product into the market.

There are three methods to do that;

1.  Companies can ask the consumers about the planned product and encourage 
them to help the product develop. Brand’s online groups or social network 
pages are the ideal platforms to put such an initiative into effect.

2.  Companies can provide required information with the consumers through 
e-mails, videos or blogs.

3.  Companies send the new product firstly to the opinion leaders to make them 
try and then give advice to other potential customers via eWOM messages.

Such a strategy will cause an awareness about the introduction of the product 
and thus accelerate the adoption process. To sum up, companies must find ways to 
make the consumers involved in the process, and start a communication flow before 
a commercial activity about the product (Lopez & Sicilia, 2012:1104). At that point, 
it should be reminded again that one of the best ways to empower the effect of an 
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advertisement or commerical is to use the eWOM messages before, together and 
also after the advertisement activities.

Problem Recognition and Awareness

Consumers are exposed to message bombardment from many different sources such 
as advertisements, political groups or acquaintances trying to persuade them to buy 
a certain product or service. These thousands of messages are in a fierce competition 
with each other to attract the potential customers. Supposing that all these messages 
attracted the people, the human nervous system wouldn’t bear this burden. So, most 
of the messages coming from different sources are filtered by perception systems, 
and some of these messages cannot have an effect on decision making process. Only 
when ad message in this process achieves in passing through this filter and gains 
meanings effective in subconcious of consumers, can the consumer recognize the 
problem or the need (Baker & Hart, 2008:122).

When the consumer is exposed to a stimulant, this stimulant can trigger the 
need reconition phase. An individual experiences need recognition phase when he 
or she feels an imbalance between the conditions he has something at hand and the 
conditions he desires to have. The desired condition the individual to reach reflects 
the need or wish. A need means anything a person depends on to continue a balanced 
life, and these needs form the basis of all behaviours (Lamb et al., 1992:104). It must 
be known that the ‘need’ here is not limited to the minimum conditions enough for 
life, and covers a bigger area ranging from the basic needs to the unusual emotional 
expectancies.

Problem or need recognition phase is a step triggerred by the first phase known as 
stimulation. The trigger here can sometimes be an internal simulant, or an external 
stimulant can be effective here. Deciding to buy a new car while talking to a friend, 
for example, can be regarded as a need triggered by an external stimulant (Kotler 
& Armstrong, 2008:146).

Need recognition is a clear and understandable phase in which the consumer 
perceive the need or the problem and get motivated to solve this problem. Consumers 
can get motivated by some parameters such as price, status, safety or like that. 
Their motivations can sometimes be complicated, and this complexity can partly 
be explained through Maslow ‘s hierarchy of needs (Copley, 2009:65).

Though they can not create needs, marketers can create a desire which shows itself 
when an individual has an unsatisfied need and decides to buy a product to satisfy 
this need. A desire is not necessarily to be for a certain product, but instead, it can 
be for a special characteristics of a product. For example, the elderlies go for the 
products which mean comfort, trust, practicality and traditional values. The marketers 
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doing business in different countries and culture are in the position of determining 
the different needs of different consumers. As an example, Tang, a brand of orange 
juice, can sell twice as much in Puerto Rico as the ones in the USA. A research by 
Craft Greneral Foods, the producer of Tang, has showed that Puerto Ricons prefer 
Tang just because they like sweeter and cheaper products (Lamb et al., 1992:105).

When it comes to defining the different demands and wishes of consumers, the 
skill to be able to analyse the online consumers messages or eWOM will come to 
the fore. An analysis including the directions and empasis points of the messages, 
the characteristics of the reviewers and effect sizes are regarded as a crucial for 
marketers. Recruiting the professionals having an ability to make this analysis is equally 
important. This kind of individuals can be involved in the eWOM communications 
of the consumers sometimes as a consumer and sometimes as maven or opinion 
leaders. By this way, the reviews or consumer messages will have a higher possibility 
to be analysed, and the strategies based on these analyses will help the company or 
the brand become more advantagous compared to their competitors. The consumer 
demand, wish or complaints and even the words used in the reviews will be able 
help the brand acquire a critical point of view about their existing products and 
services, or the products or services to be produced in the future. An important point 
to take into consideration here is that markets are directed by the consumers not by 
marketers as in the past. The most abstract platforms such directions are clearly felt 
in are the online platforms by which the consumer spread their eWOM messages.

Consumers recognize their unsatisfied needs in a variety of ways. One of these 
ways is the situations in which the consumer cannot get satisfied with the performance 
of the product at hand, and another situation is the one in which the product being 
used are about to come to an end. Apart from these two situations, consumers 
can recognize their unsatisfied needs in the situations in which they meet or hear 
something about the products or services. These kinds of desires are usually created 
by the promotion activities like advertisements or so on (Lamb et al., 1992:105).

Once a consumer starts to talk about the advantage of existing or potential product, 
the problem or need recognition phase will get activated. The consumers reviewing 
about their product or service experiences and especially about the advantages 
of these products in online environments can provide other consumers with their 
existing needs and thus recognize their problems. When it comes to the effect of 
eWOM during the need recognition phase, the role of positive eWOM messages 
will be realized once more, because there are always some consumers in need of 
this product but not so strong to move into a purchase process. The positive reviews 
at that point will cause the consumers to activate such a process.

To take advantage of this process, marketers must be able to determine what kind 
of needs the consumers have, how these needs can be revealed and what the causes 
are for these needs (Kotler & Armstrong, 2008:147). So, one of the best methods 
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to be able to reach these data is the analysis of online consumer review websites in 
which a rich eWOM communications occur. It mustn’t be neglected that marketing 
is an activity not only towards the consumers with clear purchase intentions but 
towards the consumers unaware of his or her needs.

Information Search

Recognizing a problem or a need doesn’t mean that decision-making process will go 
on. Only when the need is important for the consumer or it is believed that solution 
is possible, can the process go further. If the sufficient amount of involvement is 
achieved, the consumer will exhibit an information search behaviour (Baker & 
Hart, 2008:122).

After recognizing the need, the need for further information search can change 
depending on the cost-benefit perceptions of the consumers. The perceived benefit here 
can be considered to get the highest satisfaction in purchase decision by finding the 
the best price or model. And the perceived cost here is the time spent for information 
search, the cost incurred, and the psychological cost of information processing. In 
this cost-benefit analysis, when the benefit outweighes the cost, the search will go 
on; but otherwise, the search will come to an end (Lamb et al., 1992:106).

When the motive evoking the customer is strong enough, and when the product to 
satisfy this motive is available, a purchase likelihood of the consumer will emerge. 
But on the other hand, when this motive is not strong enough, the need will be kept 
in the memory or further information search will be exhibited (Kotler & Armstrong, 
2008:147). Even if the motives are stored in the memory and don’t result in a purchase 
decision, it must be taken into consideration that there is always a likelihood for 
these motives to reveal later together with new and further information or stimulants.

In information search, consumers don’t take all the existing products in the market 
into account. Instead, they take some certain brands in their minds under review and 
use their purchase decision for one of these products. This information search is done 
sometimes through internal, sometimes external and some other times in both types. 
While in internal search, the existing information in the minds resulted from the past 
experiences is used, in external one, both the sources in control of marketers and the 
some others sources out of control can be used (Lamb et al., 1992:106). To tell the 
truth. The most effective sources are personal sources, which are not under control 
of marketers, because while other commercial sources dominated by the marketers 
just give information to the consumers, personal sources are the ones assessing or 
evaluating the product in favor of the consumers (Kotler & Armstrong, 2008:148). 
So eWOM messages obtained by personal sources are crucial for the potential 
buyers. An important point here is that whereas commercial sources tend to give 
information in favor of the brand, personal sources focus on the benefit in favor of 
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the consumers. So these type of sources are regarded to be far more effective than 
other commercial sources controlled by the marketers.

How the consumers gather information from external sources and how they 
use this information are two important questions for the marketers to develop new 
strategies. This period called as the perceptive process of consumer by Belch (2001) 
is a process in which consumers perceive, prefer, arrange and comment (Copley, 
2009:66).

The decision-making process phase in which we can see the effect of eWOM 
communications most clearly is information search phase, because the consumers in 
online environments can offer alternative opinions and advices to the consideration 
set of the potential consumers. These potential consumers searching for information, 
in other words demanding part of the eWOM communication, are affected profoundly 
from the reviews of other consumers and enrich the information in their minds 
through the information they get from the consumer reviews. It is a well-known fact 
that a consumer reading about the reviews and messages about products will become 
strongly equipped for the other phases of the decisonmaking process.

Evaluation of Alternatives and Purchase

After gathering sufficient amount of information about the the product or service 
planned to purchase and determining the alternatives in their minds, consumers are 
ready for the purchase decision. At that point, consumer is known to use a series of 
criteria by using all these information from internal and external sources. One of 
the ways consumer use to reduce the alternatives in their minds is to determine a 
feature they want most and elect the products which don’t have this feature. Another 
method with this is to determine an upper and lower limit in their minds and to elect 
the products out of these limits. For example a consumer who plans to pay between 
100 and 200 dollars will elect the products upper and lower than these limits (Lamb 
et al.,1992:108).

After the consumers knock out some products, which don’t match the criteria in 
their minds, there will stay a group of alternatives called evoked set or consideration 
set. Marketers at that point must try to be able to put their products among this group 
or evoked set. The repetation of advertisement again and again are just a struggle 
to enter into this set in the minds of consumers (Copley, 2009:66). It is known that 
unless an extraordinary effect occurs, consumers make a preference among this 
consideration set, because being in front of eyes via advertisements aims at being 
or staying in this set.

In some cases, consumers are so careful and rational in evaluating the alternatives, 
but in some other cases, they behave just instinctively (Kotler & Armstrong, 2008:148). 
Some factors not expected by consumers can also affect these evaluations. Family 
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intervention, sudden rises in prices can be mentioned as some of these factors (Lamb 
et al.,1992:108).

The information coming from other consumers as eWOM messages about how 
to range the alternatives are important factors in evaluating the alternatives, and 
again eWOM can increase the satisfaction by offering supportive information and 
helping with the consumption problems (Schindler & Bickart, 2004:57).

Whether during the composition of an consideration set or during the ranging 
of these alternatives according to their priority and putting of this alternative to the 
forefront in purchase decision, eWOM messages by opinion leaders especially in 
blogs, or in other social media platforms can play an important role. The phase of 
evaluating alternatives requires a higher level of information which focuses directly 
on the goal and the benefit. The consumer in this phase, though he or she is satisfied 
with the information at hand so far, will need the opinions of unbiased people 
especially about the products with high prices. The impact of eWOM communication 
here will show itself once more.

Post Decision Processes

Not all purchase decisions result in buying; consumer can the leave this process in 
any of the phases. Another important point here is that not all purchase decisions 
follow all these phases, but following all the phases consecutively is a typical situation 
for the consumers who are involved in making comprehensive purchase decision 
(Lamb et al., 1992:103). After the evaluating phase, the consumer decides to buy 
one of the alternatives or gives up buying. When the consumer decides to buy, he 
will hope some benefits from this decision. The level of the purchased products to 
meet these benefits will determine whether the consumer will be satisfied or not 
(Lamb et al.,1992:108).

Decision-making process of the consumers will not be completed when the 
purchase has taken place. From the marketing point of view, perhabs the most 
essential aim of this process, the beliefs or opinions about whether to buy the same 
brand again is of great importance. The cognitive dissonance likely to be experienced 
in this last phase has got an important role to determine the next purchases of the 
same products. Some advertisements are designed especially for the needs of the 
consumers who have recently purchased a product and experience the cognitive 
dissonance phase (Baker and Hart, 2008:124). Unless treated, this post purchase 
dissonance can increase more and more and thus affects the satisfaction behaviour 
of the consumer. The aim of these advertisements is to make the consumers believe 
that they have purchased the right product, and to sweep the dissonance before 
turning into dissatisfaction.
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The feedback in this phase will affect the evaluations and preferences to repeat 
the purchase. The positive feedback especially in this last phase will strenghten the 
attitude towards the product and keep the product in the consideration set of the 
consumers. But negative feedbacks will lead negative eWOM messages and cause 
the product to be removed from the consideration set (Copley, 2009:67).

The the post-purchase dissonance and reducing this dissonance are the essential 
topics of eWOM literature. The consumers experiencing post-purchase dissonance 
need to reach other consumers having similar ideas and mentioning the advantages 
of the purchased products. The best way to reach these consumers are social media 
platforms. The consumers who want to use these effective platforms tend to apply 
to the eWOM messages to support the purchase decision in their mind by reading 
the positive reviews of similar consumers.

On the other hand, it is known that the unsatisfied consumers are a potential 
negative eWOM spreader in online platforms. So, the management of negative eWOM 
messages will be effective again at that point. Both the causing factors of damaging 
eWOM messages about companies and the results of these kind of negative contented 
messages must be taken into consideration. The findings obtained from these two 
ends should be used to manage the eWOM communications among consumers.

SOLUTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The two sides of the online platforms are the experienced consumers such as opinion 
leaders, satisfied or unsatisfied consumers and the followers who search for information 
for all phases of decision-making process. For the formers ones, online platforms 
are a kind of megaphones to express themselves about the services or products they 
have used. They use these platforms to show their positive or negative reactions. As 
for the latter group, these platforms are the best sources to satisfy their information 
needs and so they are ready to listen what this megaphone says.

The consumers who are not satisfied with the products or services usually give 
their first reactions to the brand or the company by making a complaint. But when 
they have realised that the brand or the company ignores their complaints, the second 
and damaging way starts for the brand: making complaints to the other potential 
consumers especially on the net.

The marketers today has an opportunity to help the consumer affirm and confirm 
their purchase decision by using eWOM messages in online environments, because 
the consumers of our day meet their affirmation and confirmation needs via internet 
and the reviews on internet platforms.

So, knowing that the only way to control eWOM process is to satisfy the consumers 
and listen to what the says about the services they offer, the companies and brands 
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should be aware of the potential damage of an unsatisfied consumer. They must 
learn to listen all the consumers no matter what they say, positive or negative about 
the services or products.

It must be taken into consideration by the marketers that positive eWOM messages 
are the supporter of promotion activities. To be able to create and spread positive 
WOM about the brand, marketers should be involved in WOM platforms, especially 
in the online environment which has a bigger potential to affect the consumers. 
Opinion leaders and social media celebrities, at that point, should be identified and 
used for the aims of the brand. What is important here ise that marketers should act 
in an ethical way and unethical behaviours or actions must be avoided. The negative 
eWOM messages are the very dynamites to destroy all the promotions trying to 
persuade the consumer to buy. So, marketers should create online platforms to 
help the consumers express their complaints about the brand. It must be taken into 
consideration that the unsatisfied consumers are the potential loyal consumers of 
the brands only when their complaints are resolved.

Realizing that eWOM messages are directly involved in all the phases of 
consumer decision-making process, marketers must need to produce strategies related 
with eWOM communication special for each individual phases of this decision-
making process. A analyst team can be used for eWOM communications in online 
environments. These people are reqired to be deeply in these communications as both 
an observer and a channeler. It must be known that to be a good channeler depends on 
being a conscientious observer. The more they are careful with the eWOM messages 
or even the words in these messages, the more successful projects and decisions 
they will make about the future. An important job of this analyst team should find 
out what the consumers ask each other about the brands and what kind of answers 
they get for these questions. This team should be used to create stories about the 
brand and to spread these stories among current and also potential customers. The 
marketing strategies of the brands or the companies must be integrated with these 
analyses and applications.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Consumer decision-making process is a complex and interactive process which needs 
to be analysed in more detail. Each phase of this complex process from the stimulation 
to the post purchase behaviours is directly related with eWOM communications. So 
the researchers can do a more detailed research about the relationships between all 
the individual phases of this process and they can try to produce strategies for the 
marketers to use for each phase.
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The role of opinion leaders and mavens in this process are another important 
point to focus on. How they behave in online environments, how they direct the 
consumers and even how the marketers can use these people in favor of their brand 
goals are all the potential research fields for the future researchers.

Again, when it comes to eWOM and the interactions between consumers, some 
urgent concepts come to the fore: tie strength, homophily, trust and so on. These 
concepts are the ones directly related with the eWOM communications and their 
effects on consumers trying to make a purchase decision. Future researchers can 
deal with these concepts to able to identify and determine the effect of eWOM on 
consumers. The power of eWOM valence (positive and negative) is another point 
to be able to study on. There have been few studies about the effect of valence on 
purchase decision. So, new studies are needed to make an exact distingusment 
between these to opposite effects.

The effects of diferent social meda platforms on purchase decision is also a 
potentail research field. Guven’s (2014) research is a comprehensive one on eWOM 
communications in online platforms. The researcher made a deep research about 
the effect differences between platforms. New and more comprehensive studies are 
needed on this field. So the researchers can attempt to find out the power of eWOM 
communications through different online platforms.

CONCLUSION

To sum up, individuals today prefer socializing via social media platforms such as 
blogs, consumer review websites and social networks, thus shaping their purchase 
decisions. In these platforms, consumers are involved in this process sometimes as an 
opinion leader or sometimes as a follower, and spread positive or negative messages 
about the products or services. In other words social media, an indispensable part 
of millions of people’s lives, and the interactions in these platforms are sometimes 
positive and sometimes negative.

The marketers and the businessmen need to take advantage of these online 
interactions. So it is a must for the marketers to analyse the eWOM communications 
and interactions in online platforms. What is needed at that point is to be able to 
understand the role of eWOM communications in consumer decision making process.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Cognitive Dissonance: The mental stress or discomfort about the purchased 
services or products experienced by consumers in the post-purchase process.

Consideration Set: A set of assumptions, methods, or notations held by one or 
more consumers or groups of consumers.

Decision-Making Process: The basic decision process used by consumers to 
make a purchase or not.

eWOM: Any positive or negative statement made by potential, actual, or former 
customers about a product or company that is made available to a multitude of people 
and institutions via the internet.

Opinion Leader: Influential members of a community, group, or society to 
whom others turn for advice, opinions, and views.

Social Media: Computer-mediated tools that allow people and companies 
to create, share, or exchange information, ideas, and pictures/videos in virtual 
communities and networks.

Valence: The directions of consumer reviews as positive or negative.
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ABSTRACT

This chapter examines and identifies the factors that influence the implementation of 
predictive marketing in Algeria enterprises. A structured questionnaire was used to 
collect data from 30 respondents comprised of CEOs of selected enterprises. Some 
analytical methods were applied to analyze the data and evaluate the point of view 
of the enterprises with regard to the adoption and implementation of predictive 
marketing techniques. The major findings of the study indicated that the adoption of 
predictive marketing requires the relevant tools and software to extract knowledge 
“data mining.” In addition, the existence of start-up (for analytics) and the level 
of development of e-commerce and digital marketing in Algeria will undoubtedly 
encourage the use of these techniques. This chapter also provides some suggestions 
for further research.
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INTRODUCTION

The Internet and the Web has attracted considerable attention and research from both 
academics and practitioners. Numerous studies anticipated a “marketing revolution” 
(Hoffman & Novak, 1997; Keeny & Marshall, 2000) as businesses changed their 
modes of operation and customers adapted to novel and different ways of purchasing 
goods and services. With the advent of digital technology and smart devices, a large 
amount of digital data is being generated every day. Individuals are putting more 
and more publicly available data on the web. Thus, not only the quantity of digitally 
stored data is much larger, but the type of data is also tremendously diversified, due 
to various new technologies (Sedkaoui & Monino, 2016).

Customer databases have grown significantly larger over the last decade. Many 
companies collect information on their customers and their respective behavior. 
Thanks to technology advent which enables companies to produce a granular record 
of every touchpoint consumers make in their purchase journey. However, firms still 
depend on aggregate measures to guide their marketing investments in multiple 
channels (display, paid search, referral, e-mail …). If they want to predict how 
customers will respond in the future, there is one place to turn “predictive analytics”. 
Organizations enabled with analytical tools can incorporate better strategies to use 
their resources in more efficient way (Ngai et al., 2009).

Predictive analytics comprise collection of statistical and empirical models with 
the goal of creating empirical predictions and further assessing the quality of those 
predictions in practice. These techniques are applicable in both theory building 
and theory testing approaches. Predictive analytics methods help to analyze and 
understand customer behaviors and acquire and retain customers and also maximize 
customer value. Thus it facilitates decisions making and supports development 
of businesses strategies. The notion of “big data” and the potential of producing 
actionable information from the existing databases are the main drivers of predictive 
analytics application (Halper, 2011).

Big data is often obtained by aggregating different sources of very different 
nature of data. We may have to deal simultaneously with numerical, categorical 
data, but also with text, preference data, browsing histories, historical purchase 
on e-commerce websites, social media data, analyzed by using methods of natural 
language processing, being fused with sales data to determine the effect of advertising 
on consumer sentiment about a product and behaviors of purchase. Indeed, marketing 
strategy, supported by the predictive analysis techniques is a project that is not 
limited to define ideas but especially to translate them into action and to control its 
state of evolution for better understand customer behavior.

The application of predictive analytics in Algerian enterprises is an emerging 
trend. Despite the transition from a planned economy to a market economy, many 
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experts and researchers believe that the practice of Marketing companies is still weak 
and affecting their competitiveness. Moreover, these companies are also exposed 
to the universe of big data. Data is therefore collected and analyzed to support 
efficient business processes and to create significant additional value. This leads 
us to question the reasons for Algerian enterprises’ delay in adopting predictive 
marketing tools and the factors likely to influence them to adapt predictive analytics 
in their marketing strategies.

Many researches have been examined in understanding analytics benefits. However, 
few studies, especially in Algeria, have examined this theme. It is on this premise 
that this study wants to examine the factors influencing adoption and implementation 
of predictive tools with special reference to the Algerian enterprises. This makes 
the present research one of the first studies analyzing this point. This paper seeks 
to investigate the issues relating to the adoption of predictive analytics methods for 
marketing purposes by enterprises. In particular it focuses on the factors that affect a 
need for such methods in Algerian enterprises. It builds primarily on existing based 
research and develops a conceptual framework to understand why organizations do 
or do not adopt predictive marketing.

A framework for predictive marketing factors in Algerian organizations was 
adopted and questionnaire was designed to collect the needed information to achieve 
our research objective. The paper begins with a brief overview of approaches to the 
adoption of predictive marketing analytics to establish the current theoretical context 
for work in this area. The conceptual framework is then presented. Following that, 
the quantitative methodology employed is then reviewed and the results discussed. 
The paper concludes with a discussion of the implications of the findings and 
directions for future research.

BASIC CONCEPTS AND RESEARCH BACKGROUND

Marketing Challenges and Big Data Age

One consequence of technological advances in electronic commerce is the generation 
of “massive quantities of data produced by and about individuals, things and their 
interactions” (Boyd & Crawford 2012). Beyond those interactions, large volumes of 
data are created through Internet searches, social networks, GPS systems, and stock 
market transactions. In these circumstances, it is clear that marketing is particularly 
concerned by the advent of the big data, due to its function within the company. 
Although big data is considered a new form of capital in today’s marketplace (Mayer-
Schönberger & Cukier, 2013; Satell, 2014), many firms fail to exploit its benefits 
(Mithas, Lee, Earley, & Murugesan, 2013).
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Big data gets global attention and can be best described using the three Vs: 
volume, variety and velocity. These three dimensions often are employed to describe 
the phenomenon. Each dimension presents both challenges for data management and 
opportunities to advance decision-making (Sedkaoui, 2017). This 3 V’s provide a 
challenge associated with working with big data. The volume put the accent on the 
storage, memory and computes capacity of a computing system and requires access 
to a computing cloud. Velocity stresses the rate at which data can be absorbed and 
meaningful answers produced. The variety makes it difficult to develop algorithms 
and tools that can address that large variety of input data.

So, there are still many difficulties and challenges in the use of big data technologies. 
The biggest challenge of the zetabytes age will not be storing all that data, it will be 
figuring out how to make sense of it. For marketing in particular, an old debate on 
prediction vs. explanation has become louder as big data has increased pressures 
for integrating conventional data management methods and governance processes. 
With the move from traditional marketing to digital marketing, marketing function 
has never been more challenging. Following these changes and the increasing 
inefficiency of traditional marketing practices, a new form of marketing has emerged: 
“predictive marketing”.

Marketing constantly relies on customer data to develop winning strategies. It 
analyzes, exploits data about current or potential customers and company information 
and, as we have mentioned, the size of these data increases exponentially. To better 
understand, anticipate and satisfy the needs of their clients, marketers must make 
the most of this data, usually unstructured, in order to transform them into directly 
exploitable information on customers. Marketers must respond by using, leveraging, 
and applying data: customer’s data, prospects data, data warehouses, internal and 
external data, etc. All of these data insights can be leveraged to create a competitive 
advantage.

Analytics and the Transformation of Marketing

Companies face everyday problems related to uncertainty in organizational planning 
activities: accurate and timely knowledge means improved business performance. 
Traditional methods of customer analysis, like segmentation and market research, 
provide static knowledge about customers, which may become unreliable in time. 
Moreover, recent research into IT adoption and use has been motivated by the desire 
to predict factors, which can lead to successful application in a marketing context 
(El-Gohary, 2010; Lynn, Lipp, Akgün, & Cortez, 2002).

A competitive advantage can be gained by adopting a data mining approach 
whereby predictive analytics of customer behavior are learned from historical 
data. Companies may need to alter organization and business processes to act on 
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the insights from big data (Viaene, 2013). As described by Erevelles et al. (2015), 
physical capital, human capital, and organizational capital resources moderate the 
process of transforming consumer activities into a sustainable competitive advantage 
at different stages.

The application of predictive analytics in marketing process is expedited by IT 
tools. For marketing, the challenge thus is not to keep sticking to traditional ways 
of researching but to seek new ways. It is only through such ways that we would 
achieve fuller understandings of how people, products and processes interact with one 
another. The ability to draw customer data and bring them rapidly into operational 
decision making is transforming the discipline of marketing. There are huge benefits 
for companies and marketers alike to get started with predictive marketing sooner 
rather than later.

Predictive marketing combines predictive and prescriptive analytics to predict 
what will happen and how to make it happen. Predictive marketing is a new way 
of thinking about customer relationships, powered by new technologies in big data 
and machine learning, which we collectively call predictive analytics. Marketers 
better pay attention to predictive analytics. The adoption of predictive marketing 
(Artun & Levin, 2015) is accelerating among companies large and small because: 
(a) customers are demanding more meaningful relationships with brands, (b) early 
adopters show that predictive marketing delivers enormous value, and (c) new 
technologies are available to make predictive marketing easy.

Factors Influencing Adoption of Marketing 
and Analytics Methods

There is a huge career opportunity that comes from being an early adopter of new 
methodologies and technologies, predictive marketing and predictive analytics 
included. Research has unearthed voluminous perceived benefits of predictive 
marketing and benefits associated with the employment of analytics methods and 
in enterprises operational milieu. Predictive marketing has the potential to cover a 
number of specific strategies to help grow customer value: postpurchase campaigns, 
replenishment campaigns, repeat purchase programs, new product introductions, 
and customer appreciation campaigns. It offers feasible and pragmatic solutions for 
organizations to address the challenges in this dynamic environment.

Different sources of literature have acknowledged the challenges of predictive 
analytics adoption and its diffusion and applications in marketing field. The existing 
literature has categorized factors impeding adoption of marketing approaches by 
enterprises into internal and external barriers. A number of researchers highlight firm 
size, firm characteristic, product, sector, access to marketing, policy changes and 
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economic conditions as factor that influence the extent of adoption and exploitation 
of marketing (Giovanni & Mario 2003; Shiels et al 2003; McConville 2008).

As mentioned above, the adoption of technology for support predictive marketing 
is then essential for the survival of the enterprise. There are a growing number 
of studies in the literature related to the adoption of technology for marketing by 
businesses (Durkin et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2011; Simmons et al., 2011; Jones 
et al., 2014). ICT investments are considered barriers too, in addition to cultural 
deficiencies, lack of cooperation, lack of relevancy of adoption to the organization 
and design of e-commerce (Luccehetti & Sterlaccini 2004; McConville, 2008). 
Legal and regulatory issues, weak strategies, lack of research and development, 
excessive and reliance on foreign technology are viewed as a challenge to adoption 
of e-marketing and analytics applications (Matambalya & Wolf 2001).

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND RESEARCH HYPOTHESES

The main objective of this study is to investigate the factors influencing the adoption 
of analytics methods in order to support marketing approach within the Algerian 
enterprises. Based on the literature discussed above, and the benefits of analytics 
methods on marketing function, research model illustrated in Figure 1 asserts that 
the attention to adopt analytics tools for marketing structure in selected enterprises 
depends on: internal business context, external business context, organizational 
culture and training, and ICT investment and the use of technology. The proposed 
constructs and hypotheses are supported by prior studies in marketing, big data and 
predictive analytics literature.

Internal Business Context (Size, Resource Availability, 
Marketing Structure, Partnership, Skills)

The internal environments play a role among the reasons for adoption or non-
adoption of analytics tools by Algerian enterprises. Sizes and resources determine 
the usage or non-usage of computers in the various businesses. Firm size is related 
to the ability of enterprises to provide certain resources, both financial and human 
resources. The larger the size of business means the greater its ability to provide 
certain resources, and the more likely the adoption of technology and analytics 
tools. Firm size in this study was measured by using two indicators: the number of 
employees and total assets.

Academics and business practitioners increasingly recognize the importance of 
organizational structure in marketing (Lee et al, 2015). Many researchers examined 
the effects of different organizational structure design elements on marketing 
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outcomes remains fragmented and scarce. This statement opens up to look into what 
the adherents of the structural perspective think about effectiveness and according to 
them it is the organization structure that creates effectiveness within an organization 
(Eriksson et al., 2005).

Also, in today’s hyper-competitive business environment, firms must constantly 
update and reconfigure resources by responding to changes in the external environment 
to develop a sustainable competitive advantage (Kozlenkova et al., 2014; Lin & 
Wu, 2014). A firm’s ability to respond to change (dynamic capability) incorporates 
skills and knowledge embedded within the organization to alter existing resources 
and create new value (Day, 2014). A firm using novel consumer insight extracted 
from big data to understand unmet consumer needs enhances dynamic capability. 
Owner innovativeness, owner IT experience and analytics ability are identified as 
determinant factors that can influence enterprises in adopting predictive marketing.

As Baptista (2000) points out, the corporate status of a company might play a role 
in affecting the adoption of a new technology. The independence of an enterprise 
might be involved with higher flexibility in deciding whether or not to adopt a 
new technology and analytics tools. However, enterprises that belong to a group of 
firms generally have more financial resources than others and thus might be less 
risk-averse in adopting analytics tools.

Therefore, based on the above, it is expected that:

H1: Firm size influences positively the adoption of predictive marketing
H2: Resource Availability influences positively the adoption of predictive marketing
H3: Existence of marketing function structure affects predictive marketing adoption
H4: Partnership and belonging to a group of firms influences predictive marketing 

adoption
H5: Employees with skills and IT ability affect the adoption of predictive marketing

Figure 1. Research model
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External Business Context (E-Commerce 
Development, Expertise Start-Ups, Competition)

The external business context refers to external factors which influence the use of 
predictive marketing and analytics tools. The Algerian economy is based primarily 
on oil sector resources. Despite the rich natural environment, the economy has not 
prospered as most organizations do not operate smoothly and efficiently given to the 
lack in infrastructures required. Findings of this study identified telecommunication 
infrastructural as one of the barriers hindering the adoption of e-commerce in 
Algeria. In most part of selected enterprises author noticed low connections of the 
internet services. Broadband connectivity is a key component in ICT development, 
adoption and use.

Technology readiness is one of the organizational contexts proposed in this study 
as a determinant factor that influences enterprises in adopting predictive marketing. 
Technology readiness refers to what extent the technology infrastructure, relevant 
systems and technical skills in business can support e-commerce and the use of 
analytics tolls. Technology readiness consists of both technology infrastructure 
and IT human resources (Zhu & Kraemer, 2005) and both are really needed if the 
company wants to make e-business an integral part of the value chain (Tiago & 
Maria, 2010). Hence, the greater the technology readiness of an organization the 
more likely the organization adopts IT technology, and vice versa.

In addition, the adoption level of e-commerce might be reflected by the lack 
of training in e-commerce related technologies and there was some need for 
customizing technology, from abroad, for the Arab region (Warf & Vincent, 2007). 
Also, existing of service providers (start-up for in the field of data analytics) can 
be an external support that influences predictive analytics adoption for supporting 
marketing functions. In principle, an independent software firm could offer a service 
of customizing existing software also for proprietary embedded operating systems, 
and such firms indeed exist.

When competitors start to use e-commerce technology, firms will be shoved 
into adopting digital marketing more widely to obtain competitive advantages. 
The competitor pressure refers to the extent of pressure from competitors within 
the industry as felt by the firm (Zhu & Kraemer, 2005). When competitors start 
to use e-commerce technology, firms will be shoved into adopting e-commerce 
technology more widely to obtain competitive advantages. Thus, the higher the 
level of competition within the industry, the more likely it is that greater analytics 
methods use will be achieved required. For example, Target is utilizing exclusive 
predictive data to substantially enhance its adaptive capability to influence the 
customer’s purchases for baby items capturing sales before competitors and initiating 
a long-term customer relationship.
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These explanations lead to the following hypotheses:

H6: The development of e-commerce and digital marketing in Algeria influences 
the adoption of predictive marketing

H7: Existence of expertise startups in the field (providers) influences the adoption 
of predictive marketing

H8: Competitor pressure influences the adoption of predictive marketing

Organizational Culture and Training

In addition to internal and external contexts explained above, in this study 
organizational culture and training are also considered as determinant factors of 
predictive marketing adoption by enterprises in developing countries. It is evident 
from related literatures that predictive marketing have gained ground in the developed 
countries but same is new in developing countries due to their cultural inclinations. 
Predictive marketing approach will be easily accepted in an organization if it is tune 
in with the prevailing values of that organization, can meet the needs of organization 
and accords with organization culture. In addition to the size, skills … the culture 
obtained within the organization are among the draw backs of predictive marketing 
adoption among Algerian enterprises.

This is because mostly in businesses a strategic decision is highly dependent 
on the manager/owner. Cloete et al (2002) revealed that the e-commerce adoption 
by SMEs extensively depends on the acceptance of e-commerce technology by the 
owner of business. This is reasonable, because structurally SMEs tend to centralize, 
hence the manager have an important role in any business decision making (Nguyen 
& Waring, 2013). It must be a matter of great disappointment to enterprises that 
many of component of typical marketing analytics are rarely used by practicing 
marketing managers. Indeed, even experienced marketing managers with marketing 
qualifications often fail to apply the techniques of marketing. Adaptive and dynamic 
capabilities, enhanced by insight from Big Data, lead to value creation (Tellis et al., 
2009; Wei & Lau, 2010).

As a technology innovation, predictive marketing also has risk, especially if it is 
applied in small business and even more in developing countries. Hence, the more 
innovative the enterprises owner, the more likely they have an intention to adopt a 
predictive analytics application. Therefore, increasing Algerian enterprises awareness, 
of the benefits of the adoption of predictive marketing, ought to affect positively the 
adoption of e-commerce. Increasing awareness could be achieved through providing 
better education and more training. Introducing predictive marketing requires that 
decision-makers and marketing specialists acquire new skills. While admitting their 
lack of skills and knowledge in embracing the data mining field as a new tools for 
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marketing activities, most of the enterprises believed that training of managers and 
employees in predictive marketing analytics could considerably contribute to their 
marketing success and they could achieve further benefits. Overall, Big Data can 
raise more questions than answers (Weber & Henderson, 2014). Enterprises must 
devise new ways of analyzing big data, creating actionable insights and implementing 
new marketing activities. Without such innovative, creative thinking, firms would 
incur difficulty in utilizing big data to facilitate adaptive capabilities and broaden 
the scope of marketing activities that may facilitate radical innovation; however, in 
a hypercompetitive business environment, any new marketing activities eventually 
will be imitated (D’Aveni et al., 2010).

With the proliferation of new technologies, channels, and consumption approaches, 
the understanding of contemporary consumer behavior is becoming more complex. 
Simultaneously, advances in technology allow marketers to capture rich consumption 
data with greater volume, velocity, and variety. Often, these rich and newly available 
sources of information (big data) enable marketers to realize new gaps or areas of 
ignorance in marketers’ understanding of consumer behavior (Firestein, 2012). As 
the richness of data increases, marketers are better able to recognize new gaps and 
advance their understanding of consumer behavior. Firms with greater awareness of 
information needs will uncover more hidden consumer insights from Big Data that 
facilitate adaptive capabilities than firms with little awareness of information needs.

Therefore, it is reasonable to hypothesize that:

H9: Absence of manager strategic vision (internal culture or commitment of 
managers) about the importance of predictive tools influences the adoption 
of the predictive marketing

H10: More or less accurate knowledge of big data and data mining affects the 
adoption of the predictive marketing

H11: Training staff on big data and data mining influences predictive marketing 
adoption

H12: The lack of information influences the adoption and application of predictive 
marketing

Technological Context and ICT Investment

The technological context refers to those aspects such as ICT intensity and investment, 
complexity of predictive marketing tools (use, data security…) and cost that 
influence the adoption of predictive marketing. High cost of infrastructure and its 
implementation has been cited to impede predictive marketing adoption relating 
to buying ICT equipment for implementation, setting-up, training employees and 
consultancy fees, creation and maintenance of website and other infrastructures 
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(Mutula, 2017). An important aspect which is important in the context of using 
analytics methods and tools is the enterprise’s openness to ICT. Managers know 
that the relative advantages of predictive marketing adoption raise the probability 
of allocating some resources: managerial, financial and technological resources.

Then, intensity of ICT tools refers to what extent marketing is appropriate with 
technology infrastructure, culture, value, and work practices that already exist in 
the enterprise. ICT including the web is believed to be the most cost efficient tool 
that can aid companies to gain bigger markets and be able to compete with their 
larger counterparts in attracting customers to their products and services (Tan et 
al., 2009). Cost is also considered, in this study, as a factor that influences Algerian 
businesses in their adopting predictive marketing. Usually, the less expensive the cost 
of a certain technology the more likely it will be quickly adopted and implemented 
in an organization (Premkumar & Roberts, 1999).

Predictive analytics methods varying with the level of technological complexity. 
Also, big data has put a great challenge on the current statistical methodology and 
computational tools. With growing size typically comes a growing complexity of 
data structures, of the patterns in the data, and of the models needed to account 
for the patterns. The difficulty of transforming big data into value or knowledge is 
related to its complexity, the essence of which is broadly captured by the three Vs: 
Volume, Variety and Velocity are used to define the term big data. Each of these 
dimensions presents both challenges for data management and opportunities to 
advance decision-making (Sedkaoui, 2017).

Data analysis, when it is not preceded by the word ‘Big’, refers to the development 
and sharing of useful and effective models. For the most part, it uses a variety of 
methods from different research fields, like statistics, data mining, visual analysis, 
etc. It caters to a wide range of applications, including data summarization, 
classification, prediction, correlation, etc. In the 1970s and 1980s, computers could 
process information in batch processing, but its operations were constrained and 
too costly. Only large firms could hope to analyze data with them. They started to 
work on data organization by designing database management systems (DBMSs), 
in particular of relational databases. Data processing and analysis, in the present 
day, are brought together under the notion of ‘Business Intelligence’, due especially 
to computers’ increased processing capabilities (Shroff, 2013).

Hence, it is expected that:

H13: ICT investment influences the adoption and application of predictive marketing
H14: The cost of the necessary IT tools support the adoption of predictive marketing
H15: The use of tools for the management of customer databases facilitate the 

application of predictive methods
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H16: The complexity of predictive marketing tools influences the adoption of this 
approach

RESEARCH METHODS

Although there is a body of literature vis-à-vis enterprises factors in adopting predictive 
marketing, studies into the adoption and successful implementation of predictive 
marketing in Algeria is comparatively rare. Since enterprise are often acknowledged 
as the engine of national economic growth, it is relevant to investigate why they 
have not taken up the many opportunities of predictive marketing considering the 
rapid growth of analytics tools in the developed countries. A survey method using 
a google forms was employed. This was chosen in due to its advantages, namely: 
cheaper, faster, and easier than other methods. The questionnaire was developed by 
reference to previous studies.

Questionnaire Development

In order to address the objectives of the study and to provide more insights into the 
points discussed above, an empirical investigation was deployed, and data obtained 
from a convenience sample of 30 Algerian enterprises. The investigation focused on 
enterprises from different sectors and located in different areas of the country (see 
appendix 1). Moreover, our sample falls to 30 enterprises that found an interest in 
the survey. A survey was employed in this study to investigate the factors affecting 
adoption of predictive marketing. The study employed questionnaire as instruments 
of data collection.

The questionnaire is developed according to the objectives of the study and 
analyzes the relationship between certain components of the company environment 
and the attitudes of its managers towards the adoption of predictive marketing tools. 
A total of sixteen factors of analytics tools and predictive marketing were combed 
from the related literature studies. From the conceptual framework (Figure 1), 
these factors were grouped into four categories by the help of professionals and 
experts. A questionnaire contains provide information on 2 topics that informs us 
about various aspects of the company and the state of predictive marketing within 
selected enterprises.

The instrument was designed to include a two-part questionnaire as presented in 
Appendix 2. Accordingly, the first part is basic information. This part of questionnaire 
was used to collect information about respondents’ characteristics including gender, 
age and occupation. The second part was developed based on the constructs of 
information about the condition of the marketing function within enterprises before 
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moving to a set of questions vis-à-vis predictive marketing and big data which is 
presented as an opportunity for development of the marketing function and has 
undoubtedly generated an increased need of customer databases analysis.

Sample and Measurement of Variables

In fact, 30 enterprises responded to 33 questions (in the form of 22 questions about 
the predictive marketing, added to 11 presentation issues). Participants were tasked 
to select their most significant factors with regards to predictive marketing adoption 
in their enterprises. The questionnaire comprises of sixteen factors, grouped under 4 
headings with a 5 point Likert-type scale which ranges from “1- Strongly Agree” to 
“5- Strongly Disagree” was adopted in the questionnaire administration. For other 
factors, the answers to the questions are coded from 1 to 3.

Before conducting the main survey, we performed a pre-test to validate the 
questionnaire. The pre-test involved 5 respondents whom were asked to comment 
on the length of the instrument, the format, and the wording of the scales. Therefore, 
the content validity of the instrument has been confirmed. The data collected was 
tested, analyzed and interpreted using STATISTICA version 12. Analysis of data 
was done using descriptive statistics specifically mean and standard deviation, t 
student test correlation analysis and multiple regression analysis. Cronbach’s alpha 
(a measure of internal consistency or how closely related a set of items are) was 
also used to assess the inter-item reliability for each variable.

Table 1. Construct reliabilities

Variable Alpha Cronbach

Part1 0,754059

Part2 0,751024

Resource Availability 0,699317

Skills 0,668164

Startup 0,688295

e-commerce development 0,698522

Concurrence 0,713825

Lack of Information 0,744457

Cost 0,698593

Complexity tools 0,705221

Training 0,726688
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As reported in Table 1, Cronbach’s alpha scores were over 0.735, suggesting that 
the items have a relatively high degree of internal consistency (note that a reliability 
coefficient of 0.70 or higher is considered “acceptable” in most social science research 
(Hair et al., 2010). These alpha scores are acceptable for an exploratory analysis, 
indicating that the factors within each variable are inter-related.

Sample and Profile of Selected Enterprises

This study conducted online survey to overcome time and place constraints, thus 
helping our study to reach respondents more easily than using other survey methods 
(interviews: personal and telephone and other self-administered survey). Empirical 
data were collected by conducting a survey on an Algerian electronic directory which 
contains contact information. An email is then sent to 220 enterprises to invite them 
to fill out the questionnaire. This email stated the purpose of this study and provided 
a hyperlink to the survey form. This online survey was conducted for 2 month, 
resulting in a sample size of 30 enterprises for an overall response rate of 13.63%.

Concerning the profile of the surveyed enterprises in this study, all of them are 
interested in development of marketing function services. As mentioned above, we 
have selected several types of variables: Size, sector and marketing function. In the 
following, we will try to analyze each variable to better understand the nature of 
these enterprises and identify their characteristics.

Size

The size is defined by the number of employees in the enterprises and the amount of 
turnover. Moreover, they are often cautious and do not disclose their turnover. This 
index is often considered a very personal data that can provide certain information 
to competitors. It is for this reason that the questionnaire proposed three modalities: 
Less than 50 million Algerian dinars (AD), between 50 and 200 million (AD) and 
more than 200 Million (AD). This ranking has been allocated according to the 
definition of SMEs in Algeria. Similarly, for the number of employees that has been 
categorized in five intervals. The results of the analysis are presented in Figure 2.

Regarding turnover, 50% of respondents had turnover in excess of 200 million 
(AD), 27% had turnover between 50 and 200 AD and 23% received less than 50 AD. 
Similarly, for respondents, the overwhelming majority had an employed workforce 
between 50 and 499 employees (46.67%). It should be noted that companies with 
fewer than 10 employees and between 10 and 49 employees represent respectively 
20% and 13.33% of the response rate. The remaining two categories represent 13.33% 
(for 500-999 employees’ category) and 6.67% (for more than 1,000 employees’ 
category).
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Business Sector

The thirty enterprises selected were engaged in the different types of businesses as 
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 indicates that the sample came from different industry sectors; 
Commercial sector came first with 23.33% followed by Agribusiness and ICT sector 
with 13.33% for each sector, then, Services sector with 10%. Of the 30 surveyed 
enterprises 6 enterprises provide from various sectors such as: Telecommunication, 
Health, Construction, Automotive, industry and habitat. Our sample also includes 
professional training companies with 6.67%. This rate is the same for tourist and 
hydraulics sectors.

Figure 2. Surveyed enterprises by size

Figure 3. Selected enterprises by business sector
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From the investigation of this study it can be seen that, among the 30 companies 
surveyed, four companies is part of a group, and 14 are subsidiaries of a group while 
other companies have not specified their status.

Marketing Function Activities

In order to determine the importance placed on the marketing function and assess 
the experience with predictive marketing adoption and implementation by sampled 
enterprises, we asked a question about the existence of a specialized structure of 
the marketing. The results are presented in the Table 2.

It seemed that majority of sampled enterprise have a specialized structure for the 
practice of marketing (70%); eight other enterprises reported not having structure 
for marketing anointing (26.67%), and only one enterprise declared that the project 
is in progress. It’s important to notice that among enterprises which draw attention 
to marketing function are companies in from Commercial, Agribusiness, Services 
and Tourism sector. This can be justified with regard to the importance of this 
function in their activity.

Enterprises that reported having an internal marketing structure should identify 
its main activities. As presented in questionnaire, five categories of responses were 
proposed in addition to one other category (to be specified). The results are presented 
as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 shows that the interest in marketing within the sampled enterprises is 
motivated mainly by: conducting market studies (20.97%), followed by new product 
launches (19.35%) and then for the development of sales forecasts (17.74%). It is 
also noted that 16.13% of enterprises have chosen all categories of possible answers. 
The lowest response rates are for the development of the Marketing Mix (9.68%) 
and formulation and implementation of the marketing strategy (8.06%). It should 
also be noted that 1.61% of these enterprises left this heading unanswered. However, 
6.45% proposed other activities namely: the organization of events, e-marketing and 
the protection of new product.

Table 2. Existence of marketing structure

Question Number % Mean St Dev

Yes 21 70%

1.8 0.5508
No 8 26.67%

Ongoing 1 3.33%

Total 30 100%
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Understanding analytics power driven change in marketing is very crucial to Algerian 
enterprises, as it involves new customers, new brands, new markets and even new 
business models. This section presents the results data analysis and discusses it 
accordingly in relation to the hypotheses and with the aim of achieving the objectives 
stated. Through this section, we wish to highlight the behavior of companies with 
regard to the concept of predictive marketing and issues of big data, and analyzing 
the factors influencing the adoption of predictive marketing. This will cover the 
elements that correspond to the main axes on which our survey questionnaire was 
developed.

Analytic Tools and the Perception of Big Data Universe

Algerian businesses can’t longer afford to ignore the power of analytics in a 
voluminous data environment if they wish to retain their competitive advantage in 
a rapidly changing business environment. They need to know the benefits of more 
efficient use of their data, from improved process efficiencies to strategic decision-
making and accurate predictions or the creation of new business models. But some 
questions arise: Do Algerian companies take advantage of these assets? And what 
is their situation with regard to this universe?

To answer these questions, the author analyzes the companies’ knowledge of big 
data practices and analytics tools, as well as the technological, organizational and 
commercial contexts. The results obtained are summarized in the Table 3:

Figure 4. The main activities of the marketing structure
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It’s important to have an idea about the ICT tools that companies own and use, 
I order to identify the level (low, medium and high) of the various applications of 
these tools. The results in the Table 3 show that enterprises reporting high levels of 
ICT. 85.71% of them use client database management software. Similarly, 78.47% 
of enterprises with an average level of ICT tools and applications also use this type 
of tools. This proves the interest of these companies in analyzing their customer 
behavior.

But this does not hide the reality of IT environment in Algeria, indices reflect 
the poor level of e-commerce adoption services and connectivity problems.

Regarding customer behavior analysis a question was devoted to know if these 
enterprises analyze and exploit customer data to better understand their behavior. 
The appendix 3 summarizes the results. It’s found that a large majority of companies 
(80% of all enterprises surveyed) that appeal to their customer data for a purpose 
of a better understanding. On the other hand, only 10% of companies do not give 
importance to this type of analysis. The other companies (10%) didn’t answer this 
question.

By eliminating these enterprises, we have 27 enterprises (responding “yes” or 
“no” to this question). Then, in the next step, author wanted to know if they issuing 
loyalty cards to their customers. The aim of this step is to investigate whether club 
card loyalty have a report with the use of database management systems (DBMSs) 
to understanding their customers behavior.

Enterprises recognize that satisfying and retaining consumers by building 
relationships is one of the most sustainable competitive advantages. Although the 
use of loyalty cards is popular, but only five enterprises deliver loyalty cards to their 
customers (20.83%), while 45.83% of enterprises that use management databases 
and analyze customer behavior don’t use this type of loyalty strategy. Appendix 4 
reflected also that 20.83% mentioned that they will adopt this kind of tools soon

For many businesses loyalty cards as a source of big data presents significant 
challenges. The marketing power of big data and data mining is recognized by Tesco 
PLC, with loyalty card data from their Club card representing the buying behavior of 

Table 3. IT intensity and the use of software

Category
No Yes No Response

Total
Nbr % Nbr % Nbr %

High 1 7.14% 12 85.71% 1 7,14% 14

Medium 3 21.43% 11 78.57% 0 0% 14

Low 1 50% 1 50.% 0 0% 2

Total 5 - 24 - 1 - 30
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17 million shoppers (approx. 40% of UK households). Then, are selected enterprises 
what aware of the benefits of the big data and data mining? What about the perception 
of these terms? The answer to this question is summarized in the Figure 5.

Figure 5 shows that the concept of ‘big data’ is unfamiliar since less than 44% 
reported knowing it. As against more than 56% have any idea despite its importance 
to the universal scale especially with the digitalization of customer data processing 
tools. Similarly to the term ‘data mining’, the results indicate that only 37% of 
enterprises have heard about this concept, while 43% unfortunately not familiar 
with it although their importance in the customer behavior analysis.

Predictive Marketing and Marketing Function

In the literature review we have shown what predictive marketing is and what 
it can bring in the current context. However, Algerian enterprises don’t have a 
global perspective with regard to this practice, so it’s difficult to draw a profile of 
its applications. The analysis of the factors of the strategic character attributed to 
predictive marketing in these enterprises thus seems essential.

53.33% of enterprise confirmed that they are ready to adopt predictive marketing 
techniques, with an average of 2.16, compared with only 10% who said no. Another 
question was posed to these companies about the effect of predictive marketing 
on the marketing function and 70% agree that this concept will revolutionize their 
marketing strategies.

For some (external) factors some descriptive statistics (see appendix 5) have 
been calculated to measure items. The results indicate that the mean of the items 
varies between 3.5 and 4.27, which shows that the perceptions of the sample tested 

Figure 5. The perception of big data and data mining within enterprises
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are positive. We conclude the growing interest and awareness of these enterprises 
within the important and strategic role of predictive marketing tools in the universe 
of the big data.

It should also be noted that another heading was introduced, namely the category 
“Others” to give enterprises the opportunity to cite certain points that could not 
be included in our survey. Only three enterprises have completed this section by 
proposition bellow:

• Mortality rates and risk reserve calculations for more loyalty, service delivery 
and compensation.

• Training offers in the field.
• Lack of marketing approach related to predictive marketing in the field health 

insurance in Algeria.

After analyzing the current situation of the marketing function and the big 
data perception within the 30 surveyed enterprises. It is now time to analyze the 
assumptions of our research and study the factors behind a positive (or negative) 
attitude of companies towards predictive marketing and its tools. For this, in the 
following part of this study we will look at the analysis of research hypotheses.

Hypotheses Results

The analysis tools used for the testing and interpretation of the hypotheses are: 
t-test, correlation and regression analysis techniques. In this study the sixteen factors 
grouped into four categories (as described in section 3) are identified as determinant 
factors that influence Algerian enterprises in adopting predictive marketing.

Internal Context

Table 5 shows descriptive analysis and t-test results of the statements that measure 
enterprise’s internal context. The results indicate that selected enterprises were 
somehow satisfied with their internal context (size, resources, skills …) to implement 

Table 4. Predictive marketing Adoption and its effect on marketing function

Question Yes No No Idea Total Mean St Dev

Are you ready to adopt predictive 
marketing? 53.33% 10% 36.67% 100% 2.27 0.0396

MP will revolutionize the marketing 
function? 70% 6.67% 23.33% 100% 2.16 0.5306
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a predictive marketing strategy. Respondents are convinced, in some ways, of its 
potential role. However, based on the t-test analysis, it is found that it’s only two 
internal factors that have a significant effect on predictive marketing adoption.

It concerns the existence of a marketing structure and the availability of skills 
in the field of big data and data mining with IT ability, which revealed respectively 
a t-value 3.0278 and 2.7277 with statistical significance less than 0.05. Based on 
the decision rule for hypotheses testing these results can support the third and the 
fifth hypothesis of the study (H3, H5), which states that: “Existence of marketing 
structure and skills affect the selected enterprises to implement and adopt predictive 
marketing”. Moreover, the level of significance greater than 0.05 for Size, Resource 
and Belonging group can’t support hypotheses H1, H2 and H4.

External Context

The authors found Pearson’s correlation coefficients between the variables associated 
with questions answered on the Likert scale such as external factors. As shown in 
appendix 6, the Pearson’s r for the correlation between each factor and predictive 
marketing adoption was positive. This means that as one variable increases in value, 
the second variable also increases in value. Similarly, as one variable decreases in 
value, the second variable also decreases in value. The values of r were rather medium; 
there isn’t a strong relationship between the variables. The strongest correlation 
is with the existence of startups (with proven expertise in the field) 0.521. The 
significance (2-tailed) values are less than 0.05. Therefore, we can conclude that 
there was a statistically significant correlation between each factor and adoption of 
marketing predictive.

In order to better analyze these factors to show which influences more the 
adoption of predictive marketing, a multiple regression analysis was carried out. 
The Table 6 presents the results.

Table 5. Descriptive analysis and t-test analysis of selected enterprises regarding 
internal context

Items Mean St Dev t Value Sig

Size
Nbr of employees 2.73 1.14 -1.9518 0.0557

Turnover 2.27 0.8276 0.0000 1.0000

Resources 4.27 0.7396 -11.201 0.0000

Marketing structure 1.8 0.5508 3.0278 0.0036

Belonging group 2.47 0.8603 -1.0218 0.3111

Skills 1.77 0.7738 2.7277 0.0084
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Based on the multiple regression analysis, two variables have a positive and 
significant correlation with marketing predictive adoption. This result indicates 
that the level of e-commerce development in Algeria and the existence of star-ups 
analytics are recognized by Algerian enterprises as factors that influence them in 
adopting of predictive marketing, while competitors does not. Hence, H6 and H7 
are fully supported, while H8 is not supported.

Organizational Culture and Training

Concerning the third category of factors group and regarding to the correlation 
coefficient values, the analysis reveals that Algerian enterprises were likely to 
have a clear strategic vision to guide predictive marketing adoption. Appendix 6 
shows that only two factors are moderately correlated with the enterprise’s behavior 
towards predictive marketing. The first comes between manager vision and attitude 
toward predictive marketing with 0,380 and the second correlation is with the lack 
of information with 0,452.

The data presented in Table 7 show the results of the multiple regression analysis, 
which was used to learn more about the relationships between predictive marketing 
adoption and managerial factors.

This analysis indicates that only H9 are accepted based on the strong association 
among the variable (p<0.05). The other hypotheses (H10, H11, H12) are rejected 
because the relationships between the variables are weak (p>0.05).

Technological Context

Table 8 shows the t-test results of the statements that measure enterprise’s 
technological contexts. The analysis reveals that these enterprises were likely to 
have some limitations in their IT tools to address their information needs regarding 
their adoption of the predictive marketing.

Table 6. Multiple regression analysis results

Variable B St Dev b t Sig

Constant 0,903511 0,537238 1,68177 0,105065

E-commerce Development 0,397790 0,146603 2,71338 0,011884

Start-up 0,431829 0,117282 3,68198 0,001116

Competitors 0,035556 0,090661 0,39219 0,698241

R = 0.78099 R2 = 0.6099
R2aj =0.5475 F = 9.7734 Sig = 0.000067 df= 4,25
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According to the results analysis indicated in table, only one factor support the 
implementation and adoption of predictive marketing within Algerian enterprises 
(signification less than 0.05). We state that these enterprises need to improve their 
customer databases with respect of the use of management analysis tools. Therefore, 
H15 in this study is fully supported; however H13, H14 and H16 are rejected. These 
results are confirmed by Figure 6.

Table 7. Multiple regression analysis regarding managerial factors

Variable B   St Dev b T Sig

Constant 1,963944 1,002392 1,95926 0,062875

Manager vision 0,230161 0,096695 2,38028 0,026390

Known / Big data -0,040254 0,249432 -0,16138 0,873265

Lack of information -0,125071 0,101316 -1,23447 0,230053

Training 0,078042 0,149268 0,52283 0,606318

R = 0.6514 R2 = 0.4243
R2aj =0.2412 F = 2.3173 Sig = 0.0623 df= 7, 22

Table 8. T-test regarding IT context

Items T Value Sig

ICT Investment -0,81885 0,416222

Cost -4,72138 0,000015

DBMS tools 2,83386 0,006317

Complexity -5,99277 0,000000

Figure 6. Technological variables related to predictive marketing adoption
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CONCLUSION

Clearly, analytics has the potential to impact nearly every area of marketing in the big 
data universe. Firms that do not develop the resources and capabilities to effectively use 
big data will be challenged to develop sustainable competitive advantage. This study 
contributes to and extends our understanding of the predictive analytics techniques 
as means for marketing. To better enable companies to leverage predictive analytics 
tools, this paper introduces a theoretical framework that explores how predictive 
marketing leads to enterprise’s competitive advantage in the area of big data.

The empirical investigation can be seen that the adoption of predictive marketing 
by enterprises in Algeria is affected by several factors which are: existence of 
marketing structure and availability of kills, manager vision, providers in the field 
of data mining and big data analytics, usage of databases management tools and 
information about the benefits of this practice. However, more government policies 
and support may be required to provide an enabling environment for development 
e-commerce.

It appears that the predictive marketing concept is still in its infancy stage in the 
Algerian businesses as most managers were likely to view it as mere implementation 
of IT to better manage customer relationships. Possibly, inadequate investment in 
ICT, coupled with little understanding of the big data analytics benefits, insufficient 
marketing database, and poor IT skills, could have been behind this delay in Algeria.

Although the research rests upon an empirical investigation, the study should in 
no way be seen as to offer conclusive findings, as it focuses on a subject to constant 
changes due to technological advances, databases size and changing consumer 
behaviors. It is hereby recommended that for Algerian companies to embrace analytics 
techniques for their business operations, technological infrastructures should be put 
in place by the government.

Thus, predictive marketing appears to be a fruitful area of research far into the 
future. This study has identified several potentially interesting questions for further 
research that would enrich our understanding of predictive marketing adoption and 
help to improve its practice in Algeria.

Regarding big data value and analytics power, studies reflect that these techniques 
will be a competitive necessity, so Algerian enterprises need to start to adapt to the 
trends in order to survive in the dynamic and digitalized markets. Having undertaken 
this colossal task it is important that more empirical studies are undertaken about 
internal culture and ICT investment settings to further understand more reasons 
for which businesses adopt (or not) predictive marketing and big data analytics in 
Algeria. It is also hoped that this research will serve as a foundational benchmark 
for further studies of marketing functions development trends.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Analytics: Emerged as a catch-all term for a variety of different business 
intelligence (BI)- and application-related initiatives. For some, it is the process 
of analyzing information from a particular domain, such as website analytics. For 
others, it is applying the breadth of BI capabilities to a specific content area (e.g., 
sales, service, supply chain and so on). In particular, BI vendors use the “analytics” 
moniker to differentiate their products from the competition. Increasingly, “analytics” 
is used to describe statistical and mathematical data analysis that clusters, segments, 
scores, and predicts what scenarios are most likely to happen. Whatever the use cases, 
“analytics” has moved deeper into the business vernacular. Analytics has garnered 
a burgeoning interest from business and IT professionals looking to exploit huge 
mounds of internally generated and externally available data.

Big Data: The term big data is used when the amount of data that an organization 
has to manage reaches a critical volume that requires new technological approaches 
in terms of storage, processing, and usage. Volume, velocity, and variety are usually 
the three criteria used to qualify a database as “big data.”

Customer Relationship Management (CRM): A business strategy that optimizes 
revenue and profitability while promoting customer satisfaction and loyalty. CRM 
technologies enable strategy, and identify and manage customer relationships, in 
person or virtually. CRM software provides functionality to companies in four 
segments: sales, marketing, customer service, and digital commerce.

Data Analysis: This is a class of statistical methods that makes it possible to 
process a very large volume of data and identify the most interesting aspects of its 
structure. Some methods help to extract relations between different sets of data, 
and thus, draw statistical information that makes it possible describe the most 
important information contained in the data in the most succinct manner possible. 
Other techniques make it possible to group data in order to identify its common 
denominators clearly, and thereby understand them better.

Data Mining: This practice consists of extracting information from data as the 
objective of drawing knowledge from large quantities of data through automatic or 
semi-automatic methods. Data mining uses algorithms drawn from disciplines as 
diverse as statistics, artificial intelligence, and computer science in order to develop 
models from data; that is, in order to find interesting structures or recurrent themes 
according to criteria determined beforehand, and to extract the largest possible 
amount of knowledge useful to companies. It groups together all technologies 
capable of analyzing database information in order to find useful information and 
possible significant and useful relationships within the data.
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Marketing: The management process through which goods and services move 
from concept to the customer. It includes the coordination of four elements called 
the 4 Ps of marketing: (1) identification, selection, and development of a product; 
(2) determination of its price; (3) selection of a distribution channel to reach the 
customer’s place; and (4) development and implementation of a promotional strategy.

Predictive Marketing: Predictive marketing is a marketing technique that 
involves using data analytics to determine which marketing strategies and actions 
have the highest probability of succeeding. It has a place in the marketing technology 
(MarTech) landscape, as companies make use of general business data, marketing and 
sales activity data, and mathematical algorithms to match patterns and determine the 
best-fit criteria for their next marketing actions. Companies that utilize this strategy 
strive to make data-driven decisions to yield better results.
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APPENDIX 1: DISTRIBUTION OF 
SURVEYED ENTERPRISES (%)

Figure 7.  
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APPENDIX 2: QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS

Table 9.  

Constructs

About Enterprise:
Name & Location 
Status (Group …) 
Business sector 
Staff (1-9, 10-49, 50-499, 500-999, Plus de 1000) 
Turnover (< 50MAD, <50 and 200>, > 200MAD …) 
Web site

About Marketing activities and predictive marketing
Existence of Marketing structure (yes, no, ongoing) 
Principal activities: (Realization of market studies, forecasting …) 
IT investment: (High, medium, low) 
Loyalty cards delivered (yes, no, soon) 
DBMS use (yes, no) 
Use DBMS to understanding customer behavior (yes, no) 
Perception of Big data (yes, no, vaguely) 
Perception of data mining (yes, no) 
Are you ready to adopt predictive marketing? (yes, no, no idea) 
PM will revolutionize the marketing function? (yes, no, no idea) 
The following factors are likely to motivate you to adopt the tools of Predictive Marketing:

1 2 3 4 5

Availability of information ❑ ❑ ❑ ❑ ❑

Cost of IT and analytics tools ❑ ❑ ❑ ❑ ❑

Complexity of tools and PM ❑ ❑ ❑ ❑ ❑

Lack of Training ❑ ❑ ❑ ❑ ❑

Resources availability ❑ ❑ ❑ ❑ ❑

Skills in IT and data mining ❑ ❑ ❑ ❑ ❑

Startups analytics (providers) ❑ ❑ ❑ ❑ ❑

Development of e-commerce ❑ ❑ ❑ ❑ ❑

Competitors ❑ ❑ ❑ ❑ ❑

Other factors ……………………..
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APPENDIX 3: % OF ENTERPRISES 
ANALYZE CUSTOMER DATABASES

APPENDIX 4: LOYALTY CARDS DELIVERED

Figure 8.  

Table 10.  

Management 
Database

Yes No Soon No Response
Total

Eff % Eff % Eff % Eff %

Yes 5 20.83 11 45.83 5 20.83 3 12.5 24

No 1 33.33 2 66.67 - - - - 3

Total 6 - 13 - 5 18.51 3 - 27
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APPENDIX 5: MEANS AND ST-DEV

APPENDIX 6: PEARSON’S CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

Table 12.  

Variable Coeff Correlation

MP adoption 1

Start-up 0.521450

E-commerce Dev 0.517519

Competitors 0.305669

Training -0.017775

Manager vision 0.380751

Big data Known -0.287924

Information 0.452638

Table 11.  

Items Mean St Dev

Resource 4.27 0.739680

Skills 3.9 1.155198

Start-up 3.5 1.137147

E-commerce Dev 3.9 1.124952

Competitors 3.7 0.952311

Information 3.97 1.159171

Cost 3.5 1.279817

Complexity 3.6 1.037238

Training 4.033 0.808717
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ABSTRACT

Green marketing meets the present needs of the consumer and business, while also 
preserving or enhancing the ability of the future generations to meet their needs. 
The chapter deals with customers’ willingness to pay for green marketing initiatives. 
The chapter explores the managerial perspective using a qualitative inquiry using 
interpretative phenomenology approach. The customers are willing to pay for green 
initiatives provided 1) the green initiative does not cost a lot of inconvenience, 2) hotel 
has a good image, 3) customer profile environmental consciousness moderated the 
relationship between the customer profile and willingness to pay. Recommendations 
on how to implement the green strategy in hotels are discussed. The direction of 
future research sections important research areas in green marketing for an academic 
contribution.

Managerial Perspectives 
on Willingness to Pay 
for Green Marketing:

An Interpretative 
Phenomenological Analysis

Michael Sony
Namibia University of Science and Technology, Namibia
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INTRODUCTION

Business activities are a part of the social fabric of society. Therefore, the survival 
and development of business activity are depended on the environment in which it 
operates. The business environment includes the ecological environment. Thus, it is 
our duty to protect the ecological environment so that economic activities are carried 
on without harming the environment. Economic well- being is not the only reason 
for preserving the environment, but it can also impact the existence of mankind. 
Thus, protecting the ecology is the societal obligations of both the individual and 
business. Marketing discipline being an important cog in business activities plays an 
important role in linking ecology with economic activities. It is well documented in 
Marketing literature that the strategic importance of two factors 1) customer retention 
and 2) long-term customer relationship. Both these are used to achieve the marketing 
performance. The concept of ecological sustainability which is the convergence of 
marketing thought process to coexist with economic activities. Such an important 
thought process calls for consideration of environmental issues in business domain, 
especially Marketing. The concept of Green marketing credited to the work of 
Lazer in the year 1969, wherein he addressed the issue of, the societal dimension of 
marketing(Lazer, 1969). It is here, where in he addressed three important issues 1) 
the constraint of environmental resources, 2) environmental impacts of conventional 
marketing and 3) greening of the different aspects of traditional marketing. In modern 
times, the key challenge for mankind is to find more sustainable and equitable 
ways to produce, consume and live. Sustainability was once a vision of the future 
shared by an environmentally-orientated few. However, with the publication of 
the Brundtland Report ‘Our Common Future’ in 1987 brought the issue into the 
mainstream (Brundtland, 1987).

The Brundtland Report and the subsequent discovery of the environment by 
marketing practitioners and academics were the important factors for the renewed 
interest of Green Marketing in early 2000. For marketing field to trigger this philosophy, 
the challenge was twofold. The first challenge was in the short term. The ecological 
and social issues had become significant external influences on companies and the 
markets within which they operate. In other words, ecology and society cast influence 
on the manner companies operated. Therefore, the companies are having to react to 
these new threats. In addition, marketer has to respond to changing customer needs, 
new regulations and a new social consciousness. This also reflects the increasing 
concern about the socio-environmental impacts of business. The second challenge 
was in the longer term. It is that the pursuit of sustainability that will demand 
fundamental changes to the management paradigm which ramparts marketing and 
the other business functions. It was in these years we saw much research and many 
product launches, campaigns, conferences, books etc on this subject. Green marketing 
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is defined by Kotler and Armstrong as Marketing that meets the present needs of the 
consumer and business, while also preserving or enhancing the ability of the future 
generations to meet their needs (Kotler & Armstrong, 2010). Another prominent 
author Charter defined, green marketing as a holistic and responsible management 
process that identifies, anticipates, satisfies and fulfills stakeholder requirements, 
for a reasonable reward, that does not adversely affect human or natural environment 
wellbeing (Charter, 2017). Polonsky and Rosenberger stated that green marketing is 
a holistic, integrated approach that continually re-evaluates how firms can achieve 
the corporate objective and meet consumer needs while minimizing long-term 
ecological harm (Polonsky & Rosenberger III, 2001). Studying these definitions, it 
is understood that there is not a universal concept of green marketing. However, we 
can find a common thread in these definitions. The underlying thread points out that 
green marketing is the organizational commitment in which focus on to produce the 
products and services friendly with ecological environment. Accordingly, making 
marketing activities in an environmentally responsible manner. Green marketing 
was also known by different names. It was known as “environmental marketing”, 
“eco-marketing”, “sustainable marketing” or “marketing for green products”. 
The benefits of green marketing can create a sustainable competitive advantage. 
Increase in the profit and revenue; decrease the energy consumption; optimizing of 
material flows; reduce the pollution and waste; cost saving for firms are some of the 
reported benefits of Green Marketing (Prothero, 1998). Modern businesses are facing 
numerous challenges to sustain as well as to be competitive in the Market. Some 
firms have ethically used Green Marketing. But, others have used false promises and 
misleading advertisements to make their products look green. These actions have 
damaged both the customer and investor trust in green claims of the business. It is 
reported that many companies claim to be committed to green marketing in their 
marketing communications. Studies have shown that their aim is to capture a sizable 
share of the large and growing market of environmentally conscious consumers. 
Current studies have also shown that even young and old consumers are willing 
to pay for the Green Products. For practicing green marketing, the companies do 
the following (i) using packaging and raw materials that are recyclable, reusable, 
photo degradable and/or biodegradable, (ii) pollution-free production processes, (iii) 
aerosol-free raw materials, (iv) pesticide-free farming, (v) antichemical methods of 
food preservation, (vi) less bulky packaging that uses less of the raw material (vii) 
natural, as against synthetic fertilizer etc(Esty & Winston, 2009). While all these are 
essential to responding to consumer environments, which are the technical aspect of 
green marketing. It is equally important the ethical aspect of green marketing. Green 
marketing should not only be concerned with the environment, but also with people 
in the environment which focusses on several ethical aspects of Green Marketing. By 
reviewing the previous studies in this filed transpires that the academic knowledge 
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of Green Marketing has grown over the last many years. Several aspects of Green 
marketing have gained the serious attention of the academics and practitioners. 
Studies have shown that over the years Green Marketing philosophy has impacted 
the business philosophy. It has also resulted in the business strategy being devised 
by the corporates to harness this potential fullest. It is evident from the research that 
this has resulted in the business unit’s corporate reputation and market performance. 
What is more interesting to note is that it has evolved from responding to trade, 
market and regulatory pressures to enlightened self-interest of companies and the 
philosophy of environmental responsibility. Researchers have stated that such a 
paradigmatic shift enables the companies to change marketing boundaries. In addition, 
the Green Marketing has further ensured the survival, stability, and success in the 
markets the companies operate. Thus, Green Marketing has successfully traveled 
a Journey from its ideological beginning to the market competition. Hotels across 
the globe are also embracing green marketing. 71% of consumers said that they are 
going to indulge in the selection of green alternatives while it comes to choosing 
hotels(Rahman, Park, & Chi, 2015). However, with the increasing awareness among 
consumers about green behavior, there are also concerns expressed about the hotels 
charging extra costs for green motives but are not engaging in. The employees as 
well as customers in hotels are engaged in environmental management process. In 
spite of all the awareness about green marketing, some hoteliers hold the view that 
guest are not willing to pay for green practices (Tang & Lam, 2017). Most of the 
studies were conducted from the consumers end as to whether they are willing to pay 
for green practices (Manaktola & Jauhari, 2007; Tang & Lam, 2017) to name a few. 
This chapter intends to capture the hoteliers view about the customer willingness 
to pay for green practices in Hotels. This study will thus reduce the social desirable 
responding customer side study might have suffered because the willingness to pay 
for social phenomenon is a socially desirable issue. This chapter on green marketing 
will first introduce the topic of Green Marketing, followed by a section on the 
background theory of Green Marketing. A separate section of Green marketing 
initiatives in Hotel Industry will be followed by focus of the chapter and solution 
and recommendations. At last future research direction is given and conclusion.

BACKGROUND

Green marketing is defined by Kotler and Armstrong as Marketing that meets the 
present needs of the consumer and business, while also preserving or enhancing the 
ability of the future generations to meet their needs. The basic differences between 
the Green Marketing and Traditional Market (Van Nguyen & Nguyen, 2016) is 
depicted in Table 1. The environment and stakeholder form the main differences 
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between traditional and green marketing. In traditional Marketing, the long-term goals 
are Customer satisfaction and of course company’s profit. In Green Marketing, the 
focus is not only on understanding the commercial exchange relationship, however, 
it also stresses on knowing about an organization’s relationship with society. Thus, 
the Green marketing helps the organization achieve their strategized objectives and 
meet the needs of stakeholders that too by minimizing the impact on the natural 
environment.

The Rise and Fall of Green Marketing

Despite the early beginning of Green Marketing in the 1970s, it was only in the late 
1980s green marketing emerged as a topic of interest. The early studies on green 
marketing was on the rapid increase in green consumerism. There were also studies 
on the dramatic shift of consumption towards greener products. There were great 
number of studies in this area. Primarily on 1) identifying heightened environmental 
awareness 2) a growing consumer interest in green products, and 3) pronounced 
willingness to pay for green features in a product. The global boycott of CFC- 
based aerosols and other similar products were responsible for many successes of 
publications in this area. The corporate was also bustling with these green activities, 
after the early market research findings. A survey found that 92 per cent of European 
multinationals claimed to have changed their products in response to green concerns 
(Vandermerwe & Oliff, 1990). Around 85 per cent multinationals claimed to have 
changed their production systems. In the US, Green product introductions doubled 
to 11.4 per cent of all new household products between 1989 and 1990. Besides it 
continued to grow 13.4 per cent in 1991. In the advertisement sector, the green print 

Table 1. Difference of green marketing with traditional marketing

Differences Traditional Marketing Green Marketing

Parties Involved Organization & customer Organization, customer and 
environment

Objectives Customer satisfaction 
Organization achieve its objectives

Customer satisfaction 
Organization achieve its objectives 
Reduce the ecological impact 
caused

Responsibility Economic responsibility Social responsibility

Spectrum of marketing decisions Manufacture to product usage The total value chain from raw 
material to post product use

Concern for Environment To satisfy legal framework Designing by taking environment 
into consideration

Response towards green groups Confrontation or passive attitude Collaboration and transparency
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ads grew by 430 per cent, and that of green TV ads by 367 per cent, between 1989 
and 1990. Body Shop, Ecover, Volvo, 3M, and even McDonalds stories became most 
cited in the green business publications as an anecdotal evidence to illustrate how 
and why green marketing initiatives could pay. In spite of this optimistic scenario, 
by mid-1990’s, the new market research evidence began to emerge, which showed 
only a slight increase in Green Consumerism. Besides, it also brought to light a 
fact that there is a gap between the concern about environment and actual purchase 
for green products. The tall claims of Green products were on a decline. However, 
in some sectors the growth story was encouraging like food, tourism, and financial 
services. There were many reasons cited for its failure in other sectors, however, the 
most important market research evidence in the decline of green marketing was the 
alarming suspicion being displayed by consumers about green products, their green 
claims by the companies. The corner of marketing is built around trust between 
customer and Organization. If there is distrust in these relationships than in the 
long terms the bonding will suffer. The reason for this distrust could be due to the 
types of activities of Green Marketing the companies have relied upon. However, 
organizations realised their follies and many improved the Green Marketing campaigns 
lead to reviving the topic in the 2000’s.

Benefits and Challenges in Green Marketing

The major benefits of green marketing are creating a sustainable competitive advantage 
for the organization. This leads to increase in the profit and revenue, decrease the 
energy consumption, optimizing of material flows, reduce the pollution and waste, 
cost saving for firms. The various challenges faced by the firms indulging in green 
marketing are the credibility of promises and advertisements to make their products 
look green in the eyes of consumers, non-green products having superior features 
compared to green products, the high cost of green marketing initiatives, investors, 
and customers not valuing green claims.

GREEN MARKETING FUNCTIONS

With the advent of green marketing, the issues related to variables like Products, 
Promotion, Retailing, and Distribution will undergo some change. Besides other 
issues like Branding, Positioning and International Marketing will also undergo 
some transformation.
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Products

The product is the core of the green marketing function. The main green design 
strategies are Source reduction and better waste management. Reducing pollution at 
the source is the source reduction strategy. The product design strategy at the source 
is weight reduction, material substitution, and product life extension. In better waste 
management techniques of product design recycling and reclamation of materials are 
given great importance. Techniques in this category include some techniques like 
designing products for disassembly, recyclability, remanufacturing composting and 
incineration. However, the green product design techniques call for innovation. The 
green product design can be related to less resource consumption, using substitutes 
for harmful ingredients, recyclability and reusability. The non-product offerings can 
also be used for green marketing like offering incentives to consumers engaged in 
product recovery activities, adding emotional benefits and logical benefits.

Promotion

In promotion function of green marketing, the objective is regarding green 
advertisement and using communication tools. The green advertisements relate 
to advertising message and message credibility. The advertising nature of green 
tools has been changing over the years. As earlier discussed the credibility of 
these advertisements has been a great issue. The promotion aspect of marketing 
function should indulge in dynamics of advertisements strategies of green products. 
Besides, there should be more transparency in the claims for promoting credibility. 
Certification from appropriate authorities about to the claim in advertisement adds 
to more credibility. Another aspect of promotion is using communication tools. Use 
of well-designed websites, sustainability reports, eco-labelling and environmental 
certifications adds value to the process of communication. Eco-labels are one of 
the most important tools of communication. It is used to as a means of spreading 
environmental knowledge, making awareness about green products and helps in 
credibility of the claims by an independent party.

Retailing and Distribution

Green marketing has brought in sustainability issues in retailing. It also has brought 
retailers’ shift towards sustainability practices. In retailing, the sustainability practices 
would include practices like fair trade, ethical sourcing, and reduced resource 
consumption. Besides, it would also include green atmospherics as a tool for service 
environment evaluations, green product assortment and promotion in retail stores and 
choice editing as retailer’s tool for sustainable consumption. Another issue which 
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should be considered here is the issue of reverse logistics. Product recovery practices 
like aftermarket practices, recovery and waste collection strategies forms an important 
aspect of reverse logistics. In addition to these marketing function, there are other 
issues in Green Marketing like branding, positioning and international marketing.

GREEN MARKETING STRATEGIES

Green marketing uses the traditional marketing functions for considering the 
environmental benefits in the development, promotion, distribution and/or pricing 
of products and services. Green marketing is a differentiation strategy, considering 
superior product attributes, for firms to achieve competitive advantage. The assumption 
here is environmental attributes will allow the business to charge a higher price for 
the product. This will enable us to capture greater market share. It is also assumed 
here that environmental attribute increases costs of production and these costs will 
be outweighed by charging the higher price. If environmental attributes reduce costs 
of production, the company may incur a double benefit. Though it is felt that the 
market for green products is relatively small. In reality, it could be relatively broad. 
To understand this, it is pertinent to understand how value is created by offering 
green products to the customer. The strategies typically fall into five categories. They 
are 1) pure-green play, 2) marketing green status and image 3) selling functional 
value 4) targeting commercial markets and the holistic brand.

Green Marketing Initiatives in Hotels

The hotel industries immediately recognized the need from green marketing 
initiatives and have been in the forefront. The Hilton hotels “we care” program has 
been an important green marketing initiative in the Hotel Industry. There are also 
many case studies in which hotels have contributed to 1) reduced energy use 2) 
reduced water consumption 3)CO2 emission per guest 4) reduced greenhouse gas 
emissions etc (Rahman et al., 2015). Despite all these activities green marketing 
initiatives have not reached full potential in Hotels. There could be many reasons 
for it. Increasing competition calls for cost cutting strategies which do not support 
green initiatives. Another reason, some stringent green initiatives may reduce the 
convenience of guests, which will result in customer switching(Baker, Davis, & 
Weaver, 2014). In addition, many studies have reported customers are not willing 
to pay for green products (Hinnen, Hille, & Wittmer, 2017). In hotel industry, the 
customer willingness to pay for green initiatives will vary depending on the type 
of hotels. In other words, depending upon on the type of hotels, customer may or 
may not pay for the green initiatives.(Kang, Stein, Heo, & Lee, 2012). In addition, 
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customers willingness to pay differs according to the type of green practice followed 
by the Hotel. Previous studies were either self-reported type or experimental in 
nature. Self-reported studies are bound to suffer from socially desirable responding 
(Paulhus, 1984b). In addition, experimental studies could also induce artificial 
awareness, by which responses may be in a desirable manner(Morris, 2008). Thus, 
this study will intend to revisit the willingness to pay for green initiatives in Hotel 
from Managers perspective.

FOCUS OF THE CHAPTER

The previous studies on green marketing show its importance, usefulness and 
industry acceptance of green marketing. However, there are studies which show 
that green marketing is just a passing fad (Dimara, Manganari, & Skuras, 2015; 
Kortam, 2017; Prothero, 1998). In hotel industries, the majority of the customers 
were not willing to pay for green practices (Dimara et al., 2015). However, further 
studies in a different setting show that in a study using hypothetical scenarios proves 
that most customers are willing to pay for green practices(Namkung & Jang, 2017). 
The conflicting studies shows the need for further understanding the importance of 
green marketing in Hotel Industry. In addition, the previous studies were either self-
reported customer research or experimental studies. Among the many issues reported 
in self-reported studies, an important issue is social desirable responding(Paulhus, 
1984a). Experimental studies also suffer from various biases (Morris, 2008). The 
conflicting nature of responses for customer willingness to pay needs to revisit from 
a different perspective. Many studies have reported that though there is awareness 
among the customers as regards to environmental problems, however, this does 
translate into the customer willingness to pay(Dimara et al., 2015). Thus, the main 
issue that would be of prime concern in this chapter is customers are willing to 
pay for green practices. The authors decided to take the views of managers who 
are working in hotels in India, to understand whether customers are willing to pay 
for green practices in Hotel. This chapter will thus add to the academic body of 
knowledge of green marketing, which will clarify whether customers are willing 
to pay for Green Practices. Besides, being a qualitative study, it will enable further 
building of knowledge in this area.

Objective

The study was designed to explore the lived experience of managers who are working 
at hotels where green practices are promoted. The primary aim of the study was to 
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add to the knowledge and understanding of this complex phenomenon of customers 
whether they are willing to pay for green practices in hotels.

Methodology

The research question directed the researchers to design a study that explored the 
lived experience of managers working in hotels that promote green practices in 
hotels. Since the managers interact with customers during the work. In a hotel 
service, they are the main cog in the service encounter. Hence, to avoid the bias of 
previous research where in customers were asked about whether they are willing 
to pay for green practices, this research wanted to ask the views of managers. The 
results of this study will thus contribute to the growing body of study where-in one 
can understand whether green practices are being valued by the customers. Being a 
lived-in experience, an interpretative phenomenological research approach was used 
for this study. As the study involves both analyzing and interpreting the phenomena, 
the Interpretive phenomenological approach is used. In addition, a second reason 
for choosing the IPA was because it views the analytic outcome as resulting from 
an interaction between participant’s accounts and the researcher’s frameworks of 
meaning which will help better understanding of this complex phenomenon of 
whether customers are willing to pay for green practices in hotels

Selection of Participants

The participants were recruited through a personal contact using the snowballing 
method. The potential participants were first approached for a casual discussion 
and the nature of the research with its agenda was explicitly expressed. The main 
criterion for participant’s inclusion was participants themselves describing them to 
be working in the hotel. Besides they should be willing to talk in depth about their 
experiences with working with customers. The samples in IPA studies are usually 
small. This enables a detailed and very time-consuming case-by-case analysis. 
Besides, there are studies conducted using IPA, for example one, four, nine and 
fifteen. Though the large sample size is possible but are less common (Pietkiewicz 
& Smith, 2014; Michael Sony, Mekoth, & Therisa, 2018) . In this study we wanted 
an in-depth analysis, hence we choose a sample size for 28. Twenty-eight participants 
took part in this study: 13 females and 15 male participants with an age range 
from 24 to 48. Participants’ mean age was 38.9 years (SD 5.2). All had a religious 
upbringing and belonged to Hindu (69.2%), Christian (19.2%) and Muslim (11.6%) 
faiths. Participants signed a consent form and their names were changed to protect 
confidentiality. All were Indians, thirteen (50.0%) was graduate in hotel management, 
six (23.07%) had a post graduate degree in hotel management, three (11.53%) had 
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a diploma in Hotel management and four (15.4%) had 12th Standard qualification + 
general degree. During the interviews, in order to remove this bias, the first author 
attempted as far as possible to remain led by the participant. So that to avoid imposing 
his own beliefs and ideas on the interview process. This included encouraging the 
participants in the study to explicate the concepts in detail that seemed clear from 
the viewpoint of the first author to ensure that assumptions were not being made. 
Number of studies have advocated this methodology (Cassar & Shinebourne, 2012; 
M Sony & Mekoth, 2014; Michael Sony et al., 2018)

Interviews

The IPA methodology provides flexible guidelines to be adopted by researchers as 
per the aims of the research (Larkin & Thompson, 2012). Semi-structured interviews 
were conducted by the first author with consenting employees at their homes to 
collect the data. Primarily questions focused on the experiences of the participants 
as regards to customer willingness to pay for green practices. Subsequently, as a 
probing methodology specific green practices were asked where customers would 
be willing to pay. To enable analysis, the interviews were tape recorded. Besides, 
the participants feelings and observations were also noted. The participants were 
given Pseudo names to enable anonymity of respondents. The participants were 
shown the transcripts, to confirm that transcript confirmed to what they had to tell.

Plan of Data Analysis

The analysis of the data was conducted in several stages. In the first stage written 
description and the transcript of the first participant were read many times to become 
immersed in the data and to get theoretical sensitivity. Care was taken during reading 
to take notes or comments which appear significant or interesting were recorded in 
the transcript. In the second stage, the written description and transcript transformed 
into initial notes were classified into emerging themes or concepts. However, care 
was taken not to lose the connection between the participant’s own words and the 
researcher’s interpretations. The third stage consisted of examining the emerging 
themes during the second phase and trying to cluster them together based on the 
conceptual similarities. The emerging clusters were given a descriptive label which 
was selectively chosen to convey the conceptual nature of the themes for each 
cluster. The written description and the transcript were checked to ensure that the 
connection with what the participant has said was maintained as the clusters of 
themes starts emerging. In the final stage, a tabulation of themes was undertaken and 
the same is reproduced in figure 1. The table depicts the structure of major themes 
and subthemes. This process was repeated for every respondent. An audit of the 
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first author’s thematic analysis was meticulously conducted by the second author 
independently, to ensure that the themes identified were warrantable and wherever 
difference arose, through discussions it was solved. The Table 2 shows the themes 
and sub -themes emerged in this study.

SOLUTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Three super ordinate themes were identified in the analysis: Type of Green Practices, 
Green Brand Image & Customer Attributes. A summary of the results is given 
in table 1, describes the Master and the Subthemes that were constructed from 
the participants’ accounts. Sometimes participants struggled to talk about their 
superstitious experiences and the respondents felt anxious in trying to express what 
they mean by superstition. This was observed in the way participants behaved and 
hesitated with their words and the anxiety was implicitly in seen by the researcher. 
Despite this unease the researcher chose not to put words in the mouth and however 
participants were put at ease. Thereafter, somehow participants were able to find 
a way to talk about their supernatural orientation / superstition. The language by 
the respondents used ranged from more traditional religious vocabulary to pseudo-
scientific terminology However, the theme that featured in all accounts of participants 
and it provided the underlying thematic texture with its connection. In order to 
further improve the quality of the analysis it was thought to adhere to the criteria 
of trustworthiness in qualitative research. The important aspects to be considered 
for trust worthiness are 1) credibility, 2) transferability, 3) dependability, and 4) 
confirmability (Larkin & Thompson, 2012). Credibility is the defined as the degree 
of subjective relevance of the interpretations of the participants accounts and the 
degree of truthfulness of the data This was enhanced by inviting the participants to 

Table 2. Master and sub themes for customers willingness to pay

Master Themes Sub Theme

Type of Green Practices
Low on Customer Convenience

High on Customer Convenience

Green Brand Image
Low green Brand Image

High Green brand Image

Customer Attributes

Socio-economical

Education

Type of Customer

Environmental Awareness
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review the transcripts and the ideographic descriptions transcribed of the interviews. 
In addition, this also minimized selective perception and reactive effects which may 
creep in during the interviews. The issue of transferability which is the possibility 
of applying interpretations to similar phenomena was done by collecting extensive 
composite textural and structural descriptions of the respondent’s accounts. For 
addressing the issue of Dependability, the level of similarity between the data, 
researcher’s interpretations, and actual occurrences in the research setting, was 
promoted by preparing, revising and documenting changes in the interview guide 
or plan and the subsequent plan. The issue of confirmability and the goal to provide 
a variety of relevant explanations to the studied phenomenon without bias was 
undertaken. The bracketing phase which consisted of documenting an epoche of 
the phenomenon by the researcher before undertaking the analyses of the data was 
resorted to arresting this issue.

Type of Green Practices

Previous studies have stated that according to customers the top three green practices 
were towel / linen reuse, adjustable thermostat in room and water efficient low flow 
toilets and showerheads. (Tripeadvisor, 2012). The managers of the hotel expressed 
that customer willingness to pay for green practices depend on the type of green 
practices which are further linked to customer convenience. Customers are willing 
to pay for green practices where customer convenience is not affected e.g. reusing 
water or recycling, composting or energy efficient appliances or solar panels or 
electric car charging stations or green roofing etc. Manager 1 remarked that “ The 
all hullabaloo about going green etc is good. But when it comes to paying money, 
customers, prefer to pay for the practices which does not impact the convenience 
of customers” Manager 7 was of the view that “ I have seen guys who don’t mind 
paying for going green, but, when it comes to their comfort no body compromises”. 
Manager 12 was of the view that “Customers will not pay more if you are planning 
for a green practice which will make their stay uncomfortable. Customers will pay 
for items like if Hotel has energy efficient appliance etc”

Green practices which cause high inconvenience for customers like having 
energy efficient lighting system, reusing towels or linens or energy efficient low 
flow showers are sometimes perceived negatively and customer are not willing to 
pay more. Manager 3 stated that “ Once I was dealing with a customer who said that 
you say that it is a water efficient toilet, but I don’t agree with it. I feel you guys are 
making money there also by saving water and you want to charge me in the name 
of Green”. Manager 5 said that “most customers complain to him that CFL bulbs 
are not that bright, you guys are cutting cost and telling us you saving environment. 
It is difficult to convince them these things are to save environment”
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This study thus highlights the importance of the degree of customer convenience 
and the willingness to pay for green practices. The importance of service quality 
in hotels are more important than green practices (Manaktola & Jauhari, 2007) .

The Figure 1 shows the relationship between customer inconvenience and 
willingness to pay. In other words, customers won’t sacrifice the service quality and 
pay for the green service. Hence it imperative to depict the relationship between the 
type of green practice and willingness to pay. The type of green practice is classified 
based on the degree of inconvenience that green practice will cause to the customer. 
Thus, the following propositions are made

P1: Customer are willing to pay more for the green practices which cause low 
inconvenience to customers.

P2: Customers are willing to pay less for the green practices which cause high 
inconvenience to customers.

Green Brand Image of The Hotel

Green brand image of the hotel is the perceived green image of the hotel in the eyes 
of customer. Previous study has shown that green brand image is positively associated 
with green satisfaction (Chen, 2010). In this study, respondents expressed that if 
the perceived green brand image of the hotel is high, the customers are willing to 
pay for green practices. Manager 2 expressed that “If the social media rating is very 
high about the green practices in Hotel, the customers are willing to pay more. We 
have shown our presence on the social media. We try to transparent to them about 
the green practices. We get good reviews from most of the customers. So, I did not 
have much problems with customers, when I charge more for our green initiatives”

Figure 1. Customer inconvenience and willingness to pay
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Manager 6 stated that “We try to maintain our hotel as environmentally friendly. 
Our website speaks of it clearly. Customers who have been our patrons have seen 
that we mean what we say. In the market, we have a good image about what we do. 
My customers don’t mind paying more. Because they know they are getting a good 
value for money.”

Some respondents who have recently begun with green initiatives opinioned 
the importance of Green image of the hotel in the customer eyes. Manager 17 “See 
it is always going to be difficult to convince customer unless a good image of the 
Hotel is built in the customer eyes. I won’t pay more to stay in a hotel which is not 
known for its green initiatives. The previous customers review, and the image of 
the Hotel speaks a lot when it comes to someone actually wanting to pay more for 
such initiatives”.

The Figure 2 shows the relationship between green brand image of the hotel 
and Willingness to pay. The importance of green brand image is very important 
in the perspectives of the customer (Namkung & Jang, 2017). Thus, if the green 
brand image is high customers are willing to pay more. If the green brand image is 
less than customers will not be willing to pay more. From the above, the following 
propositions are generated

P3: Customers are willing to pay less if the Green Brand image of the Hotel is low
P4: Customers are willing to pay more if the Green Brand image of the Hotel is high

Customer Attributes

Another important theme that came across is the customer attribute. The customer 
attributes like socio economic status, education, type of customer & Environmental 
awareness. The respondents expressed the importance of Socio economic status. 

Figure 2. Green brand image of hotel and willingness to pay
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Manager 4 “If the customer is economically well off, then I don’t think they have 
any problem to pay for green initiatives”

Manager 7 “Well to do customers from high social status usually pay for Green 
initiatives in Hotels. They usually do not complain that cost of staying in green 
hotels are too high etc”

Some respondents also stated that educational status of customers play a role in 
their willingness to pay for green practices. Manger 19 expressed that “Educated 
lot usually understand the importance of paying more to save the environment”. 
Another important aspect that surfaced during the study is type of customer also plays 
a role. The business class customers are willing to pay more for green initiatives in 
hotel compared to leisure class. Manager 23 “Corporate customers don’t have any 
problem and are willing to pay more for green initiatives”. Manager 25 “ We usually 
cater to people who come to Goa for holidays. They usually have a problem and are 
sometimes not willing to pay for such green stuff. Some say that it will offset their 
budgets, even though they are concerned about the environment”.

Respondents also expressed that if the customer are environmentally conscious 
than they are willing to pay more. Manager 17 “It is important that customers 
understand about the environmental problem. If they understand the problem, than 
usually they are willing to pay more such green things”. Manager 22 “Customers 
who know the importance of environment is willing to pay more for hotels with 
green initiatives. Convincing such people are a bit easier than people who are 
unaware of environmental issues.” The Figure 3 shows the relationship between 
Socio-economic status, Environmental Consciousness and willingness to pay. The 
following propositions are

P5: Customers whose socio-economic status is high and Environmental Consciousness 
are high are willing to pay for green initiatives.

Figure 3. Relationship between Socio-economic status, Environmental Consciousness 
and willingness to pay
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P6: Customers whose socio-economic status is low and Environmental Consciousness 
are high are willing to pay for green initiatives.

P7: Customers whose socio-economic status is high and Environmental Consciousness 
are low are not willing to pay for green initiatives.

P8: Customers whose socio-economic status is low and Environmental Consciousness 
are low are not willing to pay for green initiatives

The Figure 4 shows the relationship between Socio-economic status, Environmental 
Consciousness and willingness to pay. The proposition on education status and 
willingness to pay for green initiatives

P9: Customers whose educational status is high and Environmental Consciousness 
are high are willing to pay for green initiatives.

P10: Customers whose educational status is low and Environmental Consciousness 
are high are willing to pay for green initiatives.

P11: Customers whose educational status is high and Environmental Consciousness 
are low are not willing to pay for green initiatives.

P12: Customers whose educational status is low and Environmental Consciousness 
are low are not willing to pay for green initiatives

The Figure 5 shows the relationship between Type of Customer, Environmental 
Consciousness and willingness to pay. The proposition on type of customer and 
willingness to pay for green initiatives

P13: Business customers whose Environmental Consciousness are high are willing 
to pay for green initiatives.

P14: Leisure customers whose Environmental Consciousness are high are willing 
to pay for green initiatives.

Figure 4. Relationship between educational status, environmental consciousness 
and willingness to pay
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P15: Business customers whose Environmental Consciousness are low are not 
willing to pay for green initiatives.

P16: Leisure customers whose environmental Consciousness are low are not willing 
to pay for green initiatives

Recommendation

This research has shown that customers are willing to pay more for the green practices 
which cause low inconvenience to customers. Hoteliers should keep in mind the 
convenience of the customer while indulging in green practices. The personal needs 
of comfort are very important for a human being, especially if one is residing in a 
hotel. If the green initiatives do not cause any major inconvenience to either body 
or mind, one can expect customer to pay for it. In addition, various green practices 
could be ranked based on the degree of inconvenience to human body. This will help 
the hoteliers to choose the green practices as per strategic initiatives of the Hotels.

Another important factor that came across this research is that customers are not 
willing to pay if the Green Brand image of the Hotel is low. It is a very important 
finding as far as the hotels are concerned. If the Hotels indulge in improving the green 
brand image, then the customers are willing to pay for it. Therefore, advertising plays 
a major role. It is recommended that if the hotel is willing to do indulge in green 
initiatives, then, they should display it. Such kind of display will improve the chances 
of building a green brand image. Various brand image building strategies should 
be used to position the hotel. If the hotel is catering to leisure travelers, customer 
willingness to pay will be depended upon the environmental consciousness of the 
customer. Hence, it is recommended that hotels in leisure travel segment should 
systematically venture out in green initiatives. The first phase would be indulging in 
green initiatives which cause less body and mind discomfort. Evaluate the output of 
the strategy initiatives and subsequently venture into green initiatives which cause 

Figure 5. Relationship between Type of Customer, Environmental Consciousness 
and willingness to pay
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medium body and mind discomfort. A thorough evaluation of this strategy should 
be done only then it is recommended for leisure hotels to venture into the green 
initiatives which may cause body or mind discomfort. The socio-economic status of 
customers also play an important role in customers willing to pay for green initiatives. 
An economically disadvantaged customer, though he may have good environmental 
consciousness, but he circumstances may not permit him to pay more. Thus, hotels 
in low budget segment may opt for green initiatives, which are cost effective. A 
small incremental price may not discourage customer who though economically 
disadvantaged, but willing to pay a small increment for the green initiatives.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTION

The future studies of green marketing should evaluate the willingness of customers 
to pay for green initiatives in different sectors. An across the sector analysis of factors 
which impact the customer willingness to pay will result in further enriching the 
theory on which customers are willing to pay. The studies should move in different 
cultural settings. The cultural fabric of the society may play a major role in green 
initiatives of its members as the impact on the initiatives. Studies should also explore 
out to study the dyad between the customers and hoteliers in a setting. Such studies 
will also help to clarify whether the customer is willing to pay for green initiatives. 
Customer perception of green activities may be ranked in terms of the degree of 
inconvenience the green practice may cause to the customer. It is important, because 
a specialist in green initiatives may feel a practice may be least inconvenient, but it 
is the customer who view it as most important. Future studies should also clarify 
how to strongly build a green brand image for hotels in both leisure and business 
segments. Such studies will act as guide for implementation of the green marketing 
initiatives. Customer analytics and green marketing should also receive attention. 
Because the amount of customer data which is at disposal, green customer analytics 
studies will help green marketing theory to be further enriched. Though there are 
some studies of green and lean, however, there are only few studies on lean green 
practices in Hotels. Studies should also explore the impact of social media on hotel 
green strategy.

CONCLUSION

There has been a huge hue and cry about Green marketing in academic and Business 
communities. Does this increased level of awareness contribute to customer 
willingness to pay? The main purpose of this chapter was to explore the managerial 
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perspective on the customer willingness to pay for green marketing. The chapter 
began with a brief discussion on the green marketing and followed by discussion on 
customers willingness to pay. The focus of the chapter was on customer willingness 
to pay in Hotels from managerial perspective using Interpretative phenomenological 
analysis. The customers are willing to pay provided the green initiative does not 
cost a lot of inconvenience. Besides, brand image of the Hotel also plays a Major 
role. The business customers are willing to pay more leisure customers. However, 
environmental awareness plays a moderating role in this relationship. The customer 
socio-economic status also plays a role in willingness to pay. However, environmental 
consciousness also plays a role in this relationship. Even education plays a role in 
willingness to pay, also moderated by willingness to pay. Green Marketing is here to 
stay and if practiced strategically the customer are willing to pay. Thus, industries in 
general can adopt green marketing and derive economic and social benefit from it.
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ABSTRACT

Social networks, originally built as channels for personal interaction, are being used 
in the commercial market as a support for product sales. The use of applications 
integrated in social networks appears as an opportunity to explore by companies. 
Facestore emerged in 2013 as the first e-commerce solution integrated in social 
networks, allowing the creation of online stores within Facebook, without the 
customer having to leave the social network interface. Operations like looking into 
the catalog, choosing the product, and paying the transaction is carried out without 
the customer need to open a new website. The use of Facestore offers direct and 
indirect benefits on the different areas of an organization. At the direct level, there 
are changes in processes in terms of customer service and marketing and sales. 
However, its use also potentiates indirect benefits in other organizational areas, 
such as operations, finance, administration and information technologies support, 
human resources, and research and development.
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INTRODUCTION

In 2016, worldwide revenue of e-commerce is amounted to almost 1,859 billion 
USD, and it is expected to reach 4 Trillion USD by 2020 (Statista, 2017a; Lui, 2017). 
Consequently, with the evolution of e-commerce and social media, it is expected 
that social commerce platforms will have a big boom in upcoming years.

This work focuses on a specific form of social commerce: the virtual stores of 
Facebook. This social network, with more than 2 trillion active users in September 
2017, was the first social network to incorporate the concept of store social commerce 
(Statista, 2017b). As a first step, we analyze the evolution and different perspectives 
of social commerce as, for example, communities, social selling, social cashback, 
presence of virtual stores on social networks, and also how to incorporate in the 
company’s strategy. We intend also to look for the main motivations that may be at 
the origin of the decision by companies in joining the social commerce. Then, we 
make a short presentation of the Facebook’s role in marketing and we examine the 
contribution that f-commerce can provide to improve sales and customer relationships, 
especially in terms of customer retention strategies, the creation of value and the 
construction of brand loyalty.

There are a number of good practices which tend to contribute to the success 
of a virtual store on Facebook and we concern to identify and seek to contribute 
in this way, to increase the probability of success of the companies that choose to 
include a f-store on their business strategy. We give a special emphasis to the role 
of marketing in the characterization of buyer personas, content management, in 
the creation of exclusive offers, and other initiatives that monetize the features of 
Facebook. Therefore, there is also the concern of presenting previously Facebook 
features that marketing can enhance and integrate with the f-store.

The technology cannot also be overlooked in the implementation of a f-store 
and, therefore, based on the identification of the most important features of the 
f-store platforms, such as analytical component, sending newsletters, analysis of the 
experience of each user, and back-office. Additionally, we show the relationship of 
each feature with the functional areas of organizational responsibility, looking to 
reflect how organizational structure models can contribute to the success of the f-store.

LITERATURE REVISION

The Evolution and Different Perspectives of Social Commerce

Wang (2009) uses the expression “social shopping”, which is the combination of 
shopping in Internet and social networking activities. Sharma and Crossler (2014) 
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also use de word “shopping”, when they state that social commerce combines the 
online shopping experience with the power of online social networks, which allow 
companies to increase the value of the business and also provides customer value. 
There are multiple social commerce definitions and, in table below, we present some 
of them in chronological order.

The social commerce, introduced by Yahoo in 2005, can be seen as an evolution 
of e-commerce, which is supported on two pillars: web 2.0 technologies and social 
media (Han & Trimi, 2017). To Turban, Bolloju and Liang (2010) there are two 
elements that influence the social commerce: marketing and social behavior. However, 
this addition is only a strengthening of what currently exists in social media for a 
company, since the fundamental concept of marketing is based on the principles of 
looking to analyze the online and offline consumer behavior.

Table 1. Social commerce definitions

Definition Author

Social commerce is about utilizing web-based social communities by 
e-commerce companies, focusing on the impact of social influence which 
shapes the interaction among consumers

Kim and Srivastava (2007)

Social commerce is the application of social media to shape business and 
transforms a market for goods and services into a user-driven marketplace.

Wigand, Benjamin and 
Wigand (2008)

Social commerce can be defined as word of mouth application to 
e-commerce, and it is the marriage of a retailer’s products and the interaction 
of shoppers with content.

Dennison, Bourdage-Braun, 
and Chetuparambil (2009)

Social commerce is an emerging category of e-commerce, based on social 
media platform like social network services and services through the 
platforms.

Marsden (2010)

Social commerce can be considered a subset of e-commerce that involves 
using social media to assist in e-commerce transactions and activities. It also 
supports social interactions and user content contributions. In essence, it is a 
combination of commercial and social activities.

Liang and Turban (2012)

Social commerce is a form of commerce mediated by social media involving 
the convergence between online and offline environments. Wang and Zhang (2012)

Social commerce refers to exchange-related activities that occur in, or are 
influenced by, an individual’s social network in computer-mediated social 
environments, where the activities correspond to the need recognition, pre-
purchase, purchase, and post-purchase stages of a focal exchange.

Yadav, Valck, Henning-
Thurau, Hoffman and Spann 
(2013)

Social commerce is not just a simple fusion between e-commerce and social 
networking technology, its integration with commerce activities, and its 
mechanisms for promoting social interaction and trust.

Zhou, Zhang and 
Zimmermann (2013)

Social commerce as the online buying and selling activities initiated via 
social media, which entails business transactions through either social media 
or other e-commerce sites.

Ng (2014)

Source: authors
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While the e-commerce relies on products, s-commerce is more people-oriented, 
focusing on the information generated by them and between them (Huang & 
Benyoucef, 2013). Considered the four stages in the decision-making process (need 
recognition, pre-purchase activities, purchase decision, post-purchase activities), the 
s-commerce is present in all phases. In the first stage, with external stimuli that the 
consumer can obtain, for example, in creating an “whishlist”; in the second phase, 
in obtaining information, for example, through testimonials; in the third phase when 
the consumer makes an acquisition, for example, in a store on Facebook; finally, for 
example, when the customer recommends the product to others. Therefore, social 
commerce can provide value perception to customers across the purchasing decision 
process (Yadav et al, 2013).

Social commerce can be also viewed as a subset of social business. In this case, the 
organization uses social media in intensive mode in most or all set of its operations 
and departments, for example, human resources. So, social business is broader, and 
doesn’t only incorporate marketing activities (Turban, Strauss & Lai, 2016).

Huang and Benyoucef (2013) propose a social commerce design model based 
in four layers:

• Individual: Personal profile, context profile and activity profile;
• Conversation: Social content presentation, topic focus, notification, content 

creation and information sharing;
• Community: Community support, connection and relationship maintenance;
• Commerce: Group purchase, social proof, authority, reciprocity, participation, 

social ads and applications, business functions and payment mechanisms.

In all four layers the same authors define common features:

• Information Quality: Relevancy, accuracy, completeness and update;
• System Quality: Security, accessibility, precise operation and computation, 

participant control, transparency;
• Service Quality: Responsiveness and following up services;
• Usability: Ease of use, navigation, error recovery, valid links, help functions 

and consistency;
• Playfulness: Enjoyment, attractive and appearance.

Social Commerce Categories

Constantinides and Fountain (2008), Marsden (2010) and Indvik (2013) identified 
different categories of social commerce. The analysis of these studies allows us to 
propose the following categories:
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1.  Evaluations and Reviews: This category can be divided into four subcategories:
a.  Evaluations and Reviews of Customers: opinions of real customers, 

whether integrated with an e-commerce site or a site of reviews (Normally 
connected to comparison sites);

b.  Evaluations and Reviews of Experts: The sight of persons or entities 
that are considered authority in certain area and possess social influence;

c.  Sponsored Reviews: Reviews paid for customers, experts, influencers, 
or celebrities. They make favorable comments and contribute to the 
dissemination of a particular product or service;

d.  Testimonials From Customers: They are less structured approvals, 
usually made in e-commerce sites or social networks.

2.  Recommendations and References: Unlike evaluations and comments, 
recommendations and references are not visible to all. These custom actions 
can be defined for each product/services, respectively:
a.  Social Bookmarking: “Wishlists”, “picklist”, “giftlists” or galleries of 

stored products, business, and tips. They include, essentially, lists, links, 
and saved albums that can be shared with third parties and even searched 
for these. There are sites incorporating this feature, where consumers can 
go keeping their products like it for review or purchase later. May also 
be shared with friends, family or other interested through link or email;

b.  Reference Programs: Programs and/or compensation campaigns for 
clients that reference and suggest new customers. Typically are suggested 
close people, like friends, family, or worker colleagues;

c.  Social Recommendations: Personal custom shopping recommendations 
based on social similarities, and shopping research, tracing how profiles 
interact with other consumers. Several sites have been doing this in real 
time so that clients feel prestigious with the recognition of their tastes 
and, therefore, they are interested to purchase new products.

3.  Blogs: Online platforms on a specific subject or organization, mostly with text 
content, but sometimes combined with images, audio and video podcasts;

4.  Social Networks: Users or enterprises build and customize their pages, making 
it accessible to other users, and through which they can communicate, promote 
products, ideas, create and exchange content, experiences;

5.  Communities: Thematic sites that present contents ready to be used and shared 
by participants. Virtual communities are made by a group of individuals who 
work with common interests or goals, which may be a brand, a product or a 
theme;

6.  Forums: Online platforms whose principal objectives are the exchange 
and sharing of ideas/information on any given topics. The forums linked to 
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e-commerce platforms are based on the discovery, selection, and reference 
products, providing a moderate environment around a topic, task or category;

7.  Aggregators of Content: Include websites that allow the dissemination of 
various contents, articles and publications on the Internet from a multitude of 
sources in one place;

8.  Price Comparers: As its name indicates, there are platforms that allow users 
to query and compare several products from the various stores where they are 
sold, allowing the consumer to have greater market awareness and save time 
and money on acquisition;

9.  Participatory Commerce: Become involved directly in the production process 
through voting, funding and collaboratively designing products, or conception 
de ideas to incorporate;

10.  Social Cashback: The consumer gets a “reward” by encouraging his/her 
network of contacts and acquire at the same store or the same well;

11.  Social Shopping:
a.  Social Shopping Portals: Allow people to buy online at many stores 

using a series of e-commerce tools. Usually combined with reviews, 
comments, recommendations, references, and comparators of price;

b.  Peer-to-Peer Sales Platforms: Community-based marketplaces, or 
bazaars, where persons can communicate, promote and sell directly to 
other individuals. Some enterprises use this platform not only to sell, but 
essentially to promote the products;

c.  Group Gifting: Allows people to buy a gift online together with other 
people;

d.  Group Buying: Products and services offered at a reduced rate if enough 
buyers agree to make the purchase. The purchase is carried out by various 
consumers, with great discounts;

e.  Discount Clubs: Usually offer smaller discounts for collective buying 
sites. On the other hand, tends to be larger product exclusivity;

f.  Social Network-Driven Sales (Facebook, Pinterest, Twitter): Sales 
driven by referrals from established social networks, or take place on the 
networks themselves (for example, through a “shop” tab on Facebook).

Facebook’s Role in Marketing

Companies are increasingly interested to communicate with their consumers on 
social networks and Facebook is referred to as a powerful tool for marketing activities 
and a way for companies to reach more broadly the target audience. The fact that 
Facebook provide unlimited forms of users generate content, or express their opinion 
on something, makes that the online activity of them has great impact on companies. 
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To predict and manage this interaction, it is imperative to understand the motivations 
of people and motivations of their engagement, being for that necessary to attract 
the attention of users, building communities that subsequently go fostering greater 
brand loyalty through communication strategies implemented (Kanade, 2016).

A Fan Page is a page created especially for brands and companies. Unlike a 
common and personal account, it is a space that brings together fans instead of friends, 
where brands can create a community loyal to the company, as well as strengthen 
the online presence and the opinion that others have of it. In this sense, a Fan Page 
serves as an online platform for business, without resorting to a website, with the core 
functionality to notify people about upcoming events, provide the hours of operation 
and contact information, news, and even view photos, videos, text and other content 
related to the company. These pages also allow users to maintain conversations 
with customers and followers, which represent a new form of the company to find 
out more about what they look for and expect from products sold (Haydon, 2015).

Fan Pages facilitate also the communication between the client and the company 
itself, exposing their experiences with the products sold, waiting for part of a rapid 
response organization, this uses in order to try to maintain, recover or rebuild 
customer trust (Thakor, 2016). Abdillah (2016) looked for the motivational factors 
of the individuals to become involved with Fan Pages, having concluded that four 
factors stand out: (i) identification with the brand; (ii) interactivity; (iii) informational 
content; and (iv) valence. These elements overlap the brand popularity attribute, 
which is often considered as the most relevant element. Additionally, Halaszovich 
and Nel (2017) consider that Fan Pages are an enabler for the establishment of 
customer-brand engagement.

Facebook is mainly used by companies for five main actions: make new 
customer prospection; increase customer databases; create tools to communicate 
with consumers; creating contacts; e-commerce management, aiming at all of this 
increased engagement, as well as the influence and promotion of involvement between 
the current and potential consumers (Smith & Treadway, 2010).

The F-Commerce

To Joshi and Dumbre, (2017) f-Commerce is a specialized form of e-commerce 
like the m-commerce. The f-Commerce is a capability offered by Facebook to the 
users to take contact with products or services which the enterprise wants to sell. 
It’s a form to retail products, but does not replace the e-commerce through websites. 
It’s another channel that takes advantage of Facebook’s facility to target audience 
through the uses of Facebook FanPage and advertising. In Facebook, the brand can 
perform a refined segmentation to ads according to the position that the person holds 
in the company, age, interests, age, gender, location and more diverse possibilities. 
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Therefore, we may conclude that Facebook is a platform that helps to promote and 
facilitate the sales transactions.

Organizations can adopt the f-commerce in three ways (Marsden, 2011):

• On Facebook (F-Store): Social commerce on Facebook Store is a win-win 
situation for businesses as well for customers. In Facebook, the business 
creates a space that promotes the purchase and improves brand loyalty. To 
the customer, it’s an opportunity to buy products with less effort compare 
to the necessity to go to the site of e-commerce. The use of Facebook is 
often triggered by the need of socialization and content sharing, where users 
can interact and participate in the various Facebook pages. Consequently, the 
presence of a store can take advantage of engagement that the user has with 
the brand;

• On-Site (Integrating Facebook Into E-Commerce Site): It’s possible to 
make login with Facebook credentials, which turn easier to sign and start 
conversions. It’s fast, convenient (especially when we need to log in multiple 
devices) and safe. This way also provides social validation by displaying the 
Facebook profile photos of people who have connected with the Facebook page 
of the enterprise, using for example the Facebook Open Graph technology;

• In-Store (Integrating Facebook Into the In-Store Experience): The 
organization must develop interactions at the store to encourage the customer 
to take an action, to promote the brand (for example, tag the location to their 
post), to share the experience at the store in Facebook, when the customer is 
encouraged to publish, for example, a selfie or make a movie about an object 
and assign a designated hashtag.

In f-store, it’s possible to identify three kinds of stores (Díaz, 2013):

• Storefront: The most basic and static version, where it’s presented a catalog 
of products or services within the Facebook page. Is not available for sale of 
products, but in each product is possible include a link that allows direct the 
user to the same product in e-commerce site;

• Facebook Store: An evolution of the Storefront enabling the full purchase 
process, including payment, without the client having to leave Facebook. 
Allow users to integrate a product catalog or service, as well as incorporate 
the tools needed to perform the purchase, such as the choice of transport to 
receive the merchandise;

• Smart Facebook Store: These are more complex stores that seek to establish 
a loyalty relationship with the Fan. There are, therefore, stores hosted on 
Facebook that not only integrate the entire purchase process, but offer a 
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personalized shopping experience based on the profile of each user. The 
technology is capable of analyzing or behaving of each user and can offer 
products according to customer profile.

Marsden (2011) considers respectively that smart stores can be decomposed 
into three types of stores: (i) faux-stores, (ii) fan-stores, and (iii) full-stores. In 
faux-store, users can browse the products, but can’t buy them; in fan-stores, users 
can buy some products for a limited time; and in full-stores all products can be 
purchased without restriction.

Kang and Johnson (2015) consider that there is still margin for Facebook’s social 
shopping services to evolve. They also advocate the use of pop-up f-stores, that is, 
stores which aim to sell a new product or products of limited series over a single 
period of time.

Facebook was not developed with the goal of making the selling of products, but 
rather to promote the socialization of people. The use of a third-party application 
to integrate with Facebook is possible, but this approach causes more difficulties in 
design and configurations. On the other hand, the user can choose the desired layout 
and apply it to the f-store. In this approach, the choice of layout and configuration 
is further reduced and simplified and, therefore, the process of creating a virtual 
store becomes faster.

METHODOLOGY

The methodology is divided into three phases as depicted in Figure 1. In the 
preliminary phase, we realized an extensive literature review on the evolution of social 
commerce and we analyzed the growing importance of facebook’s role in marketing. 
Then, in the contextual phase, we performed a research on the Facestore platform 
to identify a set of features and characteristics that we can typically find in online 
stores integrated in social networks. In a last step, we explored the relation between 
each Facestore feature with the functional areas of organizational responsibility.

The study adopts a qualitative approach, which allows us to understand and 
explore the impact of Facestore on organizations. We adopted a field research 
method to explore several implementations of the f-store. For each of them, we 
extract information about the implementation models, activity sector and available 
features, and we perform a triangulation of these functionalities with the functional 
areas of these companies. According to Queirós, Faria and Almeida (2017) argue that 
field research method is an appropriate approach to understand people’s behavior 
and experiences. Additionally, Jamshed (2014) considers that field research method 
allows in-depth exploration on a given experiment considering multiple dimensions. 
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This approach is particularly indicated in a scenario where it is intended to explore 
the impact of adopting a technological tool in several dimensions of the companies.

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Facestore Features and Characteristics

Facestore is an innovative e-commerce platform that allows any company to open 
an online store and sell their products or services directly on social networks such 
as Facebook, Instagram or Pinterest. The store can be accessed in a desktop or 
mobile environment. Each mobile version of the store is associated with a QR code, 
thus, allowing its access through smartphones and tablets. Facestore also lets its 
clients to sell through their own websites, blogs or domains, providing online stores 
for various business areas and an integrated back-office system for managing all 
multi-channel activity. The structure of the online store, as well as the definition 
of payment methods supported, is installed in a simplified way, without the need 
of technical knowledge.

Facestore provides online store templates for various business areas and offers an 
intuitive back-office system that enables easy management and tracking of all online 
store activity with access to sales reports, customer management, payments, products, 
inventory, orders, visitor statistics, marketing campaigns, and other resources. 
Templates are made using HTML, CSS, AJAX and JavaScript technologies. It is 
also possible to manage multiple stores in the same client’s account, and each store 
can be installed on several Facebook pages.

Figure 1. Research methodology
Source: authors.
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The products are available on the Facebook website and the whole sales process, 
from choosing products to payment and ordering, is carried out without leaving 
Facebook. The application is free for up to ten products. From there the price plan 
is gradual, from an initial plan of 100 products to 5000 products. Payment can be 
made monthly or annually, and in the latter case there are associated discounts. 
One of the potentialities of the application is the integration with several methods 
of payment and also the automatic calculation of the costs of sending the orders.

Facestore allows the creation of “flash offers”. A “flash offer” is a special 
promotion that only lasts for a limited period of time, and it is possible to define 
which products will be included in a “flash offer”. It is also possible to offer discounts 
for fans, typically users who have clicked “like” on the page. This encourages more 
customers to visit the online store, and share it with their group of friends.

Facestore can be integrated directly into the Facebook page of the company, but 
also in its own domain. Several stores offer both versions to the user, in addition 
to a mobile version. Facestore offers a SSL certificate, free of charge, for all stores 
hosted in own domains. It is also relevant to mention the integration of Facestore 
with a wide range of Apps. In this regard, we highlight the use of Mailchimp for 
newsletter delivery, Invoice Express and Sage One for invoice generation and 
delivery, IfThen Software to generate payment references, and Google Analytics 
for statistical analysis of website access.

Facestore and Its Relationship With Functional Areas

The functional areas of a company represent a set of company’s processes, which 
together turn possible the achievement of business objectives. They include functions 
and activities directly and indirectly involved in the process of transforming resources 
into products and placing them on the market. Galbraith (2014) considers the existence 
of seven functional areas: (i) operations; (ii) finance; (iii) customer services; (iv) 
administration and IT support; (v) marketing and sales; (vi) human resources; and 
(vii) research and development.

The functional area of operations, also known as production, includes the 
structuring of the layout and production system within the company that ensures 
the supply of the products and services defined by the marketing area. Operations 
include the activities necessary for the transformation of supplies into goods and 
services. This process of transformation must necessarily add value to the inputs, 
where the finished product is perceived as useful and desired by the customer.

The Facestore application does not directly change the production model 
established by the company, but indirectly it can provide elements that contribute for 
its optimization. The reception of online orders contributes to a better management of 
inventory and inventory, which will allow a more rational use of company resources. 
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Additionally, the ecommerce paradigm contributes also for a better articulation with 
partners. We can have a Just-In-Time (JIT) production process, which has been 
successfully implemented in manufacturing, but can also be extended to service 
industries (Aradhye & Kallurkar, 2014). According to Kootanaee, Babu and Talari 
(2013) this paradigm has resulted in increases in quality, productivity and efficiency, 
in addition to contributing to the reduction of costs and waste.

Finance area is responsible for all the processes related to the planning of 
financial resources, fundraising and accounting. Treasury management is one of 
the fundamental tasks of this functional area and encompasses the management of 
liquidity, payments and charges.

This is an organizational area of the company that does not undergo significant 
changes with the introduction of Facestore, except in the accounting area. At this 
level, the possibility of incorporating Invoice Express and Sage One apps into the 
billing process is recommended. The choice of the app must take into account the 
area of activity of the company. It is important to ensure that the software chosen 
by the company has the desired functionality. The billing software must be certified 
by the local taxing authority. Integrating the billing process with Facestore allows 
company to streamline and simplify the online sales process.

Customer service is a key area in the current society. Having an efficient customer 
service support is essential to ensure the success of a business, being one of the most 
decisive factors to attract and retain customers. The main purpose of a customer 
service policy is to satisfy the wishes of the customers. During the sales process, 
doubts about product specificities, delivery time, payment method, among others, are 
common. Therefore, offering a communication channel with the consumer ensures 
that he feels more comfortable and secure with the purchase.

Customer service has experienced significant changes with the introduction 
of Facestore. In a traditional store model, customer support is provided through a 
telephone helpline or by email. The integration of Facestore in Facebook makes it 
possible to take advantage of the synchronous communication mechanisms offered 
by this social network. Facebook has now a number of options available that allow 
administrators to more easily manage the private and public interactions that are 
recorded on their pages. Retailers’ pages can display the average time, calculated by 
Facebook, which indicates how slow they are to respond to messages. Options range 
from a response within minutes, within hours, or within a day. Another relevant option 
is the indication of the state “absent” that indicates that the company is unavailable 
at that moment to respond to the messages, and these are not accounted for in the 
response rates of companies determined by the social network. The retailer can also 
send automatic messages informing when they expect to respond to the customer 
or where they can find more information. Finally, the retailer has in his inbox of 
private conversations initiated with consumers, the previous interactions with them, 
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the information that each client has available in his profile, recent orders, and service 
preferences, or others considered relevant.

Administration and IT support area is responsible for offering a set of processes, 
methods and technologies that allows the daily operation of the business. The 
constant evolution of technology and the increasing requirement of the market for 
efficiency, originate that companies seek to have better information systems. The 
goal of IT support is to ensure the correct operation of the technology for the daily 
operation. Chi and Sun (2015) argue that technology cannot be seen as a mere cost, 
but it must be a competitive differential of the company.

At this level, we establish that there are not any significant changes in the 
component of administration and IT support. The inclusion of Facestore does not 
cause changes in the company’s technological structure. Facestore guarantees technical 
support if some technical arises in the online store. All plans offer a helpdesk for 
questions and paid plans also include telephone support, available from Monday to 
Friday from 10am to 6pm.

Marketing and sales are two functional areas of the company that often work 
independently. While they share the same general goals, in terms of boosting sales 
and increasing revenue, they have different visions of how to achieve those goals. 
In most cases, this division is not something planned, and is simply the result of 
how the company is organized or structured. The result is that the sales force has 
little or no involvement in product development and marketing campaigns. In this 
regard, it is desirable that both functional areas can be properly aligned. Involving 
sales with marketing processes can increase the success of the business’s campaigns.

The integration of Facestore in social networks revolutionizes the role of company 
marketing. Through the use of the Facebook in conjunction with Google Analytics, 
it becomes possible to understand the target consumer’s demands. The segmentation 
process, with which we define our target audience, reaches a new dimension. Access 
to statistics allows companies to monitor user behavior, taking into account their 
interaction with the various components of the store. For example, it is possible 
to collect information about active users during the selected time period, type of 
interaction (e.g., number of comments, likes, views), demographics of users, etc. 
Furthermore, it is still possible to include a wide range of marketing campaigns 
that include the buyer’s participation in online marketing, such as the gathering of 
opinions and suggestions about new products. Fundamental in the whole process 
is the creation of engaging conversations and communities, in which flourish 
confidence over time.

It is also possible to link Facestore to a CRM tool, where data is stored centrally, 
making it accessible to all members of the organization. This enables employees 
of the company to communicate more easily with the market and their customers. 
Other benefits of this approach can be explored, such as:
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• Better customer service, since the CRM system stores detailed information 
about each customer, such as order history, correspondence, survey responses, 
email marketing. In smaller companies, Facestore can be used as the main 
point of contact with the customer, but other means of communication 
such as postal mail, e-mail, phone calls, etc. may necessarily co-exist. It is, 
therefore, important to centrally record all these occurrences. Having this 
information accessible can significantly improve the speed and quality of 
customer service;

• Improves customer satisfaction, because customers become more valued by 
the company. The interaction with the client, and using his preferred method of 
contact, allows to establish a more optimized and consistent communication 
process;

• Greater profit, because having a more effective communication allows the 
interactions with the client to be optimized. For example, it becomes possible 
to define customized campaigns of the products that the customer searches, 
without having to leave Facebook. Using the same environment, the client 
can quickly make a purchase, without having to go to the institutional website 
of the company;

• Cost reduction, since the marketing activities developed by the company are 
more coordinated. This will also help eliminate wasted resources.

The management of human resources is in the current macroeconomic scenario 
fundamental to the sustainability of every business. The implementation of appropriate 
human resources processes will have a direct impact on employee satisfaction and 
motivation, productivity, creativity and innovation. Aslam, Aslam, Ali and Habib 
(2013) state that due to globalization and to the increasingly complex and uncertain 
environment, it becomes even more important to align the company’s business 
strategy with its human resources.

The use of Facestore does not imply itself a restructuring or requalification of 
human resources. However, it is recognized the importance that digital marketing 
takes in the context of an online store. It is expected, therefore, that human resources 
will be able to implement digital marketing policies to attract new customers, create 
relationships and develop a brand identity.

Finally, research and development (R&D) functional area includes creative 
activities or work performed in a systematic way to increase human knowledge. 
This knowledge can later be applied to the creation or improvement of new products 
/ services.

The existence of an online store integrated in Facebook enables R&D activities to 
reach a new dimension, particularly through customer participation in the innovation 
process. Several studies have suggested co-innovation strategies processes through 
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the participation of customers in the process of designing new products, in order to 
reduce uncertainties, and to have a product more adjusted to the customer’s desires 
(Goel & Singhal, 2015; Zhihong, Duffield & Wilson, 2015). This strategy intends 
to increase the chances of commercial success of new products/services.

It is also important to highlight that the large amount of information that social 
networks turn possible to collect on the consumption pattern of the clients makes 
possible to improve the user experience and helps sales growth. Through Facebook 
we can collect information on customer satisfaction, needs and desires, and also 
cross this information with internal data of the company. Use of Big Data turns 
this scenario feasible, by allowing an analysis of a large volume of heterogeneous 
information in a timely and inexpensive manner.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Increasingly more companies are offering virtual stores to their customers. Without 
leaving a social network, the user can make purchases of their favorite brands and 
goods. Promoters of social networks expect that companies use their pages not 
only to inform customers, but also to sell directly to them. One area of research is 
to analyze the features that these stores must have to offer a good user experience. 
It is also important to define the criteria that establish what can be a good online 
shopping experience.

The rules defined by the social networks of not charging any commission to the 
companies that implant their virtual stores are also a paradigm that in the future can 
change. For example, there are proposals that point to the social network starts to 
charge a percentage for each sale (Turban, Whiteside, King & Outland, 2017). Other 
business models may also emerge. At this level, it is important to explore business 
models that can be sustained by store promoters, social networks and customers.

The security of online transactions on social networks is another area that needs 
further investigation. With the proliferation of online stores, consumers have a wide 
range of shopping options, but the security of some of them is quite questionable 
(Kumar, Saravanakumar & Deepa, 2016; Zhang, Trusvov, Stephen, & Jamal, 2017). 
Therefore, it is important to offer security mechanisms to the client so that he can 
distinguish these situations.

Finally, it is important to analyze the impact of the use of virtual stores online 
by each sector of activity. It is important to study if this impact is identical for all 
sectors of activity, or if there are more propitious areas to the acceptance of this 
type of platforms.
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CONCLUSION

Social networks are currently the world’s largest information exchange tool, allowing 
a rapid and simple instantaneous interaction between geographically dispersed users. 
They offer a platform of excellence for interaction among users. Several e-commerce 
solutions have emerged through a virtual store, in which it becomes very important 
the integration of the store with the main social networks, in order to reach the largest 
possible number of people and, thus, increase the profitability of their business. 
Selling on social networks offers several advantages, as it allows the company to 
have a faster and measurable return with a smaller investment. However, integrating 
a store into a social network is not merely a technological process. It also involves 
defining a policy of communication and relationship with the client adapted to the 
characteristics and potential of the social network. It is important to recognize that 
users of social networks trust the credibility of information posted by other users, 
that is, the customer may increasingly influence other customers through their 
opinion and experience. Therefore it is very important to create a strategy focused 
on interacting, engaging and always responding to the brand’s public.

Facestore is an innovative e-commerce platform that allows any company to 
open an online store and sell its products or services directly on social networks 
and through devices such as smartphones and tablets. Facestore can be used by any 
company or individual that intends to sell online. The partnerships established by 
Facestore with key partners of the e-commence ecosystem, such as payment gateways, 
postal services, ERP and CRM solutions allow clients to integrate and optimize the 
processes of logistics, billing, payments and digital campaigns.

Facestore allows companies to take advantage of the potential of online e-commerce 
solutions and social networks. Communication with the customer becomes more fast 
and personalized taking advantage of the synchronous communication mechanisms 
offered by Facebook. In the same way, marketing companies become more effective, 
enabling a more precise and targeted segmentation process. This situation turns 
possible to better understand consumer behavior and better measure the success of 
each marketing campaign.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Asynchronous Javascript and XML (AJAX): Set of techniques for programming 
and web development that uses technologies such as Javascript and XML to load 
information asynchronously.

Big Data: Very large sets of data that can only be stored, used, and analyzed 
with the help of technological tools and methods.

Cascade Style Sheets (CSS): Language used to define the presentation of web 
pages built with markup language, such as hypertext markup language (HTML).

Customer Relationship Management (CRM): Approach that places the 
customer as the main focus of business processes, with the purpose of perceiving 
and anticipating their needs.

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP): Enterprise management software that 
seeks to automate the daily routines of company management, automating the 
productive, financial, and administration processes.

HTML: Markup language used to build web pages. HTML files can be rendered 
and accessed from web browsers.

JavaScript: Client-side programming language, which is processed by the browser 
itself. By using JavaScript, we can create more interactive interfaces with users.
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QR Code: Barcode that is used by various industries. It can also be easily read by 
a smartphone, which allows the forward of the customer to the company’s website.

SSL Certificate: Technology created to bring more security in the exchange of 
information between a visitor and the server that hosts the site. The purpose of an 
SSL certificate is to prevent malicious people from capturing sensitive information.

User Experience: The quality of experience a person has when interacting with 
a specific design.
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ABSTRACT

This chapter investigates the role of digital tools in the value co-creation process of 
creative contests. Based on a multidisciplinary literature and a discourse analysis of 
existing creative and innovation contests, the authors identify four categories of tools 
that affect the value co-creation process: proactive and reactive, trial-and-error, and 
social learning tools. A synthesizing framework presents how the integration of these 
tools is beneficial to the exchange of resources between the different stakeholders of 
creative crowdsourcing. The authors further identify practical tools (i.e., instructive 
and promoting, creativity supporting, collaborative, and evaluating tools), which 
intervene in the three phases of crowdsourcing activities (i.e., before, during, and 
after).

INTRODUCTION

Crowdsourcing is a problem-solving model that takes advantage of the Internet 
(Brabham, 2013). Jeff Howe, who first coined the concept in 2006, describes it as 
the act of taking a job, traditionally performed by a designated agent (usually an 
employee), and outsourcing it to an undefined, generally large group of people in 
the form of an open call (Howe, 2006). Crowdsourcing is typically characterized 
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by a proactive crowd, an outsourced task and an empowering online environment 
(Djelassi & Decoopman, 2013). Among the most popular and most promising types 
of crowdsourcing is creative crowdsourincg, often organized in the form of creative 
contests (e.g., idea or design competitions) (Terwiesch & Xu, 2008). Contests are 
used for both, problem-solving and decision-making tasks, in a variety of industries. 
They help reducing market failure rates of new products and services, accelerating 
the innovation process, reducing traditional outsourcing costs, and strengthening 
the relationship between brands and customers (Brabham, 2013; Hanine & Steils, 
2018). Even though the principle of outsourcing a task to a group of people is 
not fundamentally new, the digital environment lifts the usage and usefulness of 
crowdsourcing to a whole new level.

The rise of crowdsourcing has been nurtured by technological and digital 
improvements, but also by consumers’ increasing empowerment (Loi, Rosati & 
Manca, 2008; Wathieu et al., 2002). People have long been willing to participate in 
companies’ creative and innovative challenges (Thomke & Von Hippel, 2002). With 
the advent of technological opportunities, Internet users are now not only willing 
(Roth, Brabham & Lemoine, 2015), but also capable of participating in corporate 
problem resolution (Frey, Lühtje & Haag, 2011; Jeppesen & Lakhani, 2010; Poetz 
& Schreier, 2012).

Technological advancements enable the emergence of a value ecosystem in 
which organisms (i.e., individuals, companies or networks) interact (Thrift, 2006). 
Crowdsourcing refers to a form of value co-creation, which is defined as a joint 
process in which value is created reciprocally for each of the actors (Füller, 2010). 
These actors are engaged in a value-creating process by interacting and exchanging 
resources of different nature (Leclerq et al., 2016; Schaffers et al., 2011).

This chapter describes how the Internet acts as a catalyst for value co-creation 
in creative crowdsourcing. First, the authors identify the digital components that 
lead to the rise of crowdsourcing in the scientific literature. Second, based on this 
literature and a discourse analysis of existing creative and innovation contests, the 
authors identify the technological stakes that affect the value co-creation process 
in crowdsourcing activities. Finally, overlaps between the exchange of resources 
and technological tools are described and illustrated in a synthesizing framework.

Exchanging Resources in the Value Co-Creation Process

Consumers are increasingly empowered and want to play a greater and more active 
role in the idea generation process (Loi, Rosati & Manca, 2008; Wathieu et al., 2002). 
The emergence of new terminologies like “prosumers” or “collaborative consumers” 
describes the increasing involvement of consumers in co-creating activities (Payne, 
Storbacka & Frow, 2008). Wider choice, better information and an enhanced corpus 
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of rights characterize empowered consumers (Loi, Rosati & Manca, 2008). More 
specifically, consumers have now greater access to information about products, tools, 
applications and services. They acquire greater expertise in involving product or 
service categories and have an increased influence on the dissemination of product 
and service evaluations through online and offline word-of-mouth. The scientific 
literature has shown the benefits of improving customer empowerment and thus the 
need to provide accurate information and tools from the company’s side.

Value co-creation describes a process in which resources are exchanged and value 
mutually created (Grönroos, 2008). This definition implies that stakeholders have 
to both, provide and receive resources. They give away resources that are valuable 
to the receiver, and integrate resources to create new value. Among the conditions 
of value co-creation, resources thus need to be exchanged between involved actors 
(i.e., individuals, organizations or networks). For participants, resources reflect 
time and effort investment, and their creativity. For organizers of crowdsourcing 
initiatives, a platform composed of dialogue and feed-back enabling technologies 
provides the necessary resources to contribute to the ideation process. In other 
words, interaction and thus interaction-enabling technologies are part of the keys 
of successful value co-creation.

For instance, Dell Ideastorm is a platform, launched by Dell in 2007, to enoucrage 
value co-creation. According to Dell, the purpose of this initiative is to “gauge 
which ideas are most important and most relevant” to the public (Bayus, 2013). A 
four-step process is offered to any customer willing to participate in the Ideastorm 
project. First, the crowd can post ideas for Dell products and services (e.g., “creating 
backlit keyboards”). Second and third, the community can view all posted ideas and 
then vote for preferred idea(s). They can also comment suggested ideas and make 
improvement suggestions. Finally, Dell promises to implement the best ideas. For 
instance, as the backlit keyboard idea received 3603 votes from the community, the 
company decided to launch the production and marketing of this idea.

In this crowdsourcing example, how is value co-created? As defined earlier, 
value co-creation implies an exchange of resources on the one hand, and the mutual 
creation of value on the other hand (Grönroos, 2008). From participants’ side, 
resources related to time investment, creativity, ideas and social capital is provided. 
From the company’s side, an engaging and interaction platform including a voting 
system is developed and available to any visitor of their website. The exchange of 
resources allows the creation of value for both stakeholders. Participants benefit 
from the engaging experience and the recognition from the company, while the latter 
receives ideas, inspiration and knowledge about consumers’ needs. The experience 
creates tighter social bonds and brings both actors closer together (Füller, 2010).
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DIGITAL TOOLS IN CREATIVE CROWDSOURCING

Insights From the Scientific Literature

Both, practitioners and researchers recognize and value consumers’ innovative and 
creative potential by integrating their contributions using crowdsourcing activities 
(Poetz & Schreier, 2012). Creative crowdsourcing represents a collaborative approach 
in which companies benefit from the intelligence and creativity of a crowd of 
participants online (Bullinger et al., 2010). Social media and the constant development 
of digital interaction tools facilitate a company’s access to creative participants. 
Thereby, companies are able to collect and use knowledge and ideas coming from 
a large group of people all over the world (Afuah & Tucci, 2012). Nowadays, a 
growing number of crowdsourcing contests are flourishing online concerning both 
product or service design and general problem solving. They encourage win-win 
relationships involving consumers, and thereby aim to favor value co-creation (Fuller, 
2010). Creative contests may differ depending on their structure. Companies can 
decide running their own competitions or using mediating platforms. Contests may 
take the form of a single competition or a permanent tournament with different 
stages. They can allow individual or group participation and are carried out during 
a limited period of time (Bullinger et al., 2010).

For instance, eYeka is an online crowdsourcing marketplace, where the community 
can be solicited to submit designs or ideas for different purposes (e.g., websites, book 
covers or logos). Founded in 2006, eYeka now counts more than 1200 contests, 125 
000 submitted ideas and a community of over 380 000 creators. Companies benefit 
from mediating platforms in two ways. First, they may receive hundreds of designs 
and ideas for more than half of the prize they would have paid using traditional 
outsourcing solutions. Second, these platforms offer integrated tools that facilitate 
company-participant interaction and improve their engagement (e.g., voting system, 
badge attributions).

In other words, technological platforms and tools connect the crowdsourcing 
organizer to the crowd on a crowdmarket (Chu & Kennedy, 2011). They represent 
a novel way of accessing solutions to corporate problems and innovative ideas. The 
advancements in the field of collaborative technologies have eased the access to user-
generated innovations and are appreciated by participants (Antikainen, Mäkipäa & 
Ahonen, 2010). Piller and Walcher (2006) perceive the Internet as the main driver 
of a broad integration of user input in new product development.

According to previous research, the process of crowdsourcing includes two tasks 
for a company; a description of the problem and a provision of adequate tools to 
complete the task (Shneiderman, 2007). Another task that can be added in creative 
crowdsourcing is the evaluation of submitted contributions. When planning these 
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crowdsourcing activities, companies have to face two challenges. First, it is difficult 
for companies to provide the right description and tools if they do not know what 
to expect from a crowdsourcing activity. Another challenge refers to the difficulty 
of anticipating the outcome of a crowdsourcing campaign. Boundary spanning has 
been suggested as a solution in the literature. Crowdsourcing organizers can opt 
for high or low boundary spanning. Based on extent crowdsourcing activities high 
boundary spanning seems to go along with higher technological requirements. On 
the one hand, Bullinger and colleagues (2010) define proactive boundary spanning 
as the active monitoring and reviewing of the flow of action, namely submissions, 
comments and other feedback. On the other hand, reactive boundary spanning refers 
to the passive reception of feedback or reviews. Since companies can provide or 
use tools to facilitate the ideation process during the phases of creative contests, 
the authors distinguish proactive from reactive tools in the upcoming synthesizing 
framework.

Insights From a Complementary Document Analysis

To complete the understanding from this multidisciplinary literature (i.e., innovation, 
marketing, information systems), the authors conducted a document analysis based 
on secondary data from three French creative contest platforms, namely Studyka.
com, Eyeka.com and Creads.fr. The document analysis aimed to identify phases of 
creative contests and technological tools that are used to support participation and 
the development of creative contributions. The corpus was composed of 54 briefs 
(i.e., companies’ instructions regarding a specific task that needs to be carried out) 
from Studyka.com (552 pages), 12 briefs from Eyeka.com (94 pages) and 56 briefs 
from Creads.fr (103 pages). The sample was composed of all briefs available at 
the time of the study. Confidential projects, which were only available to advanced 
graphic designers, were excluded. Known and unknown brands, who ordered the 
challenges, came from various backgrounds and contexts (e.g., Microsoft, Philips, 
Renault). The final corpus was composed of 749 pages of brand instructions, 
containing information about the challenge and available tools. Following the 
recommendations of qualitative research principles, the authors used open coding 
to identify the phases of creative crowdsourcing and describe the tools that were 
used to accompany participants in each of the steps of the idea generation process.

Based on the literature and the content analysis of these briefs, the authors suggest 
that creative crowdsourcing is composed of three major phases during which the 
company can intervene to improve the ideation process: (1) the promotion of the 
project and the provision of adequate instructions, (2) the conduct of the contest, 
and (3) the evaluation of submitted contributions. During the crowdsourcing 
campaign (phase 2), the authors suggest that providing user-friendly technologies 
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improves the innovation process in two ways: (a) providing tools that improve or 
guide consumers in the creative process and (b) providing technologies that help 
participants to collaborate with other participants, the company or external opinion 
holders (cf. Table 1).

Various tools and toolkits have been listed in the literature when studying creative 
crowdsourcing (e.g., design tools, wikis, social networks). Based on the literature and 
the brief analysis, the four types of tools are outlined below. The authors describe 
how they intervene in the three phases of creative contest campaigns.

Promoting and Instructive Tools

Crowdsourcing instructions about the topic and task specificity provide participants 
with the necessary resources to complete a task (Steils & Hanine, 2016). Instructions 
may be more or less constrained, providing individuals with different degrees of 
liberty regarding the expected outcome (Dahl & Moreau, 2007). The scientific 
literature explains that giving very specific and constrained instructions leads to 
outcome uniformness, but is beneficial for novice participants to activate relevant 
concepts they would not have thought of without any guidelines. Task instructions, 
and more precisely, the way the problem statement is crafted, plays a decisive 
role on the creativity of participants in online idea generation. By selecting the 
right problems and adequately formulating them, companies are able to define the 

Table 1. Intervening technological tools in the creative crowdsourcing process
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boundaries of the solution space without necessary prescribing specific paths to 
reach a solution (Bullinger et al., 2010).

Based on specific observations, instructions can be accompanied by templates for 
deliverables. As mentioned before, one of the challenges of crowdsourcing activities, 
is the evaluation of hundreds of creative contributions. In order to facilitate post-
crowdsourcing evaluation, the authors observe that some companies provide templates 
to generate format uniformness and facilitate their processing in the pre-selection step. 
Instructions are generally in written format, and often include a presentation video. 
Videos have shown to reduce the odds of campaign failure and are increasingly used 
as a part of companies’ instructions. They are also used as a promotional tool that 
can easily be spread through social media. Besides videos, social networks are the 
most widely used promotional tool for creative competitions. Most contests create 
specific Facebook and Twitter accounts to promote their creative challenges, but 
also to keep participants and non-participants updated about the advancement of 
the contest and winning contributions.

As an example, PepsiCo launches every year the PepsiCo Go challenge. Its aim 
is to discover the new generation of young people, who initiate the next global 
consumer trends. Participants who develop the best idea join the PepsiCo innovation 
program. The top three finalists also win high-tech items. To conduct their challenge 
successfully, PepsiCo uses the mediating plateform Studyka to disseminate relevant 
instructions and promote their project. Instructions are presented in form of written 
guidelines and accompanied by a promoting video showing the organization and the 
success of their past contests. Participants subscribe to the contest using integrated 
forms on the platform. To guide participants in their creative process, participating 
groups are accompanied by mentors. For the finalist groups, the company organizes 
two days of pitches and business case presentations to help participants understanding 
the industry, the business and the challenges, and thus to improve their final project.

Creativity Supporting Tools

According to previous research, creativity supporting tools, such as toolkits, contain 
a range of user-friendly tools, including those to test a design, that enable users to 
create their own prototypes through trial and error. They have five objectives (Von 
Hippel, 2001):

1.  Consumers are able to carry out complete cycles of trial-and-error learning;
2.  Consumers are offered a guiding “solution space”;
3.  Consumers are able to operate their solutions with their customary design 

language and skills (user-friendly);
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4.  Toolkits often contain libraries of commonly used modules that can be 
incorporated, which helps users to focus their efforts on truly new design 
elements;

5.  Increasing the odds of producible solutions with less revision required by the 
companies’ engineers.

The iterative improvement until satisfaction is encouraged with appropriate 
toolkits (Von Hippel, 2001). They help empowering participants and shifting the 
locus towards the user. Toolkits fulfill participants’ desire for creativity and personal 
expression. By lowering effort and cost, they support innovation and problem-
solving activities. Technological advancement help toolkit designers to improve 
the user-friendliness of such tools and to make the co-creation process accessible 
to a greater number of participants, who originally were hindered by their lack of 
technological competences to adequately put into practice their creative ideas and 
challenge their creative minds (Franke & Piller, 2004; Shneiderman, 2007; Von 
Hippel, 2001; Von Hippel & Katz, 2002).

Piller and Walcher (2006) distinguish two types of toolkits: solution information 
tools and tools that help accessing needed information. The first type of tool provides 
a purposive platform for communication and interaction, and thereby encourages 
feed-back and learning by doing. The second type of tools offers participants with 
the opportunity to design their idea within a solution space imposed by the company. 
These tools ensure feasibility and real-life application of suggested contributions.

As an example, a hackathon refers to an event where a group of volunteers come 
together to collaboratively do computer programming over several days. It is a 
creative process frequently used in the field of digital innovation. Microsoft regularly 
organizes hackatons to improve their innovation process. A recent example refers to 
the Microsoft Chatbot Contest, in which Microsoft encouraged the crowd to develop 
new experiences for the television audience using chatbot (i.e., conversational agent) 
technologies. To support the crowd in their idea development, Microsoft made a series 
of user-friendly tools freely available to the participating crowd. They allowed the 
creation of a chatbot in an hour and could even be used by novice participants. More 
precisely, three tools were offered during the contest period. First, LUIS provided 
pre-constructed BOT models and assisted participants in the development of more 
specialized models. Second, BOT Framework allowed participants to build and 
connect their BOT with the aim of interacting with users wherever they are (e.g., 
SMS, Skype, Slack, Office 365). Finally, Azure hosted their Chatbot online and 
included a range of integrated tools and services to improve participants’ solution.
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Collaborative Tools

One of the major advantages of innovation toolkits, according to Von Hippel (2001), 
is that they enable trial-and-error learning, which significantly improves the quality 
of provided solutions. In a recent paper of Steils and Hanine (2016), it is shown that 
trial-and-error learning is not the only important learning approach that generates 
quality and value in crowdsourcing activities. Social learning provides participants 
with the opportunity to add value through collaboration. Collaborative tools 
accelerate the innovation process and allow the collaboration between numerous 
Internet users. The interactions take place on a platform of engagement, where each 
actor shares his own resources, integrates the resources proposed by other actors, 
and potentially develops new resources through a learning process (Leclerq et al., 
2016). Collaborative tools not only improve creativity and efficiency, but also 
innovativeness (Antikainen, Mäkipäa & Ahonen, 2010; Chu and Kennedy, 2011. 
Participants can collaborate with other competitors, with external opinion holders 
(e.g., family, experts) or with the company. Contests with low cooperative orientation 
also require less communication mechanisms (Bullinger et al., 2010).

For instance, mediating platforms include a range of collaborative tools, which 
ease the innovation process and make it socially more engaging. Creads is a French 
crowdsourcing platform, founded in 2008, which connects creative freelancers 
with demands from companies of different industries. Tasks mainly include the 
development of graphic design, videos or creative writing. Creads offers diverse 
collaborative tools for different purposes to support the crowdsourcing process. 
When browsing the different creative challenges, an integrated chat allows interested 
participants to interact with members of the crowdsourcing platform to receive 
further information or ask questions on a variety of topics. During the contest, the 
creative step of submitting ideas is followed by a voting period. The platform allows 
Internet users to view all submitted ideas, to vote and comment each submission. 
This interaction allows participants to not only understand the company’s preference 
and final choice, but also to receive feed-back from the designer community on their 
work. Creads also organizes one-to-one projects, where only one designer works 
for a company and can continuously interact with the client asynchronously (e.g., 
through e-mails) or synchronously (e.g., using instant messaging).

Evaluation Tools

Evaluation includes methods and tools to determine or influence the ranking of 
submitted contributions. Contributions may be evaluated by a jury, through peer 
review, self-assessment or mixed. Many contests select winning contributions based 
on an expert jury’s evaluation that require no further technologies. Peer review 
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includes voting systems and technologies that provide badges to reward most popular 
ideas, most creative ideas, etc.

For instance, My Starbucks Idea is a platform similar to the Dell Ideastorm 
platform, which allows the crowd to suggest, view and vote for ideas. Its aim is to 
improve customers’ Starbucks experience. Examples of submitted and implemented 
ideas include free Wifi, happy hours, mobile payment and many new flavors (e.g., 
mocha coconut frappucino, hazelnut machiatto, pumkin spice latte). Integrating 
a voting system to vote for the best ideas, helps consumers not only co-creating 
value by suggesting new ideas, but also by evaluating and voting for their favorite 
submissions. Voting also facilitates the evaluation for companies and ensures 
market validation. However, there is a risk of not receiving sufficient ideas that 
are sufficiently innovative or feasible. Companies therefore have to control for the 
quality of ideas and justify their final choice.

VALUE-ADDING CROWDSOURCING TECHNOLOGIES

Framework

The literature suggests that value co-creation implies an exchange of resources 
between participants and organizers of crowdsourcing activities (e.g., Grönroos, 
2008). Companies provide an engaging platform, task instructions, supporting 
tools and an expert evaluation of contributions in exchange for creativity, time and 
effort investment from participants. To support and improve the exchange of these 
resources, different technological tools come into play. In the following paragraphs, 
the authors present a synthesizing framework, which is based on insights coming 
from the scientific literature and from the document analysis.

Participants’ investment and creativity are supported by learning tools. In line 
with previous research, trial-and-error and social learning both improve participants’ 
creativity (Steils & Hanine, 2016). First, receiving feed-back (e.g., through voting, 
ranking or comments) helps accelerating the trial-and-error learning process and 
improving the quality of contributions. Moreover, innovation toolkits are designed in 
a way to allow for trial-and-error learning (Von Hippel, 2001). Second, collaborative 
tools help improving social learning, and thus the creativity of the outcome. 
Collaborative tools such as forums, chats or (a)synchronous messaging allow for 
the effective and rapid exchange of information.

Companies are involved in the provision of task instructions, an engaging 
platforms and evaluation tools. As outlined in Table 1, different tools are available 
and currently used to fulfill this mission. The authors make a distinction between 
proactive and reactive tools. Proactive tools include technologies that can be prepared 
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and made available in advance to ensure the smooth running of the campaign. 
Reactive tools encompass tools that help companies to react to participants’ actions 
(e.g., commenting or evaluating). They include all dialogue-enabling technologies. 
Figure 1 summarizes the exchange of value-adding resources and technological 
stakes involved in creative crowdsourcing.

In order to give more weight and demonstrate the practical applicability of 
the model suggested in Figure 1, the authors demonstrate the components of this 
framework through a practical example.

Context

The National Union of French Furnishing Industries was founded in 1960. Its mission 
is to represent, defend and promote French furniture manufacturing companies. As a 
social partner, they collaborate with public authorities and take part in negotiations 
between employers’ organizations and employee unions.

In 2017, they organized a national challenge with the aim of reinventing companies’ 
workspaces. Participants were instructed to challenge furniture managers regarding 
their future products and services using a “blue ocean strategy” (i.e., systematic 
approach to making the competition irrelevant using principles and tools to create 
and capture their own “blue oceans”). Participant groups had to be composed of 
2 to 5 individuals, including three mandatory profiles: 1 commercial/marketing, 1 
designer/architect and 1 engineer/technology specialist.

The contest was organized in five steps.

Figure 1. Digital tools as catalysts for value co-creation in crowdsourcing activities
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First, participants had to develop a strategic canvas comparing different offers 
on the market. To assist participants in this step, the organizer provided them with a 
webinar they could watch online and a deliverable template with an example of the 
organization’s expectation regarding content and format of participants’ submission.

Second, in the exploration phase, participants had to conduct 5 to 11 interviews 
with customers and non-customers of office space planning and design. Sector 
coaches assisted groups in setting meetings with interviewees. 21 coaches guided 
participant groups in their work. They included ergonomists, researchers, specialists 
in furnishing or blue ocean strategies, start-up coaches, etc. A second webinar was 
organized to guide participants in the construction and conduct of these exploratory 
interviews.

Third, participants were introduced to the blue ocean strategy and had to explore 
different solutions. During this seminar, an interactive webinar, in which they could 
directly interact with their sector coaches in real time, was offered. With the help of 
their coaches, best ideas were selected and submitted on the platform.

Fourth, another interactive webinar guided participant groups in the development 
of their selected strategy, with the help of their coaches.

Fifth and finally, the three best ideas were invited to prototype using toolkits 
made available by partners of the organizing committee and in collaboration with 
designers, architects and ergonomics. A final webinar presented the available tools 
(e.g., fab labs).

Social media networks with special accounts (a.o., Twitter, Facebook) were 
created to keep participants and non-participants updated on the challenge and 
provided relevant information.

Participant Resources and Value

In the developed framework, the authors suggest that participants create value and 
are supported by technological tools that improve their investment and contribution. 
In the above described context, participants invested a considerable amount of time 
and effort to provide a creative and innovative contribution. From April to June, 
participant groups had to develop a detailed project and five intermediary deliverables. 
Not only did they have to balance creativity and feasibility using their own research 
and imagination, but they also had to include their coaches’ input to improve their 
project. This collaboration and the available resources (e.g., webinars) improved 
the final output to a great extent when compared with traditional challenges where 
little guidance is offered.
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Both types of learning strategies were thus highly present, namely trial-and-error 
learning and social learning. First, since constant feedback on their ideas was provided 
through coaches’ feed-back and the pre-selection phases, participants’ projects were 
constantly questioned and challenged. This form of direct feed-back helped participant 
groups to learn from their mistakes and improve their ideas continuously. Moreover, 
the fab lab they could use during the prototyping phase of the idea development 
included an experimentation lab using virtual reality. Their project could thereby be 
tested in “close-to-real” conditions. Design elements could be added or removed in 
a trial-and-error learning fashion. Participants thus benefited from instruction and 
creativity supporting tools to improve their project. Second, social learning (i.e., 
learning from others) was supported by allowing participants to learn from each 
other and from external persons. On the one hand, since challenge participation was 
organized in groups, the diversity of profiles (e.g., architects, marketing) encouraged 
divergent thinking and required greater collaboration and reflection to consider the 
different aspects and stakes in the development of their idea. Social learning was 
further encouraged through the presence of coaches and the organizing committee. 
Collaborative tools such as social media, interactive webinars and chats facilitated 
social learning and thus contributed to improved deliverables.

Company Resources and Value

From the company’s perspective most value was created through the provision of 
detailed instructions (e.g., webinars), an interactive platform, namely Studyka, and 
their coaching and evaluation of pre-selected ideas and final submissions. To do 
so, this challenge clearly shows the necessary investment of organizing companies 
before, during and after the competition. While proactive tools are mainly used in 
the pre- and post-contest phases, reactive tools add value during the competition. 
To guide participants and thereby ensure greater quality of submitted contributions, 
the organizing committee provided detailed instructions in form of webinars, 
downloadable guidelines, deliverable templates for each of the five steps and 
innovation toolkits in form of high-tech material in their experimental laboratories.

During the contest, the organizer offered a high degree of interaction by attributing 
responsible coaches to each group of participants. Moreover, they used reactive tools 
to facilitate the information exchange between participants, coaches and organizers. 
Besides social media, instant messaging and asynchronous messaging allowed 
participants to constantly contact their coaches or organizers. Table 2 illustrates 
how available tools acted as catalysts in the value co-creation process.
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CONCLUSION

Analyzing digital tools in crowdsourcing activities provides new and relevant insights 
on the importance and diversity of available tools. While previous research mainly 
considered one tool at a time, this chapter contributes to the crowdsourcing literature 
by offering a synthesizing framework of available tools and shows how they act as 
catalysts in the co-creation of value. Even though previous authors have highlighted 
the importance of the exchange of resources in value co-creation, scarcely have they 
identified the way these resources are exchanged and how companies and mediating 
platforms can intervene in the facilitation of value co-creation.

Although the scientific community has long considered crowdsourcing as a 
form of value co-creation, practically, managers often perceived its mere economic 
benefit and used it as a low-cost innovation strategy. This chapter concludes that 
to contribute to successful crowdsourcing activities, the input of all stakeholders 
is needed. In this sense, participants can only provide the quality and quantity of 
contributions expected from the company if the latter correctly assists them in this 
innovation process by providing an engaging and interactive environment. Mediating 
platforms ease the crowdsourcing organization to a great extent by providing 
guidance in designing proactive tools such as written or video briefs. While some 
platforms offer free e-books on how to develop relevant instructions, others offer 
their guidance and direct feed-back on companies’ instructions. Such proactive 
tools are in general the first contact point between participants and companies. 
They include all material and tools available to any Internet user on the challenge’s 
website. Investing effort in user-friendly tools and carefully designing unambiguous 
instructions represent thus two of the major determinants of participants’ decision 
of integrating the challenge and their willingness and level of engagement. They 
shape the image the company’s wishes to convey.

Table 2. Application of the suggested framework
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In contrast with proactive tools, reactive tools, including dialogue-enabling 
technologies, are less under the control of the crowdsourcing organizer in advance and 
highly depend on the comment, contribution or generally speaking the information 
the organization has to react to. Their effective use greatly depends on the organizer’s 
social skills. However, their importance is as high as the use of proactive tools. 
Participants expect and appreciate exchanging and being in contact with the organizers. 
They especially expect some type of feed-back on their submitted contributions. 
Reactive tools help reducing the common risks of crowdsourcing activities, such 
as participant frustration because of a lack of transparency or communication form 
the company, and thus have to carefully be prepared in advance (e.g., designating 
a responsible community manager).

Besides these tools, which help directly improving the innovation process, 
companies can also indirectly influence the quality and quantity of submitted 
ideas by making use of learning tools. The latter help participants learning from 
experience (trial-and-error) or learning from others (social) to improve the quality 
of their contribution. Again, if companies collaborate with mediating platforms, 
many of these tools are integrated in the platform and simply available on demand 
(e.g., commenting ideas, instant messaging). Other tools can be additionally be 
integrated in the innovation process (e.g., toolkits).

In any case, integrating tools does not only consist in the decision to making them 
available to individual or group participants, but also requires a careful management of 
these tools before and especially during the creative contest. For instance, companies 
have to be ready to assist participants in the use of toolkits if necessary or to react to 
comments or questions in a timely manner. To ease its management, a responsible 
manager should be appointed. The company also has to make sure that it possesses 
the necessary competences to accomplish its mission properly. This way, organizers 
of creative crowdsourcing increase the value derived from digital tools and activate 
their catalyst power in the co-creation of value.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Creative Crowdsourcing: Collaborative approach in which companies benefit 
from the intelligence and creativity of a crowd of participants online.

Crowdsourcing: Crowdsourcing is the act of taking a job traditionally performed 
by a designated agent (usually an employee) and outsourcing it to an undefined, 
generally large group of people in the form of an open call.

Digital Tools: Tools characterized by electronic and especially computerized 
technologies.

Proactive Tools: Technologies that can be prepared and made available in advance 
to ensure the smooth running of the crowdsourcing campaign.

Reactive Tools: Reactive tools encompass tools that help companies to react to 
participants’ actions (e.g., commenting or evaluating). They include all dialogue-
enabling technologies.

Social Learning: Theory according to which acquisition of social competence 
happens exclusively or primarily as a function of observing, retaining and replicating 
behavior observed in one’s environment of other people.

Trial-and-Error Learning: Method of problem solving learning which is 
characterized by repeated, varied attempts which are continued until success or 
until the agent stops trying.

Value Co-Creation: Joint process in which value is created reciprocally for each 
of the actors. These actors are engaged in a value-creating process by interacting 
and exchanging resources of different nature.
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ABSTRACT

The impact of identity on brand loyalty has taken precedence as an area of focus in 
recent marketing research. This has taken place in an era defined by technological 
revolution, which has created market disruptions, and there are implications 
for customer-brand relationships. Nonetheless, existing research has failed to 
acknowledge the impact of socio-psychological attributes and functional utility 
maximization. Knowledge that illuminates how firms can reposition themselves to 
sustain brand loyalty when disruptions occur in today’s complex and globalized 
business environment is also required. This study will present an empirical 
investigation into the phenomenon of brand switching behavior among consumers 
in a specific competitive market, the smartphone industry. It explores how resistance 
could be built from an identity theory perspective, as emphasis has historically been 
placed on the functional utility of products at the expense of social meanings. This 
study provides consideration for market disruptions in the smartphone industry 
and confirms that the literature does not capture other non-utilitarian factors such 
as socio-psychological benefits, hence there are underlying factors that motivate 
consumers to continue buying brands they buy.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Marketing research based on identity theory focuses on how individual consumers 
behave in agreement with the most salient identity (i.e. the highest in the hierarchy), 
because it provides the most meaning for the self (Arnett, German & Hunt, 2003; 
Reed, 2002; Farhana, 2014). This stream of research also frames the customer–brand 
relationship in the light of what is ‘me’ and what is ‘not me’ (Kleine, Kleine & 
Allen, 1995). Drawing on Bhattacharya, Rao and Glynn (1995), Da Siveira, Lages 
and Simoes (2013) and Wang and Yieh, (2016), this study posits that customers who 
identify with a brand are likely to be loyal to the brand, but all brand-loyal customers 
need not identify with the brand. This view necessitates a detailed analysis of two 
main aspects of brand loyalty literature to ascertain which perspective is preferred 
in a competitive market in order to establish and consolidate consumer loyalty.

The chapter examines two major limitations in brand loyalty. The first is that the 
sustainability of brand loyalty predictors refers to resisting both time and market 
disruptions (Lam, Arheane & Schillewaert, 2010). However, the brand loyalty 
literature has mainly focused on how brands perform under normal market conditions 
(Keller & Lehmann, 2006; Ozuem, Thomas & Lancaster, 2016). Yet as the business 
environment grows more complex, globalised and innovative, market disruptions 
become more prevalent. The second limitation in brand loyalty is that the perceived 
value of a brand is conceptualised and operationalised as a functional utilitarian 
value. As is prevalent in the brand loyalty literature, this does not capture other 
non-utilitarian factors, such as socio-psychological benefits, that might motivate 
customers to continue buying what they buy (e.g. Richins, 1994; Sweeney & Soutar, 
2001; Hsu & Liou, 2017). This study proposes that customers identify with brands to 
satisfy one or more self-definitional needs (Lam et al., 2013; Ahearne, Bhattacharya 
& Gruen, 2005; Bhattacharya & Sanker, 2003).

This chapter seeks to examine consumer identification with brands in the 
Smartphone industry. This industry was specifically chosen as the product category 
for this study because it represents a context in which brand switching is most likely 
to occur due to multiple alternatives and short inter-purchase frequencies (Campo, 
Gijsbrechts & Nisol, 2000; Goldsmith, 2000; Jung, Hung & Ho, 2017). Notably, 
the market for Smartphones is probably the most dynamic of any product category, 
considering the degree and rate of change in technology (Azize, Hakan & Cemal, 
2013; Cecere, Corroche & Battaglia, 2015).

Overview of the Smartphone Industry

There has been a huge increase in the number of Smartphone users recently as it is 
widely used as a communication tool that connects users through voice calls, text 
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messages, emails and social networking sites for entertainments (Wang, Xiang & 
Fesenmaier, 2014; Kim & Tussyadiah, 2015; Tan, Hsiao, Tseng & Chang, 2017). 
The Smartphone is a multi-functional device which apart from its telephone 
functionalities has a wide range of applications such as email, Internet, calendar, 
notepads and in-built cameras (Norazah, 2013; Wang et al., 2014; Jeong, Kim, Yum 
& Hwang, 2016). The Smartphone is a significant shift from the traditional mobile 
phone and a major difference between the two is that various applications can be 
added after the purchase of the Smartphone device, whereas the same cannot be 
said of the mobile phone. Hence Smartphones are considered radically innovative 
products due their additional features which are similar to computers.

The evolution of the Smartphone has impacted significantly on consumer behaviour 
and choice. Mobile phone technology was initially used only for communication 
purposes but has recently advanced to include additional features that have created 
a greater market and altered the purchase behaviour of the consumers (Slawsby et 
al., 2003; Dwivedi, 2015). In this modern era of technological advancement, users 
of mobile phones expect other features such as media support, Internet connectivity 
and special applications (Jones, 2002; Hansen, 2003; Norazah, 2013; Jeong et al., 
2016; Tan et al., 2017).

There is the need to emphasise that recently, Smartphones have attracted the 
attention of all age groups from teenagers to the older generation, and special features 
in terms of both hardware and software have largely contributed to the impact on 
customer choice and purchase intentions (Tussyadiah, 2015), enabling manufacturers 
to innovate new services that have created a competitive environment.

The dramatic growth in the usage of Smartphones has attracted researchers and 
academics (Park & Yang, 2006; Wang et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2016; Jeong et al., 
2016; Tan et al., 2017), and special features in Smartphones have created greater 
perception and expectations (Aaker, 1997; Dickinson, Ghali, Cherret, Speed, Davis 
& Norgate, 2014; Wang et al., 2014; Tan et al., 2017). The significant component 
of the Smartphone that drives demand and helps manufacturers maintain a strong 
influence in the Smartphone market is the operating system (OS). There are major 
software operating systems such as iOS (Apple), Android (Google), Windows 
(Microsoft), Symbian (Nokia), and RIM (Blackberry). Innovations in hardware 
and software have triggered enormous growth in the Smartphone market, since the 
multi-functional operations in these devices generate the trust in technology that 
consumers expect. Trust in Smartphone devices and their features ultimately adds 
brand recognition and this is the primary factor that affects intentions to purchase 
(Nah et al., 2003; Tussyadiah, 2015).

The Smartphone market has experienced strong growth in recent years mainly 
due to technological advancement in the industry (Kim et al., 2016; Tan et al., 2017; 
Jeong et al., 2016). A MarketLine (2017) report confirmed an impressive volume 
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of 1,349.6 million sales of Smartphone units in 2016, which according to the report 
represents 92.7 per cent of the market’s overall volume in the mobile phone industry 
as compared to ordinary mobile devices with a sales volume of 106.3 million units, 
which constituted 7.3 per cent of the market total in the same year.

The current global Smartphone market continues to be dominated by a small 
number of large technology firms such as Apple, Samsung and Huawei. Apple’s 
Smartphone market share continues to grow across the globe, after consumers 
increasingly turn their backs on competing Android devices. It realised $215,639 
million in revenue in 2016. Samsung, in particular, has seen its market share 
dropping across the world, retaining revenues of $172,840 million in the year 2015, 
a decrease of 2.7 per cent compared to fiscal 2014. Huawei’s consumer business 
segment develops, manufactures and sells a range of Smartphone devices, with the 
company recording $59,453 million revenue in 2015 (MarketLine, 2017).

In spite of the significant growth in the industry (Kim, Nam, Oh & Kan, 2016), 
the Smartphone market is changing with severe threats facing the industry (Felix, 
2015; Tan et al., 2017). Manufacturers with high demand leverage their competitive 
advantage to enable them to maintain their position in the market and a positive brand 
image, to explore new revenue streams and most importantly achieve a sustainable 
product differentiation to drive sales (Gartner, 2016; Jeong et al., 2016).

Theoretical Context

Although brands themselves are not new, and have operated as a force in the 
organisation of production (Lury, 2004), the term ‘brand’ has only come to prominence 
in recent times (Quinton, 2013; Mitchell, Hutchinson, Quinn & Gilmore, 2015). 
Davies and Ward (2005) posit that there is little that remains unbranded in some 
respect, and even those that seek to create goods devoid of the obvious visual 
trappings of ‘brand’ do so by constructing a specific and clear set of values around 
their products. Hence they insist that branding has become one of the most important 
aspects of business practice regardless of sector or product (Leckie, Nyadzayo & 
Johnson, 2016).

Brand names may communicate unique functional attributes, subjective virtues 
surrounding the brand and other information that consumers may have accumulated 
over a period of time. These accumulated ideas are said to influence consumers’ 
perception of brands and the reality of what brands mean to them (Arnold, 1992; 
Ebrahim, Ghoneim, Irani & Fan, 2016).

Such perceived reality is not based on the functional attributes of a brand alone 
(Farhana, 2014; Leckie et al., 2016). Indeed, brand attributes are selected based on 
a consideration of their utilitarian functions (Lam et al., 2013) and this is beyond 
the ‘technical’ skills of consumers. Rather, everything people associate with a 
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brand, both intrinsic and extrinsic, contributes to what consumers purchase. While 
the product is the intrinsic element of the brand, it represents the basic element in a 
whole article to which the consumer attaches value (Brodie, Ilic, Juric & Hollebeek, 
2013; Hollebeek, Glynn & Brodie, 2014). This subjective belief held by customers 
represents the essence at the heart of a brand.

This is exemplified in terms of the ‘psychological values’ brought to bear on 
enhancing the functional benefit of a brand beyond its utility capacity (Lam et 
al., 2013). Such psychological value is embodied in the complex variety of ‘soft’ 
attributes and other associations that determine the desirability of purchasing a 
particular brand instead of its alternatives. These subjective attributes embody the 
values over and above the basic product that a brand provides to consumers.

Brands are sometimes seen in terms of their identities and brand names along 
with their long-term communication elements. They are also regarded as ‘added 
value’ that can enhance the intrinsic value of products (Farquhar, 1989; Leckie, 
2016; O’Kaffe, Ozuem & Lancaster, 2016). De Chernatony and McDonald (1992) 
opined that the added value that a brand provides differentiates it from a commodity. 
In the same vein, Doyle (1994) and Quinton (2013) define a brand as a successful 
integration of an effective product, distinctive identity and added value. The definition 
of brand as added value has its origin in economics where added value refers to the 
difference between the cost of an offering and the actual price it can attract in sales.

In a marketing context, it refers to subjective attributes such as those built around 
names, symbols, colours, slogans, tag lines and other devices created to link a product 
to the market (O’Kaffe et al., 2016)

The above definition resonates with the historical role of branding as an 
identification of ownership. What seems implicit in the ownership is that it fits very 
well with production-era marketing for which the above definition is perfectly suited. 
It also provides a simple definition that aggregates the various elements that make up 
a branded item. However, it is important to look deeper into the meaning of a brand 
as the basis for creating continual value for the consumer (Appiah & Ozuem, 2017).

Murphy (1992) used Gestalt theory to explain the complex nature of the brand. 
According to Murphy (ibid.), while a brand is made up of different constituents of 
both tangible and intangible elements, it is not simply the sum of its individual parts 
that makes it distinct. Therefore, ‘any attempt to analyse the whole by breaking it 
down to its molecular components’ (Murphy, 1992, p. 2) will not adequately capture 
the concept. A brand thus acts as a gestalt in that it is a concept that is more than the 
sum of its parts; parts that may have developed out of numerous scraps of information 
that it has established in the minds of consumers.

In order to establish a different pattern of beliefs and values that consumers 
internalise as a gestalt (Solomon, 2002), a brand needs to offer credible, coherent 
and attractive value propositions over time (Lam et al., 2013).
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In keeping with the notion that a brand embodies many parts, Keller (2008) defines 
the brand as a product, then, but one that adds other dimensions to differentiate it in 
some way from other products designed to satisfy the same needs. In terms of the 
gestalt analogy made by Murphy (1992), one can argue that these differentiation 
and satisfaction dimensions are also part of what makes a brand. Yet this does not 
explain the whole concept, because the uniqueness of physical composition (product) 
and presentation are not sufficient to offer as a strong concept of brand.

It was observed that brands tend to create uniqueness through perceptions in 
the mind of the consumer, and that there is no other brand quite like a successful 
brand (Keller, 2008; Quinton, 2013). If the differentiation of a physical product 
does not represent the whole brand, what explanations can one have for the concept 
of brand? Brand has been rightly defined as a product or service that a particular 
firm is offering to customers in the marketplace which is differentiated by its name, 
presentation and the uniqueness of its compositions. However, it is erroneous to 
assume that is sufficient alone to explain the essence of a brand.

With increasing technological and manufacturing sophistication, many brands 
competing in the same product category can be produced to a virtually identical 
specification. Furthermore, they can be produced at exactly the same cost. This 
in turn can create parity among brands in the same product category. With the 
possibility of such conditions, one cannot assume that uniqueness of composition 
and presentation makes a brand. This by itself suggests that there are many other 
factors that come together to explain a brand.

No single definition can satisfactorily explain the concept of brand. Kapferer 
(2001) observed that the inability to come up with a singular definition reflects the 
complexity that is inherent in any attempt to define a concept, which in reality may 
mean different things to many people. Kapferer (2001, p. 3) explains further that:

It is as if any definition that came to mind would not be complete. Some people talk 
about the name by which a product is known, others about added value, image, 
expectation, values, still others about the differentiating mark of the product and 
consumer badge. In fact they are all right in their own way; a brand is all of these 
things simultaneously. 

In light of the complexity of this discussion, one could agree with Kapferer 
(2001) that the reality of the modern brand makes it impossible to assert that a 
singular definition can capture all types of brands in their guises. One may not be 
able to reduce all of a brand’s parts to only one encompassing definition. Building 
on the issues discussed above, a specific definition of brand is offered to reflect the 
particular approach of the research reported in this study. Hence, a brand is defined 
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in terms of its perceptual, intangible elements, as much as its tangible aspects. This 
chapter takes orientation from Murphy’s (1990, p. 4) definition of brand as:

a blend of attributes, both tangible and intangible, which are relevant and appealing, 
and which meaningfully and appropriately distinguish one brand’s uniqueness from 
another. 

In light of the above discussion, there is no singular acceptable conceptual 
definition of a brand. It is worth noting that this definitional problem is not peculiar 
to brand. Conclusions could be drawn to the effect that definitions adopted by 
researchers, particularly in the social sciences, are generally more often than not 
controversial in nature (Kerlinger & Lee, 2000). Therefore, an examination of the 
meaning of brand in this chapter will be based upon its ability to be many things to 
many people. However, for the purposes of the current study, a brand must convey 
authority, cohesion and confidence and it must prompt recognition in the mind of 
the consumer.

Brand Loyalty

It is important that companies build strong brands. A strong and healthy brand 
is instrumental in creating a sustainable competitive advantage (Aaker, 1995; 
Bhattacharya & Lordish, 2000; Liu, Li, Mizerski & Soh, 2012). The transition to 
a relationship marketing paradigm places brand loyalty as a central indicator of 
customer relational strength (Oliver, 1999; O’Keeffe, Ozuem et al., 2016; Ozuem, 
Thomas & Lancaster, 2016; Giovanisa & Athanasopouloub, 2018). Brand loyalty 
has traditionally been conceived of as a behavioural construct relating to intentions 
towards repeat purchases (Nam, Ekinci & Whyatt, 2011).

Brand loyalty is a ‘deeply held commitment to rebuy or re-patronise a preferred 
product or service consistently in the future, causing repetitive same-brand or same-
brand-set purchasing, despite situational influence and marketing efforts having the 
potential to cause switching behaviour’ (Oliver, 1999, p. 34).

Dimitriades (2006) shares this view and suggests it is widely accepted that satisfied 
consumers are less sensitive to price change, less influenced by competitor attacks, 
and more loyal to the firm for longer than dissatisfied customers.

In line with all the above definitions, loyalty to a brand is expressed due to a 
positive attitude, which makes a consumer repeatedly demand goods or services of 
a particular brand, or a limited number of brands within a suitably defined period 
of time (Dwivedi, 2015; Liu, Li, Mizerski & Soh, 2012; O’Keeffe et al., 2016). 
Consistent with this view, Leckie, Nyadzayo & Johnson (2016) share the opinion 
that consumers may possess a strong attitude, which may have a strong effect on 
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their behaviour towards a particular brand. They refer to this phenomenon as brand 
insistence, and further describe brand insistence in terms of recognition, preference 
and insistence.

Behavioural and Attitudinal Loyalty

Despite the large number of studies on brand loyalty, much of the research over 
the past three decades investigates consumer loyalty from two perspectives and so, 
broadly, there are two schools of thought underlining the definition of brand loyalty. 
These are behavioural loyalty and attitudinal loyalty (Dick & Basu, 1994; Ozuem, 
Patel, Howell & Lancaster, 2017)

The first marketing studies perceived customer loyalty in a behavioural way, 
measuring the concept as a behaviour involving repeat purchases of a particular 
product or service. This behaviour was evaluated either by the sequence in which 
goods and services are purchased, as a proportion of purchases, as an act of 
recommendation, as the scale of the relationship, its scope, or as a measure of several 
of these criteria combined (Hallowell, 1996; Homburg & Giering, 2001; Yi, 1990). 
Nam et al. (2011) confirmed the above-mentioned perception by stating that loyalty 
has traditionally been conceived of as a behavioural construct relating to intentions 
towards repeat purchase. Put simply, Nam et al. (2011) refer to behavioural loyalty 
as the frequency of repeat purchases, and repeat purchases may to a certain degree 
capture a consumer’s loyalty towards his or her brand of interest.

Kuusik and Varblane (2009) identify three sub-segmented reasons for behaviourally 
loyal customers: those that are (i) forced to be loyal (e.g. by monopoly or high exit 
costs), (ii) loyal due to inertia, and (iii) functionally loyal. Oliver (1999) attaches 
the concept of inert loyalty to routine purchases, so a sense of satisfaction is not 
experienced and it becomes a task. From a marketing perspective, this would suggest 
that as long as there are no specific ‘triggers’ to compel behaviourally loyal customers 
to change providers, they will remain passively loyal (Roos, 1999). According to 
Liu, Wu and Hung (2007), even when presented with more attractive alternatives, 
consumers who have high inertia will be reluctant to change and this behaviour can 
be linked to a consumer’s familiarity and a perception that frequenting a familiar 
service vendor requires less effort. They state that consumer inertia has greater 
influence on repeat purchase intentions, and they recommend that managers make 
efforts to develop consumer consumption inertia.

Day (1969) criticised this one-dimensional view as behaviourally centred, and 
therefore not particularly useful to distinguish true loyalty from ‘spurious loyalty’. 
Since then, many researchers have recognised the need to add an attitudinal 
component to the behavioural one (Berné, Mu’gica & Yague, 2001; Dick, Mu’gica 
& Basu, 1994; Jacoby & Kyner, 1973; Oliver, 1997). Similarly, Day’s criticism 
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above was embraced by Uncles and Laurent (1997) who argued that by classifying 
these behavioural observations as a form of loyalty, there is a tendency to overlook 
customers who are emotionally attached to products and services. This can lead to 
overestimations of loyalty customer bases and the stability of portfolios (Crouch, 
Perdue, Timmermans & Uysal, 2004). Significantly, Dick and Basu (1994) contend 
that a favourable attitude and repeat purchase was ideal to define loyalty, by viewing 
loyalty as an attitude-behaviour relationship in their framework.

Attitudinal loyalty, on the other hand, can be defined as capturing the emotional 
and cognitive components of brand loyalty (Kumar & Shah, 2004; Ozuem, Thomas 
& Lancaster, 2016). Oliver (1999) aligns his description with this belief by defining 
loyalty as a deeply held commitment to rebuy or re-patronise preferred products or 
services consistently in future, despite situational influences and marketing efforts 
having the potential to cause switching behaviour. Brand commitment, therefore, 
is the pledging or binding of a person to his or her brand choice within a product 
class (Leckie et al., 2016). Chaudhuri and Holbrook (2001) treat brand commitment 
as synonymous with attitudinal loyalty. The issue of commitment is discussed in 
more detail in the next chapter.

Attitudinal loyalty represents a more long-term and emotional commitment to 
an organisation or brand (Bennett & Rundle-Thiele, 2002; Shankar et al., 2003; 
Ozuem et al., 2016), which is why attitudinal loyalty is referred to as ‘emotional 
loyalty’ and is regarded as being ‘much stronger and longer lasting’ (Hofmeyr & 
Rice, 2000). The idea has been compared with marriage (Albert & Merunka, 2013).

Consistent with the above, attitudinal loyalty refers to the psychological 
commitment that a consumer makes in the purchase act, such as intentions to purchase 
and recommend without necessarily taking repeat purchase behaviour into account 
(Jacoby, 1971; Ozuem et al., 2017). Jacoby and Kyner (1973) defended Jacoby’s 
(1971) definition of brand loyalty. Their definition was expressed as a set of six 
necessary and collectively sufficient conditions. According to these authors, brand 
loyalty is: (1) biased (i.e. non-random), (2) a behavioural response (i.e. purchase), 
(3) expressed over time, (4) undertaken by some decision-making unit, (5) fulfilled 
with respect to one or more alternative brands out of a set of such brands, and (6) a 
function of psychological (decision-making, evaluative) processes. They stated that 
it is the evaluation process (the sixth condition) that makes an individual develop 
a commitment towards a brand. It is this notion of commitment, they argued, that 
provides an essential basis for differentiating brand loyalty from other forms of 
repeat purchasing behaviour.

Attitudinal loyalty is preferred to behavioural loyalty (Day, 1969; Dick & Basu, 
1994; Appiah & Ozuem, 2017) for the following reasons. A behaviourally loyal 
customer may be spuriously loyal, that is, they might stay loyal to a brand, organisation 
or service provider until a better alternative in the marketplace is available (Dick & 
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Basu, 1994; Appiah, 2014). An attitudinally loyal customer, on the other hand, has 
some attachment or commitment to an organisation, service or brand, and is not 
easily swayed by a slightly more attractive alternative. Attitudinal loyalty not only 
indicates higher repurchase intent, but also resistance to counter-persuasion and 
adverse expert opinion. It is an indicator of a willingness to pay a price premium 
and to recommend the service provider or brand to others.

From the reasons established above, this study adopts the idea of attitudinal loyalty 
towards a brand or service provider and defines brand loyalty as the consumer’s 
intention to visit or willingness to recommend a particular brand regardless of 
price change. The choice of attitudinal loyalty is emphasised by Shankar et al. 
(2003) who viewed attitudinal loyalty as similar to the type of affective or cognitive 
loyalty proposed by Oliver (1999). This represents a higher order or a long-term 
commitment of a customer to an organisation or brand, which cannot be inferred 
by merely observing customer repeat purchase behaviour (Lam et al., 2013; Appiah 
& Ozuem, 2017).

Innovations and Market Disruptions

The ultimate causes of brand switching are market disruptions. Market disruptions 
are key happenings in a market which more often than not impede customer–brand 
relationships (Fournier, 1998; Stern, Thompson & Arnould, 1998; Christensen, 2013; 
Jung et al, 2017). Disruption is therefore a state where markets cease to operate in 
their usual routine, characteristically by steep and huge market declines.

This research focuses on disruptions that occur within product markets. As noted 
by McGrath (2011), the concept of ‘market disruption’ that occurs in a product market 
directly harkens to research in two significant areas (technology and innovation), 
which in recent time have attracted significant attention and development by firms 
placed in the Smartphone industry. Disruptions displace and alter how we think, 
behave, transact business, learn and go about our daily undertakings. This is echoed by 
Christensen (2013), who states that disruptions displace existing markets, industries 
and technology that develops something unique, more efficient and more worthwhile.

The theory of disruptive innovation introduced by Christensen (2013) provides 
clarification for the displacement of industry giants by lesser competitors, opening a 
channel for new entrants (Bower & Christensen, 1995; Christensen, 2013; Giovanisa 
& Athanasopouloub, 2018). Disruptive innovation creates a new market, apart from 
disrupting existing ones. The term is used in business and technology literature to 
describe innovations that improve products or services in ways that markets do not 
expect; first by generating a different set of consumers in the new market (Ozuem, 
Howell & Lancaster, 2008; Christensen, 2013; Giovanisa & Athanasopouloub, 
2018), and later by lowering prices in the existing market.
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According to McGrath (2011), the concept’s explanatory power is derived 
from the belief that industry incumbents and new entrants rely on technological 
trajectories. Industry front-runners tend to lay more emphasis on and invest in 
sustaining innovations that constantly improve their leading products and increase 
their overall performance in attributes that are perceived as being important for 
their existing customer base. Over time, the performance increase achieved through 
sustaining innovations begins to overshoot the needs of the best customers who pay 
the most, whereas the new entrants’ disruptive products become good enough to 
meet the needs of the dominant incumbents’ customers.

Christensen (2013) identified a number of industries in which the pattern of 
disruption closely fits with his theory. These include retail, computers, hospitals 
and automobiles but there has been little research into how these disruptions impact 
upon and affect the perceived value of brands in disruptive times. There are different 
factors and determinants which affect consumers in switching from one product to 
another. The next section looks at two main switching behaviours for the purpose 
of this study.

Brand Switching and Resistance

The function of identity, loyalty literature and its causal effects on brand switching 
proponents (BSP) in the context of Smartphone purchases is considered in this 
section. Contextually, the Smartphone was utilised as a relevant product category for 
this study mainly because it represents an industry where brand switching is most 
likely to occur due to the multiple alternatives and short inter-purchase frequency 
that define the setting for innovative disruptions (Campo et al., 2000; Goldsmith, 
2000; Jung et al., 2017).

Switching is likely to happen at any time a customer is motivated to review available 
alternatives of the same product within the same marketplace due to a variation in 
competitive activity (Seiders & Tigert, 1997; Jung et al., 2017). Similarly, Hogan 
and Armstrong (2001) posited that brand switching is the process of substituting 
a more preferred product for an incumbent one from the same category in order to 
attain satisfaction. Sathish et al. (2011) indicated that brand switching is a consumer 
behaviour that depicts differences centred on consumers’ satisfaction levels. 
Hence, brand switching is the process of being loyal to one product or service for 
a period of time but deciding to swap to another, due to dissatisfaction or a change 
in preferences. They further suggest that even if a consumer is loyal to a selected 
brand but subsequently establishes dissatisfaction, he/she may switch to a competing 
brand. Therefore, brand managers must consistently evaluate and redirect resources 
and capabilities into a product to ensure a strong position.
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Losing a consumer is a serious setback for a firm as it has severe financial 
implications and also affects its market position, since reinvesting resources in 
attracting new consumers can create huge costs in advertising and promotions. 
Product characteristics are likely to affect exploratory tendencies such as BSPs and 
innovation in product contexts with a large number of alternatives and a short inter-
purchase frequency (Jung et al., 2017). These characteristics include perceived risk, 
brand loyalty, perceived brand differentiation/similarity, hedonism (or pleasure) and 
strength of preference (Van Trijp et al., 1996). When consumers are extremely engaged 
with a product, their tendency to switch is likely to be lower (Sloot et al., 2005).

Consumers with high involvement with a product have ‘a narrow latitude 
acceptance’ (Sherif & Sherif, 1967; Giovanisa & Athanasopouloub, 2018). They 
remain doubtful about being persuaded toward other alternatives. On the same issue, 
Sloot et al. (2005) agree that loyal consumers are less likely to switch to another 
brand. Usually activities to persuade consumers to switch may be demonstrated 
in the form of sales promotions, typically as offers and discounts, that most often 
encourage switching across various product categories (Kahn & Louie, 1990).

Perceived risk is an indicator that consumers are worried about potential losses 
resulting from their purchases (Mitchell, 1999; Jung et al., 2017). High perceived risk 
results in avoidance tendencies and behaviours (e.g. commitment to a brand, repeat 
purchase behaviour) as consumers are ‘more often motivated to avoid mistakes than 
to maximise utility in purchasing’ (Mitchell, 1999, p. 163). Yet perceived similarity 
amongst brands in the product category reflects a high tendency of consumers 
possibly to switch.

Hedonism encourages switching within specific categories of products (Van 
Trijp et al., 1996). Hedonism is related to enjoyment or pleasure that a consumer 
derives from a selected product (Griffin et al., 2000), as consumers are innately 
inspired by products that provide (hedonic) feelings (Hirschman & Holbrook, 1982; 
Giovanisa & Athanasopouloub, 2018). They are consequently expected to trigger 
repeat purchase intentions or to elicit switching tendencies (Van Trijp et al., 1996).

Brand Switching as Functional Utility Maximisation

Switching occurs when a customer is motivated to review their available alternatives 
in the marketplace due to a change in competitive activities in the market (Seiders 
& Tigerts, 1997; Appiah & Ozuem, 2017). Economists view consumer choices as 
a means to achieve maximisation of functional utility (Appiah, 2014; McFadden, 
1986). In addition, a common practice among marketing researchers is to model 
consumer brand switching as choices based on product attributes and the marketing 
mix (Guadagni & Little, 1983).
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However, according to the original text on multi-attribute utility theory (Lancaster, 
1966), consumer utility includes not only a brand’s functional, but also its socio- 
psychological, attributes. Furthermore, McFadden (1986, p. 284), contends that it is 
necessary to incorporate psychometric data in choice models because these factors 
also shape the utility function.

Following existing models of brand choice, ‘relative perceived value’ is defined 
as the extent to which the utilitarian value of the functional benefits of a branded 
offering exceeds those of another alternative in the same product category (Lam 
et al., 2010; 2013). When customers experience difficulty in generating positive 
information about their choice, they may infer that the amount of positive information 
is rather limited and may reverse their attitude towards the chosen brand (Wänke, 
Bohner & Jurkowitsch, 1997; Jung et al., 2017). With its relevance to functional 
utility, relative perceived value influences switching behaviour as functional utility 
maximisation. In line with recent developments in choice modelling, social identity 
theory suggests that brand switching also serves socio-psychological purposes besides 
functional utility maximisation (Rao et al., 2000; Tajfel & Turner, 1979). This theory 
posits that people derive their identity from affiliations with social groups. They 
value such membership and distinguish themselves from those who do not share 
such affiliations, forming the in-group and the out-group. According to Lam et al. 
(2010), when a social identity is threatened, that is, negatively perceived, in-group 
members will likely respond by resorting to three basic strategies: social mobility, 
social creativity, and social change. Social mobility refers to a person’s attempt to 
leave or dissociate him/herself from the group, and moving from a lower-status 
group to a higher status one is an example (ibid.). Social creativity describes a 
person’s attempt to ‘seek positive distinctiveness for the in-group by redefining or 
altering the elements of the comparative situation’ (Tajfel & Turner, 1979, p. 43). 
For example, a business school that does not compare favourably with other schools 
in overall evaluation may seek out specific dimensions of comparison that grant it 
superiority over these other schools (Elsbach & Kramer, 1996).

Finally, social change refers to direct competition with the out-group to retrieve 
higher status. In the marketing context, social change can be initiated either by 
competitors or by customers who identify with a brand. Market disruptions that are 
externally caused by competitors (e.g. radically innovative brands) can be viewed 
as attempts to initiate social change between competitors to vie for favour amongst 
customers. When a radically new brand is introduced, some customers may perceive 
it as having a more attractive identity than the incumbent’s identity.

From the customer’s point of view, brand identifiers sometimes proactively generate 
negative word-of-mouth about brands that they do not identify with, especially after 
they are exposed to comparative advertising. From the identity theory perspective, the 
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researcher proposes that customers may switch to a new brand for self-enhancement 
purposes to maximise socio-psychological utility (e.g. symbolic benefits) rather 
than functional utility (i.e. functional benefits). In support of the social mobility 
argument, Rao, Davis and Ward (2000) insist that firms migrate from the National 
Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotations (NASDAQ) stock market 
to the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) to preserve a positive identity.

CONCLUSION AND MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS

In the marketing context, the narrative analysis of marketing relationships by Stern, 
Thomson and Arnold (1998) implies that customers may switch to a brand they 
used to dislike by revising their view of the brand’s identity and reference group. 
Research into cultural assimilation also reports that immigrants swap their cultural 
identities in consumption as they assimilate into the mainstream culture (Oswald, 
1999). Similarly, Chaplin and Roedder (2005) suggest that as children mature 
into adolescents, their self-concept becomes more sophisticated and so do their 
connections with brands. When the boundary between the in-group and the out-group 
is impermeable and changing group membership is not realistic, social mobility 
is not a viable strategy to cope with identity threats. For example, people rarely 
change their political affiliation, as social identity theory suggests that under such 
circumstances people will engage in social creativity (Tajfel & Turner, 1979). Tajfel 
and Turner (1979, p. 43) posit that social creativity can take multiple forms, such 
as (1) comparing the in-group with the out-group based on some new dimensions, 
(2) changing the values assigned to the attributes of the group such that previously 
negative comparisons are now cast in a positive light, and (3) avoiding using the 
high-status out-group as a comparative frame of reference. In other words, social 
creativity is a form of identity-based comparison that is based on in-group biases, 
and defined as a strong belief in the superiority of the group with which a person 
identifies. It is a form of prejudice against the non-identified group. Brewer (1979) 
posits that such in-group biases are both cognitive and motivational because these 
biases motivate in-group members (e.g. brand identifiers) to attend only to elements 
that the in-group will evaluate more positively than the out-group.

Managerial implications based on findings from this study indicate that innovative 
brands, such as Smartphones, are susceptible to disruption in their initial stages. This 
drives huge interest that may interrupt consumer–brand relationships, yet with time 
this interest may become fragile (Fournier, 1998). Brand managers must allocate 
investment to build stronger customer–brand identification/relationship at the maturity 
stage of the product life cycle to resist switching during disruptions. First, in order 
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to extend the maturity stage of a brand, brand managers should invest in activities 
that enhance consumers’ perceived quality and self–brand congruity. Smartphone 
manufacturers must commit investment to symbolic drivers such as self–brand 
congruity at maturity stages of the brand life cycle rather than instrumental drivers 
such as quality (functional utility). This strategy is effective as brand loyalty and 
resilience to market disruptions are sustained.
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